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PREFACE.

In the spring of 1979, I was asked for assistance byre.local school
district in suggesting the appropriate programming for a mentally
retarded Chinese student -who was unable to speak While this was
not the type of service my office usually provided, my curiosity prompted
me to agree to go to the school and at least aehess the situation. What
I found was a' young Chinette immigrant girl, Ming, who spoke,po English
and

i
had only limited comprehension in Cantonese. Unable to evaluate her

adequately, the school personnel assumed her to be trainable mentally
retarded. The bilingual education program in this district wanted no
part of her since she was obviously a special_ education probleM. The
special education staff could not communicate with her in Cantonese and
felt'that.she should be the responsiblity of-bilingual:educatiod
personhel. Each day Ming would do nothing but sit quietly by herself on
the flOor of her classroom.

Since 1979, a number of higher.education programs have emerged to trait
personnel to work with eulturelly and linguistically different
exceptional dhildren (CLDE).. In addition, both the Office of Special
Education Programs'(OSEP) and, the Office of Bilingual Education and
Minority Language Affairs 40BEMLA.) of the U.S. Department of Education
have funded research and training projects.

r

:The Council for Exceptional Children_has sponsored two national topical
conferences and a symposium on topic. As a result of thee neW
developments, a body of informetio has emerged. In this monograph, five
state-of-the-art papers on this im ortant segment of our population have
been prepared by some of the more prominent and active authorities in the
atop, adding significantly to oar information base.

v.
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CHAPTER 1

THE' EXCEPTIONAL BILINGUAL CHILD: DEMOGRAPHY

`Nancy De

e.

The purposes of this investigative,report are to document the
prevalence' of exceptional bilingual children by handicapping,
condition, to analyze trends and patterns, that present themselves in the
available data, and to make recommendations for fui:'ure data collection

and monitoring efforts in regard to this specific population. Obtaining
accurate prevalence figUres enables educators to provide exceptional
bilingual students with needed services and to modify those practices
that prohibit access 'to services or improperly serve students. By
analyzing the available data regarding enrollMent, special educators can
discover existing manpower, planning, and staff development Aeedi and.'

review the success of 'policies and programs developed toserveculturally
and linguistically diverse exceptional .(CLDE) students. In addition,
funding levels can'be established based on projections made with existing"
data.

6

"DIFFICULTIES IN DETERMINING PREVALENCE RATES

Gathering accurate data yegarding.the number of exceptional children Is
complicated by several interacting variables. Factors identified by
Hallahan and Kauffman in 1978 (pp. 8-12) included problems involving

definition, diagnosis, sampling error, the role of the school, and
stigma. A factor with special relevance to CLDE students is the tendency
to use program placements other than special education classrooms to
provide-service. Typical'of such placements are compensatory programs
such as Title I (including Migrant programs), Title VII bilingual

programs, and state and locally funded bilingual end English-as-a-
. second-language (ESL) programs.

L

1Prevalence refers to the number or,percent.of 'students who curtently
(or at a specified point in time) require special educaion services]

1,
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Definitions.

"10

Determinatiofiof.thenhtiohal prevalence rate of CLDE students'in
specific Special education categories varies due to changing definitiOns
for the various-programs. In California, as in many other states,
dramatic changes,inenrollmeht rates were accOmplished in the period
1969-1972, whOn.large numbers of the stgte's EMH (educable mentally
handicapped) Students were deceitified Ased'on a court-mandated
reassessment. 1 Students were decertified because,a greater weight was

placed on peeformance IQ measures and because, a, IQ cutoff score was
used (Meyeesj `Macmillan, & Yoshida, '1978; Reschly & Jepson, 1978):

7

While stitt Cbahges in the category of mental retardation caused
dramatic fl4ctuations in' prevalence' figures duringthis, period, another
more stable phenomenon is responsible for other fluctit4ions in the
figures repbrted.by states. This phenomenon is the considerable
variation that exists among and within statesan the definitions
governing,ciegorical programs. It is very much the case that a child's.
state and city of residence could determike whether a partiCular child is
served and into which category the child is placed (U.S. General
iccounting Office, 1981). In the high-incidence categories (educable
mentally retarded, leatningditiabled,.an&speech impaired), due to the

subjective criteria involved in their definitions, considerable variation
in the characteristics and number of children served in the same

categoricoi program exists among. states (Hallaharvic Kauffman, 1978; U.S.
General Accounting Office, 1981). In 1980-8k the enrollment-figures

reported by states varied from a low of 4.81% to a high of 10.64% for the
percentage of children classified and served in special education
programs 1Generil,MRccounting Office, 1981, p. 43).

;ft

As they\tegard.CLDE students,,the definitions of specific
handicapping conditions have purposefully been refined over time to
prevent misplacement or overrepresentation of such children. The mast
significant revisions made to the definitions of categorical programs are
reflected in the intent'and provisions of P.L. 94-142 (Ysseidyke, 1241).

State provisions and court mandates-specific to CLDE students have lso

caused the prevalence rates to change within and. among, categories in a$

similar fashion. While it is relatively easy to alter the placement
,rates for specific categories of exceptionality by changes made in the
definitions regarding such programs, the key issue is not "numbers, of-
cases," a standard open to active manipulation, but rather the validity

.

of the placement and the equity that exists in the treatment of various
. ethnolifiguistic groups within special education..

Diagnosis

It is
,,

possible that many studentsdemonstrate oxerlapping conditions and

are receiving the services of two categorical piograms and yet ate only

reported under one. This would misrepresent actual service patterns in

reporting districts. powoiver, amore important issue for CLDE students'
is the accuracy of.the diagnosis that places such students into the

categories in which they are later reported.- Assessment techniques have

1,

undergone a' series of changes over the last deoadepeca sing fluctuation

in the actual diagnosis that plabes a child in a given ategory for

. 2
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reported purposet. -A child who was report as EMR 4 one point in time,.
. 'Luang traditional testing procedures and s rict cutoff points, might

become teaming disabled (1,D).fot another period because the
assedsment procedure and the criteria use .to diagnose the disability had
changed.' /

A variety of sources. documents the vement that occurs between
ehtegories.as diagnosed change:: Notabl there'have been.fhther dramatic

, shifts away from placing CLDE. children n Bp classrooms, and a
continuing trend to serve students prs iously placed.in these settings,, in

Other-coMPensafory4clabses (Fin '19,82;:Jones-EOoker,!1977f Tucker,
1980; U.S. Owlets' Accounting Office, 1981) . SuCh shtfts in figures
.repotted will continue to occur as a. slices in. the diagnosis of
disabilities.foi this population'occ r. The advent of specialized '

tratning-programs for bilingual psy ologists and speech pathologists.
holds the promise of improved diagn sis of disabilities for_
limited-Englihh-ptoficient youngst = s and of increased accuracy in
placements.., The increased use-of ondategorical programs may further
affect prevalence figures.

Sampling Error

Studies thit..have been conducte thui far document prevalence in
particular populations and then project these findings to latger
populdtionis. In this process, there alway6 exists the potential for
error. If the sample/is too S all, not representative, or skewed in ga .

particular direction, the res lts will not predict accurately the number
of-students to be served. A elated problem of great importance to the
accurate prediction of CL'DE students is that of the degree of
disaggregatiOn of data. One probleM that exists in und#rstanding the

f
needs of this group is the ack of ethnic or ational origin separation,
in the data currently colle ted. Hispanics, slaws, andNative Americans
are grouped into laige undifferentiated categories that do not allow."

,

program planners to understand the needs of particular groups of
children. Distinctions such as Puerto Rican vs. Cuban vs. Mexican
American children, Southeast Asian vs. Chinese vs.'Filipino American
children, or Navajo vs. Cherokee vs. Alaskan Native American children are
but a few examples of the distinctions needed in orderto adequately plan
fOr the delivery of setVices.

Figute 1 And Table/l.show some of the broad divisions that would be
necessary to provide Accurate assessments, plan individualized education
prograMs, WA upgrade the skills and knowledge of the staff who.would ..

serve such childreat' Additionally, it would be necessary to distinguish
.Among students wielf:diffetent proficiellcy levels in English and in 'their '

native language in order to lissess the-need for native language services
and personnel. These points are listed under sampling error because we
know that our samples are not as carefully defined as they need to be in
order for accurate statements to be made regarding current needs of .CLDE
children.

4
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PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE HISPANIC POPULATION
MARCH 1980

Puerto Rican
14%

MexicantAmOrican
60%

Central
or South American
8%,

Other-Spanish
12%

.Note. From the National Hispanic Center for Advanced Studies and PoliCy
Analysis. The State of Hiseanib America: Volume II. Oal4and: The
National Hispanic Center/BABEL, 1982, p. 6. Reprinted by permission.

TABLE 1

Langua§es Taught Most Frequently

Number Of

Language Students, enrolled

Total

Navajo
Cherokee

Dakota/Lakota
Papago
Other languages

31,338

11,196
4,445

4,214

.2;369

.22,224

Percent

of total

100

36
14

13

8

.29

Note. Information on services to Americdn Indian and Alaskan Native'
students comet-fronil the BIA study reported in ComRrehensivelndipn

..

Bilingual- Bicultural,Education Needs Assessment.

U:S. Department of Education. The Conditon of Bilingual Educatiorikin the
Nation, 1982. Rosslyn National ClierngboUse for Bilingual Education,
1982, p. 61.
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The Roleok the School

'! A
Schools assume a central role in the identification of students with

handicapping Conditions. .While some disabilities are identified in
infancy and early childhood, the most frequently occurring dittability
categories are tied to rack. of school achievement. In the major studieS
conducted to document the number of students enrolled in special
,education, we can see that not only are students identified during their
school years, but also that they are most frequently identified during
the elementary school period, Data collected in the 1978-79'school year
-show that 57% of the students enrolled in special education were in
grades 6 and below. The average age of children in,apecial education was
.8. years old (U.S.. General Accounting Office, 1981). Concomitantly, the
presChooll secondary, and postsecondary groups are underserved by special
education programs. Other groups,that do not receive adequate services
are migrant children, foster children, incarcerated youth, and students
enrolled-in.a variety of private school settings (U.S. General Accounting'
Office, 1981).

Another trend of great importance in the resultant prevalence rates
is the trend to place students in existing programs in the district,
rather than to create a needed new program. The number of "slots" open
in programs has also been determined to influence the placements made
(j.S. General AccoUnting,Office, 1981). Enrollment prompted by the need
to maintain staff and programs has been documented as well (Tobias et
al., 1982). While these practices aresnot embraced by all special
education program they are widespread enough to call into question the
rates of enrollied1 that currently exist. AnOther issue related to the
effect of the role of the school on resultant prevalence-rates is the
ability of staff to accurately distinguish between students,in:need of

special education services and those whose needs can be met in the
general education classroom.

While some researchers have documented the failure ofgeneral
education programs to serve students as individuals (Tucker, 1980),
others point to both a capricious referral practice by some educators and
at the other extreme, the reluctance to refer demonstrated. by others whop
feel that special' education settings are not adequately Constructed to
serve CLDE students (U.S. General Accounting-Office, 1981). The school
plays a key role in who is served, the categorical programs in which they
are served, and the trends of over-referral discussed above

Stigma O

Because of an awareness of the stigma that can result.from placements in
certain categorical programs, many educators are reluctant to refer
'underachieving children. This reluctance may be even greater regarding
the referral dnd placement of CLDE children, because of a history (of
documented misplacements of such children: Therefore, children who may.

,genuinely need such servicekmay not receive them becaute of a cautious
Ptposture on the part of some educators. Another factor that comes into

'play ii the reaction of pa ants to certain. placements. For parents
coming from diverse culturia and linguistic,backgroundS and educational

experiences, there maybe general lack, of understanding regarding the

5-
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purposeand content of special education classeS, .Because of this lack .
.of Lute atanding, parents may deny perMissioh to have their child tested

or in ex reme cases they may even move in order'to.aioid the placement of

their chi d in special education. Students who may need. to be sewed in

one categoty may be served in another because one is less stigmatizing

than\the other and is thusmore readily accepted by parents. These are

some of.the.lany ways in which thepossible stigmatizing effect of a

program can;affect-the behavior of educators and parents as they rnake
educational decisions. The illustrations gived serve to dembnetrate:
possible ways in which stigma can affect tde resultant prevalence rates.

Alternative Placements/Programs
J

nisi section-is very much related tplhe section on the role-of the

schools. It is being discusted separately/ however, because of its
importance to the prevalence rates reported for CLDE children. The

existence of alternative programs in which underachieving students can be
:served dramatically affects 'the rates of participation in special ,

education classrooms. For many students, alternative settings available
are limited to Chapter I programs or school- developed compensatory

prpgrams., If a student is. underachieving, the availability of such
alternatives can affect whethei,orAnot the child is referred to special

education. For CLDE students,, a' treater variety of program options cap

exist. These include migrant education programs (Title I funded),
, - ,.

bilingual education programs (Title VII and state fhnded),.and ESL
classes (Title I and district funded),,to'name the most commonly
aveilable programs. Bilingual atudents,Who exhibit learning difficultiva

may be. served in these settings rather than be referred to special.

education,' thereby reducing the - number of students reported ai in need:df

specialleduction ser ces. 'Adailtionally, Title I basic skills programs

(reading and, mathemati tend to be used. as a" "first placement" for i .

students who are not succ eding in the general education clasiroom, be

they monolingual special needs or bilingual youngsters who have exhibited

a need for a bilingual program (McKay & Michie, 1982),
4.

.
With the advent of P.L. 9471f2, which required the provision of

special educationservices te:qualified-studentsi. the use of Title I

programs for monolingual special needs students diminished. However, the

use of Title I to provide language-related services to bilingual students

has not diminished (McKay & Michie, 1982).' By. analyzing the data
reported by the Office of Civil Rights in 1978 on a diatriCt-by-d strict.

'basis, it can be seen that districts with bilingual programa have ss

disproportionality in their program enrollments, than is the case in,

districts without bilingual programs. This suggests that students a e
Clerved in special eduCation settings to a greater. extent when no

bilingual program options exist.(Finn, 1982). This fact raises questions.,

as to whether bilingual students needing special.education services are

not bekng served and Counted in special education settings Whien other

program options existl or whether students erroneously served in special

education are better served in istricts With Title I aPd bilingual

program options. It is possible that both of these tren s exist

sipultaneously, which would contribute to both underestim ting and

overestimating the numbers of CLDE students (Finn, 1982).

12
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STUDIES,DOCUMENTING THE NONSERSAND CHARACTERISTICS
or Tips STUDENTS IN THE UNITEDITATES'

\
. ,

Theistudiegreported'here.coverth. eriod 1978 through '103 in order to

If
., be relevant to educato ss currently anni'ng services for CLDE students.
filereebroadareas areTovered: nat. bnal studies, state-by-state,studiesp.
and' LEA (14cAl scOool distritt) studies. 11-eich:of.theile sectiOnse.
issues that emerge regardihg the-target student population or regarding
to collectionlegforts are discussed. In the interest of brevity,

i sues are,fpreeented under only oncopf the three major divisions, even
th ugh the issues colild pertain equally tO.all of the'studies reported.

1 Readeis who wish a more Comprehensive analysis of the data are referred
to the original sources Olich'cOntain awealth of informaE4on regarding
the target; group. .. g

.., r
.

f

national Studies .^

conducted
(

Two major national studies are onducted at regular"'ntervals to
°determine thg prevalence oechildren receiving Special edilcation
services. They are the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) survey, conducted
biannually, and -the °Mere of 'Special Education Programs (OSEP) Child-
Count, conducted annually. Each of these studies haia different
purpose. The.00k study is conducted primarily to assess compliance of
LEA's (local' education agencies) with.civil righti statutes, and the OSE
stAly is conducted to determine P.L. 94-142 funding levels for states,
based on report9d and projected child counts. There are differences in
the countsbbtained by, theSe two surveys, with the OSEP child'count
almost 23%.higher than the OCR totals. Differences in the figures
obtairied by the two efforts are generally attributed to the differences
in purpose,'.data collection methods, timing of the data collection, and
reportingcontent and procedures "(U.S. Accounting Offide, 1981). While
at the district level it is acknowledged that the OCk counts may'be
underestimates. and while no assurances exist that the OSEP child count
data are entirely accurate either, in general; confiNehce is placed in
the findings of,these surveys. . .,

i

Based upon these two major national studies, a summary of the numbers

*characteristics of children served in special education is presented
h .. This summary proceeds from Characterietics that apply to the
entire special iducation

.

populationto those that apply speciticaliy to'
CLDE subgroup. '

1

..

V:
.

I .4 4,,
4!,'#,,41,

In the 1980-81 school year, 10.08% of the estimlEed 31 to 21-year-old og,,-40
w,il:

,. )'' Ppopulation 'were reported as.receividg.special education and related'
services. This is well below the number anticipated'in-1974.12k.the
Office of Special Edudation prior to the'enactmentof P.L. X94 -142,
despite major efforte on the part of all states to locate students who-
qualify for services. As 6.-result, there are many wherquefation thp4`
original 12% estimate proposed by the OSEP Genetai:Accounting '

Office, 1981Y. As previously stated, based on,data gathered in 198041,
the actual prevalence rates, that' existed in states ranged from*low'of
4.81% in New Hampshire to a'tiigh of 10.64% in Utah (U.S. General -'
Accounting Office, 1981); Program planners who attempt-to project the

.

. population of CLDE 'students in need of speqtal education serviceevueing",

131
L...
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'school enrollment oe census figures and multiplying by expected

prevalence rate need to .bear this variation in mind when pioject,ing auch

figures. The 12% rate seems unjustifiably high and program planners

might do well to use the existing local rate, rather than thii.prodicted

national rate, which Ids never been realized. Using 1D01-82 figtites, the.,

national proportion ofchildren served as handicapped was reported at

10.47%,. remaining fairly stable compared to the previOus year'eVAte.of

10.08% (U.S. Dept.' of. Education, 19834.

II the -fall of 1978, figures vivre compiled regarding the numbers of

studinte,oerved.in specfal education by racial/ethnic breakdown. Table 2

demonstrates that while whitestudents were 76% of the national .

enrollment alley were only 71% of"the special education population. ,Black

students made up a% of. the national enrollment and 21% of the specisl,

education population. Hispanics comprised 7% of the notional enrollment

and 6i of the special education population, and Aslan,AMerican andNative
,Americans comprised approximately 1, of both the national and special ',

education enrollments nationwide. .r . .. , -.

. , ( .

1 Based on the OCR survey-condUcted rIt 1978, it is also apparent that
, male's are overixopresented in special education settings. They are 3

times as likely to be placed In programs for the'seriously emotionally

disturbed and 2 1/2 times as likely 6 be piked in classes fort .04 '

leaining disibled,a8 girls; they are also over-represented in classes for

the mentally retarded in significant. proportions. 'This 'phenomenon is

uniform across geographic regions and tendi to become more aggravated,in

lower SES districts (Finn, 1982rHelier, 1982; U.S. Accounting Office,
.

,

v1981).
0

4t. .

,

$
.

As. has already been described, 67% of the handicapped ltudents a .12

years of age or yodnger; the mean age s 8. Overall, the.ehralment

fAgures demonsteate that the preschroo secondary, and postsecondary

groups are under-ierVed by special edu11ation programs (U.4:,9eneral

Accounting Office, 1981)..

A significant n4ive relattonship exists between rac'ia

disproportion and socioeconomic status (DES) foreach:minorit upeo

except Asian or Pacific Islanders. The relationship is strongest for

Native American and Alaskan native students,, and least strong for

students of Hispanic origin. %That' is, in districts with lower SES

populations, the disproportionate enrollment of minority( students wail

greater than in. higher income district Finn, 1582). ,

Data,rigarding the enrollment of ildren in apecific.special

education programs across ethsto/retoia groups is reported in Tables 34,

4, and 5. These tables represent figures collected by the Office. of

Oivil Rights in ,1978 and- 1980. 'It ,is important to note the different

.ways in which data are,reported, maOng it' difficult to contrast trends

over time without returning to the original sources convert then data

to the same format for analysis, Yet all of these tables (twb for 197,1

and.ane for 1980) demonstrate differing patterns'of under- and over-

enrollment foreaCh ethnic/racial group in the differint categorical

programs.

. '
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TATAB 2

DISTRIBUTION, OF CHILDREN ENROLLED IN ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY RACEETHNICITY AND
DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN SELECTED
EDUCATION PROGRAMS BY RACEETHNIqITY DURING THE
SCHOOL YEAR 1970.19$ PERCENTS)14 ..

WHITE BLACK HISPANIC ASIAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN .

0 TOTAL ENROLLMENT

SPECIAL EDUCATION PARTICIPATION

1 SOURCE: PALL 1975 ELEMENTAR4 AND iECONQARY SCHOOLS CIVIL
RIGHTS SURVEY

2
SELECTED SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS INCLUDED THOSE FOR ,

THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED, TRAINABLE MENTALLY
RETARDED, SERIOUSLY EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED, SPECIFIC
LEARNING'DISABLED, AND SPEECH IMPAIRED.

..

Note. Prom ,U.S General Accounting Office. Di g .t,ies_a. e JAALLe
who gjits special education. (Report by the Comptroller Gegieral to the
Chairthan, Subcommittee on Select Education; Committee on Education and
Labor, ,House of Representatives of the United States: Report /PE-81-1)
Washington, D.C.: U.S.,General Accounting Office, \Sept. 30', 1981, p. '32.

%t
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C *ABLE 3
Nationwide,Special Educationylecoments for SpecifieHacial.or Ethnic Groups

American Aan/
Student Group Alaskan Native

Wan/
,Pacific Island Hispanic Black WAte

01m

Percentage of Student .79 1.42 6.pt/5 ' 15.72 75.32

Populationa

Peicentagel in Special
00

Education Programs:b

A
nue

.4)
e,t)

Educable Mentally 1.73 .37 .98 3.46 1.07.

Retarded (EMR)

Trainable Mentally , .2J .15 .24 . .39 .19

Retarded (TMR)

, 4
r

Seriously Emotionally-, .33' 1.10 .29 .50 .2"1

Disturped (SED)

Specific Learning 3.49 1.i7 2.58 2.23- 2.32

Disabilities (SLD)

Speech Impaired 1.87 1.85 1.78 1.87 2.94

(SI)

Note. Prom Finn, J.D. (198 'Patterns in special education placement as revealed

by tie 0016 survey. In Hello , N.A., and others, Placing children in special

ed cation; uit thro0 h val d educational ractices. Final resort. ERIC

Document ReproductioN Service NO. ED 217 618, p. 55.

aFrom State, Regional, and National Summaries of Data from the 1978

Survey of Elementary a

ir

Secondary'Schools, prepared for the Office.

by Killalea Associates Inc., April 1980. On estimated total school

41,836,257 students.
bPeroentages are based on weighted projects-to national totals from

survey data. .

Civil Rights

of Civil. Rights
enrollment of

1978 OCR

111



Student Gawp Am

Enrollment:
Number
Percent

Expulsions:
Number
% of,Total
P. Ratea

Suspensions:t
Number
% of Total
P. Ratea

Corp. Punishments

Number 5,6

In Asian

Department' of Education, Office for Civil Rights
1980. Bleientary and Seoondasry Schools Civil' Rights Survey

Na0.onal Summary of Reported Data

Mop Black Minority White Total Male

.

,Female Ha d 'IEP

199,144 638,085 a/573,628,57,188,590 9,129,607 19,366,847 28-,496,454 14,616,530 13,878,730 2 390,245 771,867
0.7 2.2 9.0 20,1 32.0 68.0 , 100.i 51.3' 48:7 8.4 2.7N

,-.
.

1,172 271 ;10,813 23,174 35,430 1 60,623 95,953 67,982 37,'42 2,11 1 N/A1.2 0.3 11.3 24.2 36.9 63.1 . 100.0 70.8 2.1)- 2.2 N/A"5.9
A

0.4 - 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.1 3.4 4.7' 2.0 0.9 NJA

8,582

0.5

43.1

% of Total
P. Ratea

.Gifted /Talented:

4iumber '

% of Total
P. Ratea

EMRs

Number,
% of Total
P. Ratei6

TMR:

Number
% of Total
P. Ratea-"

Speech Impair.:
Number t

, I

.% of Totals
P. Ratea

0.

11,295
0.7

17.7

28.5

2,201.

0,2

3.4

2,657 34,112.
0.3

1

129,912
7.7
50.5

575,888
34.2

100.7

725,677,
41,.1

79.5

61 98 336,507 406,385
32.7 39.5

24.1' 58.8 44.5

42,616
5,4

.6

19,404
4)8

14/5

6,433.

8.5
2.5

45 223
t7.3
A.7.6

3,461
0.9

11.4

554

0.7

. . 2.8

3,657
0.60.6-

,18.$

99

1,028'
1.4

1.6

87,081 , 166,466
11.1 21.2
15.2 f 10.2

181,816 206,678
45.3e 51.5
31.8 22.6

230010
30.6
4.0

117,111

.40.5

31,085
41.2

3.4

<06,402

968,332
56.9
49.5

1,684,009
100.0
59.1

621,633 1,027,918
60.5 100.0
32.1. 36.1.

617,709
78.t

'31.9

194,615
48.5

10.0

44,371
58.8

2.3

4434645
71.6

] 22.9

1,164,3C4
69.1
79.7

4

824,941,

80.3
56.4'

784,141 177,683
100.0 - 48.2
27.6 _ 25.8

401,293
100.0
14.1

75,456'
100.9

2.6

241,394
60.2
16..5

42,989 .

57.0

2.9

619,647 391,656'
100.0 63.21
21.7* 26.81'

526355' 45,012 N/A
31.3 2.7 N/A
37.9 18.8 N/A

202,§44 34,079 N/A
, 19.7 3.3 N/A

14.6 14.,3 N/A

406,809
51.9
49.3

.159,817
39.8

11.5

32,332

42.8
2.3

N/A N/A
N/A .N/A
N/A N/A -it

N/A 4,536
N/A 1.1
N/A 5.9

N/A 1,581
N/A 2.1
N/A 2.0

228,103 'N/A 13,501
36.8 N/A 2.2
16:4 "' N/A 17.5

Continued on page 124*



.Sex, Scott Disk.:
1,02

-1V9VTotal 0.7

Ate :sates
SpOW..-"LOOn pis. :'

NuMberi. -:7,863

-.Mate 39.5

41'04';

::141410W;: 1.6

4FiAdOita0V;

;165

f..1141'000 49096
*:'*4 Total. '40.5

RAW: 45.7

.

TABLE 4 (Continued)

637 10,802 42,634 55,095 94,19 1 149,286 116,089 32,656" N/A

0.4 7.2 ' 28.6 36.9 63.4 100.0 77.8 . 21.9 N/A

1.0 4.2 7.1 k.0 4.9 .5.2 7.9 2.4 N/A

9A46
1.0

76,026
8.5

1704548

19.8

263,483'
30.2

621,750,

69.8

891,433
10.0

643,490

72.2

247,532

27.8

N/A

N/A
14.2 29.5 30.9 29.5 32.1 31.3 44.0. 17.8 N/A

102,7p9 525,049 6,073. 644,996 40,022 685,618 N/A N/A N/A

15.0 76.6 0.9 .94.2 5.8 100.0 N/A. N/A N/A

34,558 102,419 286,250. 432,323 1,449,069 1,861,412 914,441 967,038 39,120

1.8 5.4 r5.2 '23.0 77.0 100.0 48.6 51.4 . 2.1

84.a 39.8 0.1 47.4 74.8 65.0 62.8 69.7 16.5

Special. Ed:

Special Ed:
Elsewherei
Evaluated:

2,608,417
2,567,557

144,575
144,516

. Receiving Services: 14,724

Restrictive Policy For Schools With Accessible
Pregnant Students:. 577 Entrandes: '35,923

Medical Cert Only: 540 - Restrooms: 26,292

Separate Programs: 2,768 Science Labs: 10,708

Mandatory Programs : 126 Pupils in Wheelchairsr 27,807
Accessible Classrooms: .838,326

Total Classrooms: 1,353,127

14,572

1.6
18.9..

N/A
' N/A.

N/A
N/A
N/A

Single Sex Classes Mixed Classes
Males Females Males Females

Home Economics 11,710 311,126 604,676

Males . Females Teams

1,026,544 All Female Teams "'' 1,450,687

2,572,204'Industrial Arts , 357,239. 8,736. 1,342,206 595,436 All Male Teams

Physical Ed 1,033,757 941,386 3,966,077 3,645,380 Teams Both Sexes 210,685

86,952
118,438

129,192 21,183

Note. Froth DBS.Corporation. (1982, March). 1980 elementary and seoopdaq schools cAvil rill survey: National survey.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 219 477, p. 12.
P. Rate Participation rate, which is rate per thousand.

0 1.2 6,
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TABLE 5
Distribution.Of Children Receiving Special Education By
Nature Of Handicapping Condition And Race/Ethnicity.

. School Years 1978-79 .4In Percents)
11

4

6

(
. 4

1

Handicapping
condition

American AsAan ,
Willi% American Black Whit. Hispanic

. .

aVy '11.......
1

. / a .' 4.
( t

Educbble mentally 22.6a 10.0 41.0 18%1 16.7
. retarded . .

1
...

-Trainable mentally 3.0 1.1 , . 4.7 3.3' 4.0
retarded ..

Emotionally disturbed 4.4 2.%7 .6.0 5.0 5.0
1

Learning 'disabled 46.0 14%0 26.3 39.2 44.0

Speech Impaired 24.0 49.3 22.1 34.5 302
. \

Totalsb .112a. 1224- 1221 100.1 22.1.2.. . .
.

Note. From Fall 1978 Elementary And Secondary School Civil Rights
Surveys.. U.S. General Accounting Office, 1982, p. 62.
Note. Figures are in percentages. Analysis.is limited to the five
handicapping conditions presented.
aInterpret as 22.6 percent of all American Indian sttidents who were in
special education in school year-1978-79 were in an educable Antally

.

retarded program.
,k1Tstre,pt,m4K not sum to 100 due to rounding. .

13

2

V

4

V
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Within the categorical programs it is important to notice that 85% of

aik opildren receiving special education are served in three categoriess'

learning disabilities, speech impairments, and mental retardation..

Programs for learning disaigedstudents enrolled 36% of the special

education students, for, the speech impaired'enrolled 30% of the students,

and for the mentally retarded enrolled 191 Of.he Students.. It was also

reported in the OSE 1980-81.data that 51% of children in special

education have mildilandicaps, 36% have moderate handicaps, and 1.3% hay.e

severe handicap4U.S. ,General Accounting Office,' 1981),

:In its-Fifth Annual Redport,to:Congriad on the implementation of PA.,

94-142, the Office of Special Education' Programs of the, U.S.'bepartMent

of Education reported increases.in the numbers of Students served in, the

categories of learning disabled', emotionally distyrbed, and'

-1multihandicapped children. In. the categories of speech impaired,

dhentally retarded, Other health impaired, deand hard Of hearing, and

orthopedipally and visually handicappedstudenTS, decreased numbers were

reported. Growth in the LD,orategory between- the period of 1977-781to

1981 -8.2 assumed the tremendous proportion.Of 104, (U.S. Department of

,Education, 1983). In 1980 -81, in six states learning disabled` students

made up more than 50% qf all handicapped studthts served; in 12

additionilstates'thei comprised more than 40% of the children served

(U.S. General Accounting Office, 1981). Such trends are important

backdrops against whichto'study the patterns of under- and over

enrollment presented regarding CIJDE children.

An interesting finding that emerges in the data is that there are

spedific characteristics exhibited.. :by districts where disproportionate

enrollment is gre\at. 'wo important characteristics that correlate to

disproportionate enrollment are the size of the district and the racial

composition of the district. These issues are explored here using

national studies, but might be egually.valid regarding state and local.

data presented 14er in thlspaper.
r

In general the data of large districts obscure that of smeller

districts when figures are collected for examination on a state-by-state:

basis. Smaller districts examined separately typically demonstrate

characteristics-not common to. their urban counterparts. In small school

districts there are problems raised by the-presence absence of certain

categoricaloprograms. For example, while the degree. f disproportion in

EMR"placement is, directly related to the size or`exist nce of EMR

programs, in general'in small school distr is the dis roportionin EMR

minority placements is, particularly large and May be i need of in-depth

federal inveltigation Alieller, 1983).

Another interestingArend emerges in districts based on isiz's of the

distri &t and percentage of minority enrollment. Among medium-sized and

large districts, as the percentage of minority enrollments increases,

disproporgionate enrollment decreases. In contrast, in small diitiicts

with more than 50% minority enrolillents, there is evidence of,in4eased

disproportions. Possible causes i051: still trends would include

4
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differences in assesament and placement procedures, differences In'
definitions ud iecategorical Programs, and the availability of. 7

facilities do resources other than special educations tO service minority
students (Finn, 1982).

Another interesting finding is that distric4with the highest
disproportion levels have the smallest proportion of studeats'in
bilingual programs (Finn, 1982). It is possible, therefore, that
students In need of bilingual programs.are misclassified in special
eduCation when-no bilidgual programs areavdilable to serve them. Foi
large districts with MO Hispanic enrollment,. 78% have bilingual
education programs-.available. In such districts, the lowest
disproportions in EMR and SLD programs are seen for Hispanic students
(Finn, 1982). Tables 6 and° 7 demonstrate how the rates of enrollments in

'different categorical'programs vary as the. minority composition of the
schoolvaries.. Without such disaggregation of data,, it would be
impossible to trulyunderstand the patterns Of enrollment that exist
among districti in their special educakiOn programs.

Trends can also -be isolated by geographic locale, since programs with
greater percentages of certain. minority pdpulations are found-in
particular regions of the country. Such is.the case for students of'.
Asian or'Pacific Island origin who nationally are enrolled in special
education programs at rates considerably below those for whites.
However, in small districts in several western states, positive
disproportions are found in the enrollment figures. By comparison,
Hispanic students-are placedinEMR settings at rates close to those for
nonminority students in California and New York in districts of all
sizes. In Arizona, Coldkado, and New Mexico, two patterns exist: Small
or negative disproportions exist! when the perbentage of Hispanic. students
enrolled in the district is below 50%. However, when the enrollment
figure for Hispanics reaches 70% or more, EMR disproportion is high. In
Texas, the disproportion is relatively large in all districts with 10% or
more Hispanic students and small among districtswith smaller Hispanic
penrollment (Finn, 1982; Heller, 1982).

t

_Thy above discussion demOnstrates that district size, geographic'
location, and percentage of minority enrollment interact in various ways
and produce trends that merit further study to determine their exact
cause. Other district charadteristice that could be correlated to
enrollment patterns to 'determine the kinds 0 relationships that exist
include the availability of minority diagroditic and instructional staff,
the. policies and practices that demonstrate. administrative nupport for
the equitable treatment of ethnolinguistic minority students, the degree
of community or legal pressure applied to particular schoql.districts,
and the rural, suburban, and urban distinctions' that could be drawn among
districts.
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'TABLE 6

Department of Education, Office For Civil Rights

1980 Elementary and Secondary Schools Civil Rights durvey

Nat4a1 Summary of, Reported Data
Participation' in Oifted/Talentip Programs By Percent Minority Composition of School,

1

1

Gifted /Talented programs Minority Composition of School.

0420% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80%'

Member: Minority 17,298 22,429 30,389 31,060, 65,290

Non-Mihority 34p,370 44,244 82,646 32,100 9,345

Participation Rate: Minority 19.0 15.0 19.1 22.3 17.5

NonMinority 26.2 40.4 60.6 52.6 46.1

Note. From DBS Coiporation. (1982, March). 1980 elementary and secondary schools

givilrimmaries.VolumeI. ERIC Document Reproduction Service
No. ED 219 478, pi. 18.

0'
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TABLE 7
Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights

1980 Elementary and Secondary Schools Civil Rights Survey
National Summary of Reported Data

Special ,Education Orogram ParticipItion

Permon Minority Composition of School

tr

Tt4R

Special Education Okoup

Total Special_Education
Number:

.p.. Ratea:,

Number:

P. Rateaf

Number:.

P. Ratea:

1

. Spe%ch IMpaired

1

Number: Minority 22,679

Non-4inoritL 306,947
P Rate : Minority 24.9

Non-Minority 23.0

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed
Number: MinOrity

P. Ratea:

P. Ratea:

Specific Learning Disabled
.Number:''

.0

Minority
Non-Minority'
Minority
Non-Minority

Minority le 23,064
Non-Minority. 132,865
Minority ' 25.3
Non-Minority .10.0,.

MinOrity
No1H4inority
Minority
Non-Minority

Non-Minority
Minority
Non-Minority

Minority
.

Non-Minority
Minority
Non-Minority

0-20% 20-40%

92,659 158,863
954,438 260,385

101.6 106.5

71.5 72.9

2,711

24,675
3.0

1.8

5,914

59,289
6.5

4.4

C

Minority. Composition, of School

,47,354
34,009

31.8
9.5

5,714

9,914

. 3.6

2.8

35,067

80,708
23.5

22.6."

10,357

18,842

5.3

4,

38,301'. 60,371 50,637
30,662 116,912 48,748

. 42.0 40.5 31.7 '

32.3 32.7 ,29.9

40 -61(% 60-80%

143,858 106,776
118,780 45,724

1,90,4' 76.6

72.71 ,74.9

42,420
16,991

26.6
10.4

6,876
5,975

4.3

3.7

27021
7,141
20.0

11.7

33,832 25,759

37,081 13,749
21.3 18.5

22.7 22.5

10,193
9,985

6.4

6.1

7;847
3,844.

5.6

6.3

80-100%

236,187
19,245

63.1

94'0.

65,929
3,609

. 17.6
17.8

6,1,35 9,649,

2,578 1,229
4.4. . 2.6
4.2 6.1

58,665
5,160
15.7

25.4

20,784
2,231

5.6

11.0

39,114. 81,160
.18,412 7,016

28.1. 21.7

30.1 34.6

Note. From 1:41$ Corpora4on. (1982, March). 1980 elementary gnd.pecondary schools

civil rights survey: State_summarieS..Irclume II. ERIC_Document Reproduction Service
No. ED 219 479, *p. 19 .

aP. Rate s Participation'rate, which is rate per thou*and.
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State-by-State Reports of CLDE Students

The reports presented in this.seqXion inclu e the office of Civil Rights
State Summaries ofReported Data for the year 1980 (DBS CorporationA
1982), and special studies that analyze trends in the states of

California Colorado, Florida, MassacHbssetts, Texas, and New JerSey
1

The issues cTsidered-here include the trend toward placing
ethnolinguistic minority students in LD rather than EMR programs, theta
disproportions that exist across ethnic groups in programs for the gifted
and talented, and the variatiOn in treatment received by CLDE- studentA
depending on the geographic locale and specific internal characteristiOs
oftthe district in which. they -are served.

\, .

\

Table 8 presents a summary of states where the Hispanic population
makes up 1% or more of the state's totll population. It can be seen that
.for five of the states listed, HispaniCs represent more than 10% of the

state's population. For four, additional states, the percentage-exceeds
5% of the states total population. Because of their relative ranking as
states with high Hispanic population totals, and in'order to give some
variety in terms of geographic location, information from the 1980 OCR

study is presented for the states of California, Colorado, Texas,
New York, Massachusetts, and Florida (Table 1).

General Trends. A surface analysis of the 1980 data suggebts that for '

the states selected, proportional or over-enrollment in gifted and
talented programs is the case with White and Asian students. This
pattern is somewhat modified in Colorado, New York, and Massachusetts.
where Blacks also appear to be more proportionately enrolled. In

,,general, Asian students, who tend to be over-enrolled in programs for the

gift d and talented, tend to be under-enrolled in the other categories.
In ates where this is pot the.6ase, a higher enrollment of Asian
stu ents also exists n the cate4ory, of speech.impaired. Since the
numbers of Native American students are small,'it is difficult to discuss
trends for this group. Hispanics tend to be under-enrolled in programs taN4ii.
for the gifted and talented, and over-enrolled in classes for the
mentally retarded: There are some exceptions to this pattern in the
states selected, notably Illinois and Florida. While not of principal
interest in this study, it appears to be still very. much the case that
the greatest disproportions in enrollment in special education classrooms
exist for Black students (with the exception of Massachusetts) .

These tables,
excellent sources
conducted by Finn
routinely Caeried
but are dependedlt
researchers.

or those of the 1982 OCR survey, would provide
from which to construct in-depth analyses each as that
in 1982. It is unfortunate that such analyses are not
out for the benefit of educators serving CLDE students,
on the interest and dedication of individual

96
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44.

State

1'

TAUB
States Ranked According to HispVic Populations

Hispanic

Hank P ation

California
Thum

.. .

4,543,770

2,985,643
.New York ' 3 1,659,245
Florida .4, 857,898
Illinois 5 65,525

i New Jersey . 6 .491';8671
i 14

New Mexico 7
1

476,089
Arizona 8 440,915
Colorado 9 .339,300'

Michigan 10 162,388
P'ennsylvania 11 154;004

Massachusetts 12 141,043
Connecticut 13 124,499

Washington l'A 115,988v
Ohio 01' 15 - 119,880

4

r.

HispanicAll of

State Total .Population
% of .U.S. Hispanic

19.2

21.0

9.5

8.8

5.6

6".7

36.6

16.2.

11.7

2.5

4.0"

1.1

.s. a

Note. From U.S. Department of Commerce Semi, July 17,;1981 CB81-118 as cited
in The National Hispanic Center for Advanced Studies and Policy Analysis,
1982, p. 7.. 4

.



- Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights
1980 Elementary and Secondary Schools Civil Rights Survey

Special Education Program ParticipatiOhby
Percent Minority Composition of. State

.

State
American
Indian Asiin -Hiapanic Black White

California

t
% of enrollment

GYT

AMA
.

'TM
" E4/I

" ED
: SLD

Colorado.

% of
N

N

N

Jo

enrollment.
GJT
EMR
Ttai
S/I
ED
,SLD

Texas

% of enrollment.'
N 9/T.
Is* EMR

THR

.8 7.1 26.1 11.9 64.7

.4 10.8 . 9.8 6.6 - 72.4

.7
, 2.5 28.7 24.4 43.7'.

.8 5.2 27.3 15.8 51.3

.5 4,9 26.0 9.2 59.4

.5 1.5 19.9 29.2, 48.9
.8 1.7 21.9 12.9 .62.8

...

8/I ,

SeD .1

'

.4.. :

.7

.2

0.4

.6

.4.

g
.1

1.9

3.0v
.7

1.5
2.2

.5

.6

1.2

1.7

.3

.4

.7

.2.

.2

15.3

15.2
22..3

20.2
16.1

11.2

15.6

30.0.

15.7

30.0

. 36.6
27.0

17.5'

30.7

O

.5.4

9.0
12.3

4.5

10.2

6.9

.4

76.9

72.5.
64.1

74.0

77.5
76.5

16.6 52.0

11.2 71.3

38.5 3L.1

25.2 37.7
15.4 56.8

16.4 65.7

19.6 49.3-

44.-
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TABLE 9 Continued

rAo

State.
Maui
Indian"- Asian Hispanic Black White,

Illinois

% of enrollment
.' 1 'el G/T

.1

...).

.

.

1,7

2.2.4

8.4

3.7

29.6

18.9
60.2

75.2
.1 'BM .4 .6 4.2 58.8 35.9'
.1 ..TMR .7 .9 7.5 33.6 57.3

.

e. S/I .3 2.4 5.7 20.7 70.8
ED 1.7 .5 4.5 35.7

se SLD .3. .9 5.1 24.2'

.51,5

69.6

Nett YOrk

4elk

of enrollment
N G/T

r" EMR

.2

:3

.2

2.4.

6.6

.5 I.

18.4
13.4

17.3

2.0.9
.

23.5
38.1

57.1

56.1"
"43.8

N / TMR .1 1.6 24.3 32.3 41.6 ...
.8/X .3 8.2 15.1
ED .1 '22.0 48.1 29,4
SLD ,.2 .7 . 11.6 21.5

U

Massachusetts

4111

..
1,

0 of enrollment .1 1.4 4.8 1.1 84.6 t

" G/T .1 2.8 , . 2.8 9.9 84.3
is EAR .1 .4 6.2 5.4 './11.8 1

N TMR .0 1.1 3.2 1.1 94.6
is S/I s'.0 1.0 2.3 2.0 94.7
1. ED .3 .3 ,,. 3.7 4.7 91.0
is SID .1 .2 2.1 2.5 95.2

Florida

fi of enrollment .1 .8. 8.0 23.1 68.0
G/T .0 1.3 1.5 3.2 94.0

EMR .1 .1 3.5 63.7 32.7
N .TKR .1 .4 7.8 35.3 56.4

S/I .1 .7 4.9 '29.7 64.7
N ED .1 02.9 33.6 63.4
N SlID .2 6.9 "29.2 63.1

'Mkt. From IBS Ccirpcitation, Elomentwillf specondary school civil
f I ERIC Dodumeht Repioduction

Service NO. ED 219 478, March 1982.
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I

Analy8 f SeXeciypa States in the 1980 OCR Survey. and. Other State
,Studies-

x,

California. various Atodies Conducted in California:attest tosthe'
movement that occurred in the period 1968-1974 when large numbers of

044. students previously enrolled in BMH programs were documented.as being

seryed instead in'Efi (educationally handicapped) plasses (Jones-Booker,
1977; Meyers, Macmillan, 6 Yoshida,'1978) (lee Figure 2). Others report
thOt while earlier serious over-enrollment problems existedfor Hispanic
students in special edudation classrooms, based on current data,
.Hispanics are now seriously under-represented. The shift from
over-enrollment to under - enrollment is ittributed to'current legislation

in 'alifornia (A.B. 1870), which requires all districts to submit
incidence figures as a part of their Master Plans to eliminate 'the
"retarded" category (Pacheco, 1983).

Florida., According toa report issued in Apri1.1982, Hispanic students
cOtiprise 7.99% of the preschool through.12th grade population in
Florida. In.some school districts in Florida, Hispanid student!? comprise '-

even greater percentages of the school enrollment. In Dade County they
make up 37.63% of the s udent population; in Hardee, 19.26%; in Collier,
19.09%; ih Hendry, 13.9 %; and in Monroe, 13.01%. When statewide
percentages of Hispanics are compared with special education enrollments,

a pattern of Under-enrol ment,emerges in all programs except the TMR
program, where they are re proportionately enrolled (State of Florida,
1982). Since.the data pr sented is aggregated forthe entire state, it
isn't possible to analyze trends that may present themselves in those
counties with greater Hispanic enrollment listed above. No figures were
provided for other language groups. This data isery similar to the
data provided in the 1980-OCR survey, and it is presumed that. these are
the actual figures submitted for that survey.

Massachusetts. In J e f 1978, the Massachusetts Advocacy Center
released its report pouble eopardys The Pltght of Minority Students in
Special Education. In this a rt, it was demonstrated that minority
.,enrollment rates in special ed cation were significantly different from
the enrollment rates of nonminority students, that minority students were
disproportionately placed in the most restrictive programs, and that
minority ptudents were under-represented in special day and residentfal
prototypes. In their third report on the status of those districts first
cited, issued in December 1980, it was reported that four of the nine

school districts originally cited were no longer demonstrating
disproportionate placements. Signs of prOgress-were also reported in the
other five districts, where attempts were'under way to remedy the ,

situation (Massachusetts Advocacy.Center, 1980).: This effort to overcome

the reported prima facie denial of Hispanic and Black student,' rights
was also the focus of a presentation made at the February 1981 COnference

on the Bmereptional Bilingual:Child (McDonnell, 1981). In the remedial
plans submit ed, most of the original districts cited proposed programs
that would rfiview the placement .of minority students, hire

bilingual/bicultural staff, provide inserVice training, refine' assessment
procedures, increase program alternatives available, improve the
instructional envirOnment in special education olassroomsf and make

,22
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A Comedian of Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR),,
Educationally Handicapped (EH) and Trainable

Mentally Retarded (TI,A9)1967-74.*.

55,808 IMP

37,257 VAR

33,824 EMR

° P

MAN EMR

8842

a EH

89.70 70.71 71.72

110000t. YEARS

72.73 73.74

Note. From Jones-Booker, R. ,Bvaluation of educable mentally retarded

przumUnSill.11.fon. (A report prepared by the California Advisory
Committee to the. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights). ERIC Document

Reproduction Service. No. '144 326, May, 1977,.p. 11.
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additionhl,efOrts tp inVolVe and train parents. A surfoCe ana yeis of"
the OCR;. data, reported in 1980 seems ito support the findings of t e third

4

report;of the Massachusetts Advocacy .Center'. While thee. OCR figures
represent all districts in4the state and. not ju4 the districts cited,
one could :#0e, based onithe two studiese that4nonitoring efforts
inititted i4Massachipietts seem to be*oducing the desired results. The
role that Opnitoringican play in,,achleving:edupation equity is discussed
;}attar in'thie report? ?

/ 1
/

i i
,

We a .',,,In a report issued by the New Jersey State bepartment of
/ Ed cation, fp'NoVember 1/980 04: following finding? were reported:

/ ,
I

1 il
V

1, Within the taste of IN JerSey, a dieproportion exists between

White ond, ricial7etimiC minori0X,watUdents in the classification
of cbi,idre: a.s;handicapped. /, l,

4 li

,
this disp(roportion/i4 primarily found in the EMR and. ED

,

.'closeiftications, wish Hispanics and"Blacks having a higher
reOreseritation'., -.

giany indivi ual school districts evidence excessive rates of

'disproportion that 'cannot be explained by unique local

'conditionA.

.

.

:IOW sip students have on increased chance of being labeled as

I

The/assessment practices used with minority youngsters were

cited Opcontributing Wthe disproportionate enrollments found.

"Data'used for this study were collected in a survey covering the

/,period 1070-1980, Evidence of disproportionate enrollment in other
categorical programs for minority groups is'also given in this study
(Marini et/al., 1980).

LEPOLOcal Education Agency) Studies
741",

According to a report issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce News on
pily 17, 1981, there are 25 cities in the United States with Hispanic
'populations of 50,000 or more (The National Hispanic Center for Advanced
Studies and Policy Ane4ysis,.'.1982). These cities are located in 10

states: Arizona, California, Colorado) Florida,'Illinois,' Flew Jersey,
New Mexico, New'York, Pennsylvania, and Texas (see Table 10). Because of

the magnitude of the task of reportihg on enrollment patterns in
individual districts in the U.S., three districts have been 'selected to
serve as examples, those ranking first, second, and third in terms of
their Hispanic population figures. Additionally, a report that

identified 100 cities with disproportionate minority enrollment based on4,A.;,,
1978 OCR data will be briefly. reviewed.

24
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10

25 Cities with Hispanic Populations'of 50,000 Or More
V

Rank 'Cities Population

New York 1,405,957
2 Los Angeles 815,989
3. Chicago 422,061
4 San Antonib 421,774
5 Houston 281,224
6 El Paso 265,819
7 Miami 144,087
8 San 'Jose 140,574
9 San Diego 130,610

10 Phoenix 155,572
11 Albuquerque 112,084
12 Dallas' 111,Q82
13. Corpus 107,908
14 Hialeah 103,175
15 Denver 91,937
16 Santa Ana 90,946
17 Laredo 85,076
18 San Francisco 83,373
19 Tucson 82,189
20 Brownsville 71,139
21 Austin 64,766
'22 Philadelphia 63,570
23 Newark _61,254
24 Fresno 51,489
25 Long Beach 50,700

IP!

Note. From B.S. Department of Commerce News, ,auly'17, 1981 CB81118'as cited
in The National Hidpanic *enter for Advanced Studies and Policy Analysis,
1982, p. 8.

V'

a
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New York City. As can be aeon in Table 10, New York City ranks first

in Hispanic population in ti United States. Hispanics havJ been
documented., as comprising 408 of the handicapped children in the city

% (Linares, 1983), In a" report issued in July 1980, which used October
1979 data, the following findings were generated about New York City

enrollments: (a) While specific districts.demonstrated disproportionate
representation for those students referred to special education, citywide

referrals were ethnically proportionate; (b) Hispanics werei

.undet-represented inSLDAlesdlarce Room Programs; and (c) Hispanics were

the most severely under-represented group in'private school placements

for EH and EMR students (Tobias et al., 1980). These findings were again

demonstrated,in a report issued in March 1982-(Tobias et al.). These

reports point to the need to. collect data on a district-by-district basis

rather than citywide,:thti need to look at public versus private School

enrollment by ethnic group, and the need to study enrollment -by program
.type and to analyze the possible reasons students are under-represented
(e.g.Olack of staff to plovide certain types of programs).

Los Angeles. Limited data sources were iocated specific to Los,

Angeles, although Unquestionably'such data exists in quantity. In'the

OCR data reported in 1478,'several.patterns of disproportionate

enrollment were apparent. These patterns are highly similar to the

national trends of under- and over-enrollment of Asian and Hispanic'

students reported. earlier (Willilea Associates, Inc., 1978). Using'data

from the same year, the Los Angeles Division of Special Education issued

a ,comppance plan that described.its intent to improve services delivered

to LES /NES (limited- and non-English7speaking) stu nts in'the district.

The plan defines assessment procedures, program delllopment efforts,

staff hiring and training efforts; and parental involvement efforts that

would be,undertaken to improve the disproportionate enrollment pattern

that. existed at the time for LES/NES students within the Division of

Special Education (Los Angeles Unified School District, 1979). Using'Los

Angeles as an example, the need to compare enrollment figures not only on

the basis of ethnic/racial composition, but also on the baSis of language'

proficiency levels is demonstrated. In this manner it is possible to

respond to evaluation, programming, staffing, and:parental needs based on

linguistic needs.

A

Chicago. Ranking third in Hispanic population in the nation, Chicago

also deAkonstrates'serious disproportionate enrollment patterns. Compared

with White studenti, Hispanic students were consistently under-

represented in special education, only half as likely asi-WhIte students

to get special education services at all. Chicago also demonstrated the

pattern peen in New York City, where there were huge variations from one

Admin4strative district to another and from one'school to another in

terms Of referral and placement rates.' Even though the rates of

eprollment for Hispanics-were_notably low, there were still questions

raised regarding whether or.ndlE students were appropriately plaCed an

served (Designs for Change, 1982) (FiguAe3). Three reasons were cited

as causes for the Hispanic under - representation: the use of bilingual

4
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1'

education.. rograms to serve Hispanic handicapped children, the lack of
bilingual -special education teachers, and the existence ofadministrative

. directives'designed to discourage the referrals of LEP Hispanic students
to special education (Deeigns for Change, 1982). Since this:report does
not ditaggregite limitedEngliShrproficient (LEP) from English-proficient.
Hispanic students; it is diffidult to substantiate the causes cited in

explaining the under- enrollment pattern. However, since 1981

substantial efforts have been under way in Chicago to document the need
for specialized services'to'be developed and de/iveredto
limited-English-proficient (LEP). Hispanic students. Using the October,

1982 special education count taken, it was documented that 2,311 LEP
handicapped students were enrolled in special education classrooms ,

citywide. These; students came from 38 non-English-language backgrounds.
Hispanics constituted 88% of the population (2,030 studenti), the.second

largest population was Italian (.4i" students), and the next 10 language
groups ranged from 33 to 11 students per language group. Due to,the

clear domination of Hispanic students in Chicago's LEP'population,
specific efforts have been under way to improve service'deliverysto-this

group.-
,

In 1982, 38 Spanigh-speaking teachers were identified as currently

holding special education positions in the district. was documented.
'at that time that an additional 58 such teachers were required to serve

the reported populatiOn. In addition, there was a need for small numbers
of special education teachers speaking Italian, Arabic, Vietnamese,
Korean, and Assyrian., Eight districts in the city accounted for 83% of
the LEP handicapped population, with 21% enrolled' n a single district.

Learning disabilities teachers made up 47%Lof the bilingual special
education staff and EMH teachers made up 22% (Benavides, 1983).
Chicago's efforts in collecting data specific to the needs of the 'LEP
handicapped populatton serve as a'very useful model for other districts

to follow. This.interest in specialized data collection initially
pointed to improvements needed.inhe reporting techniques used. Once an

accurate accounting'of students was accomplished, the patterns that

emerged were very useful for program planning and staff development

efforts. An additional procedure worth noting is the use of p local

prevalInce.rate to predict and monitor enrollment imtternsi rather than

the ute of a nationalfigure. All of the comparisons and predictions

made in Chicago use A 10.58% prevalency rate (local rate) rather than 12%

(predicted national rate) As is commonly used in many .studies (Benavidelsi.

1984):

Disproportionate Representation Of Limited-English-Speaking/Nor&English
Speaking (LES/NES). Pupils .

Using OCR data collected in 1978, a special summary was accomplished

wbich listed and ranked 100 districts; in the nation which most appear to

warrant investigatidn for discrimination in the disproportionate

placement of LES/NES pupils. Of these districts, the proportion of LEP

students enrolled in4Special education classes ranged from 7% to 100%.

c.



Sixteen districts had all of their limited-English-proficient (LEP)
students enrolled in special education settings. More than 40 of the
cited districts had 50% Or.more of their LEP students in special
education classes. While actual numbers of LEP students i a given
district may have been small, this apparent indiscriminat use of sOecial
education Classes to servo LEP students warrants further nvestigation
(Killalea Associftes, 1978). Such information le useful to program
planners.and improves on the reporting of data purely by ethnic /racial
categories which masks the needi of the LEP subpopulation., This report
could have far greater impact if the data were analyzed, if follow-up
monitoring in the cited districts were accomplished, and if the findings
were made available to interested educators.

G

SPECIAL EXCEPTIONAL.B,ILINGUAL STUDENT POPULATIONS
0

In this section albrief summary of published information is proVided for
the following groups: Native American, migrant, preschool, and LEP
handicapped students. Readers with a special interest in any of these
groups are referred to the original sources for a more comprehensive
treatment of the' issues briefly summarized' here. "(

American Indian Exceptional:Students

Table l_provides data regarding the language groups served in
'Bilingual /Bicultural programs for. Ameritan Indiad and. Alaskan Native
students in 1981. As can be seen in this chart, while some language
groups are-reported separately, the bulk of this population is lilted in
an undifferentiated category. Projecting needs-for this group is
complicated 'by such reporting procedures. Wien attempting to consider
the needs of the handicapped within this larger pOpslation, few resources
Could be located that provided such information. While'by no means
comprehensive or representative of all American Indian populations, the
Annual Report of the Bureau of Indian'Affairs IBIA) Advisory CoMmittee
for Exceptional Children, which lists the number of handicapped' hildren
receiving special,educatiOn and related services by category in BIA
schools,. is one of the few published docUments available regarding a
portion of this population. Table 11 provides this data for the years
1980 and 1981.

.

As can be seen in these tables., large numbers of children are, served
in three categories: mentally retarded, speech impaired, and learning
disabled. The LD category serves more than half.of. the students enrolled.
in special education settings'. The 0 called "hard".categories of
physical Or Sensory impairments belie very low enrollments. ,These
findings deserve comprehensive-analysis to determine the .causes for such
patterns. The relatively low identification of deaf and hearing impaired:
children deserves special attention. due to the prevalence of hearing loss

10for this,group'documented by Stewart Ail 3). In addition to this,limited
report, several sources were located that document staffing patterns. In
general these pources'point to the need for staff, 'and specifically the
need 'for American Indian spatial education personnel, to properly'serve
existing populations of Students (Anderson & Anderson, 1983; BIA Adqsory._.
Committee for EXceptional\Children1.19810 19821,Praceki 1981; 1982;
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TABLE 11
Bureau of Indian Affairs

` Projected December TY 1 80 C ild Count

AREAS
Aberdeen
Albuquerque
Anaduko
Billings
Eastern

t Juneau

Minneapolis
Muskogee
Navajo
Phoenix
Portland
Institutionalized

Total

87 9 I 355 4 8 9 11375:, 10 1 865

30 2 0 57 0 3 3 I 20 0 298
I I 0 0 7 .0 0 0

13 5 0 32 0 5 1 45' 112

73 .1 1 53 0 22 0 7 -444 3 0 304

47 4 I 16 0 2 0 2 194 5 0 271

5 4 .0 49 0 2 3 2 25 3 0 93

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 14 15

195 93 0 201 19 106 12 3 1021 122 0 1772

34 0 0 48 2 40 12 2 237 17 0 382

12 15 0 50 0 6 1 - 0 97 3 0 184

104 0 9 I 0 30 2 0 7 120 0 273 a

612 133 12 869 25 224 33 24 2388 303 I 4624

Number of Handicapped Children Receiving
Spacial Education and !UMW %Mem

. (December 1881 mud Count)

----
Aberdeen 127 10 4 446 1111111911 6 8 45S 20 1111 1115

Albu.ue .ue 15 III 0 2 1111 0 138 .24 0.. 23

Anadarko 8 0 0 III 0 2 0 0 86 0 0 108

Ili llin s 4 5 0 14 0 13 0 0 31 IMMI 89

Eastern INIIIIII 1 32 I) 22 S 11111191 2 0 313

June u 43 11 0 1111111111111.11111193 0 271

Minn a.:11, 4 IIIIIIII 75 0 111111 0 glirl. 0 145

Musko.es 1111111119 0 0 0 0 0. 0 13 0 0 IS

Maya o rill11111. 1 184 11111911 10 3 10 1MIMI
13 0

166ari
V

Phoen x 34 0 SI Nil 50 111 0 M
Portland OR 0 MI 0 11111111.1 111 11111 0

Institutionalised Mg 0

11111111111111.111111110111

8 0 0 nu 0 Immi
187 EPTI A

Note. Sources:

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Advisory Committee for Exceptional Children.

The sernd annual report to the Department 4:4 the Interior.

Washington, D.C.: ,U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Office.Ct'Indian

Education.Programs,'November 1981.

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Advisory Committee for Exceptional Childre

The third IMMO, rport to the Department of Of Ipte0ori
Washington, D.C.: 0.13; Dept. c;1 the Interior, .0 floe of Indian

' Educettyp Programse November 1982.
30
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Ramirez', Tippeconnic, 1979). Two South Dakota studies point to a ,

serious special education over-enrollment problem in that State, with
.17-18% of American Indians enrolled in special education versus an 11%
school enrollment rate (Fracek, 1981, 1982). These studies also document ,,.

. that American Indian staff make up only 1.5% of the "full-time" employees
for schools which have a combined rate of American Indian student
enrollment of 11%.

/

k

Gathering complete data.for this population hinges on first
accurately defining who is considered American Indian and then gathering
comprehensive data in a variety of education settings, ncluding public
schools, BIA schools, and residential facilities, as welltas ilk
out -of- school youngsters 'aced 3-21.. The need for such d to is critical.

Migrant Exceptional Students

Migrant students are a .significantly,underserved group in regard to
_special educatiOn and related Services (Serrano, 1982; U.S. Generail,
Accounting Office, 1981). Assessing data is extremely problematic "for
this p6pulation of students. 'In many states no figures are available to
show the number of migrant handicapped students, but in those with data,
the figures suggest serious under - representation. roblemS.

In aspetial issue of Exceptional Children (April 1982), various
authors pointed outsthe Plight of migrant exceptional stud?nts. Frith.
explained that whilS,it is difficult to estimate the number of students
in need of service,'it is likely that the number is disproportionately
high due to psychosocial disadvantages, minimal emphasis on migrant
education in many localities, and limited continuity in educational

.

programming. Perri, stated that there is no accurate count of students
identified or eligible for services, the types and relative frequencyof-
handicapping conditions are unknoWn, the count of students being served
is.not known, and the types of service being received by those served are
also not well-doCumented. Baressi proposed that the reasons migrant
handicapped children'are not identified are because many children are
never enrolled in'echool, because they drop out early, or b'ecause their

.teachers do not become familiar with their needs due to sporadic-
attengance and frequent changes in enrollment. Mobile handicapped
children may move before they are placed in a program even when
assessment is accomplished, and those who are assessed may not be
adequately assessed due. to language and culture barriers. Phecha and
Ward found that of those students identified, more tended to demonstrate'
serious or.obVioUs conditions and thus were more'likely to be referred..

prob ems in providing a continuous andAppropriate edbcation program 'to

It also noted that the development' and transmission of IEP's caused

such Students even if identified and placed. The combinedlindings of,
/the sources given paint a picture of a groUp which is underidentified,

'--poorly assessed, which receives.inadequate programming, lacks continuity
_kkaervices, and which may e4entuallydrop out of school entirely.

4 Figures for this group are almost nonexistent.
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Preschool Exceptional Children .

AA' stated earlier in this report, preschool children constitute one of

the.underserved groups principally because the7bulk.okf services are aimed

. at elementary school children. Not 'all preschool children attend a

preschool or day care program. Thoie who do participate in,a variety of

settings including public school programs, private day care And preschool

programs; or Head Start programs, to name a few. Thus gathering,data-on

this group would require compiling any existing 'figures from all.of these:

settings.
. ,

i

As with the Americin Indian handicapped population, one source ,

regularly published.whichperMits some analysis of.trends regarding this

popOlation is theAnnual Report to the Congress of the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Servicies regarding se. vioes provided to handicapped

was reported that 128 of.children enrolled in Head Start programs in 1980i
children.in Head Start programs.,.In i s eighth annual report (1981), it

,

were handicapped. Of these, approximately 59% were speech'impaired;'12%

were health impaired; 7% were emotionally, disturbed= 6% were mentally

retarded, orthopedically handicapped, or learning' disabled; 4% were

hearing. impaired, and 3% were visually impaired. Less than.5% Were deaf

tor blind (U.S. Dept.\of Health and Human'Services, 1981) -. This report

also documented that 8:70% of students enrolled in Indian Prpgrams and

6.91% of.those enrolleein migrant programs had been identified' as

handicapped. In the ninth annual report these percentages had risen to

10.41% in Indian programs and 11% in migrant programs (U.S. Dept. of

Health and Human Services, 1983). Since Section 13(e) of.the EcOnomic -.

Opportunity Act of 1964u as amended (P. L: 93-644), requires that' no less-

than 10% of'the total enrollment'in Head Start programLbe handicapped

students, the total percentage of students reported is not as meaningful

as the separation of that'population into the different categories.

Other than the Indian and Migrant subdivisions, we hove no idea what

proportion of the total population reported as'handicapped are CLDE

children. This report does confirm, however, the.high proportion of

children identified as speech impaired, a statistic also documented:in

OSEP data (U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, 1981). This tendency

to identify large percentages of handicapped preschool children as "speech

impaired, as compared to the school aged handicapped population Which has

half this percentage served in the speech impaired category; warrants

futher examination. Particular interest could be paid to the Head'Start

setting.where'the mandate to serve a certain percentage, may increase the

identification of children as, speech impaired.

Services atAhe preschool level, whill,not adequately defined, do
.

point to a need to ensure that diagnostid and'instrdctional staff are

adequately trained' to' identify-disabilities 'and to 'intervene with CLDE.

children. t

Limited4hglish-Proficient Exceptional Students

As was seen in the analysis of LEA data, some efforts have been made to

collect inforMation regarding the number, of'. LEP students i,n special

education settings. Hower,. typicAlly we.have no. idea what rangeof.
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'-proficiency,is.rePreSented in the LEP:ctogory. Studies, that report on
f1,0EP students need to specify the criteria used to define proficiency

she range, of proficiency considered' LEP, the native language. '

ability of LEP students mated, and ethnic background of reported LEP'
students. Such refinements in the way data is reported cold provide
lucre usable information-tPvprogram'plariper's.

A major study. that provides information oh the LEP population in the

United States is.the:Children's Onglishand ServicesatudY condUctedl)y-
J. Michael O'Nalley119Sli 1982). Other general sources that hikve,.

reported 'on the number- of rionrIngliah-langUage background' and LEP

students include study' by Oxford, Pole Lopez, Stupp, GendelL.and:Peng
1981) and Imens-InformatOn,gathefed in 1,980 (Knerri:19821.Waggoner,
1982).., While tiletie- studieillaveqbeen used by.educators to gather
.baseline.dateutoon'which to ,make prolections of the 'numbers. of

bandicappelloWchilsecticular-.4t4got-iest:--they-proilderwo :----77-

concretwinformation regarding CLIOchiltdren. 'Thus, '1t., is unfortunate
that the bulk ofltudies4regarding,LBP students do nat'report.On disabled
LEP students, andthe bulk .of reportS gene1a4edto document the numbers.

of handicapped ch.ldren'do not report.effectiFely about the LEP '041?groupW
,

.Severa,Dstudies and' reports were locate tilat dO'ProviLe informs ion,
o regarding the LEP handicappedgroup. The data reported earlier on
Chicago is such a'study. Three other studief were located. Two:of-these

*.studies were Conducted:in California.
.

In May of 1983 the National Center' for Bilingual Research isstied

report eptitled Comminication'Disorders in Limited and Non-Englisk.
Proficient Children, conducted by Linda Carpenter. The major findings of

r :

this reporter; as followsi,

1. Approximately 20% of the children sdrVed by the survey
respondepti were reported to be LEP/NEP, which contr9dicts
district level data suggesting that LEP/NEP communicatively
disordered chiOren comprised less than 1% of the students
served. 0

2. The t9ies of disorders demonstrated,bioLAP/NEp communicatively

disOrdered.students ere of the00ame type. and frquenCy awthose,
in the'ge'neral Calm Icatrie1y Impaired (px) population.,

'3. Speech .clinicians 00 an intrease in the number of

LEP /NEP students in speibli-"an0 lang4ge:services in op,
last. to, S years. A

,
t/

4. The presence of 404 iAtiCatiOn programsinfluences,!sPeeCh

and language serv1,08LreceiVed.
-

Ofthe LEP /NEP students served, 82.11% ,were of Spanish language )
,

background,*13.70% were of Asian language background, and 3:59%.were of
dthei langdage.backlroundo. A

5,
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A more cOmpriOnsive-study of LEP students -was recently completed by
. ,

'Cegelka, Rddriguir, Lewis, Pacheco, and Santa'Crux, of thi San Diego

State'Univiireity-(1984). Thip report examines curient'atate practices in
edUcating handicapped LEP student* of 11 disability types. The report

-- generates information regarding the presentation of LEP students in
*speCial.educlation, the prevalence Of LEP inbspedial education settings as
!!,5:010pared,to.the-totalschool population, thi prevalence of LEP students

by handicapping citegoryr and the prevalence se identification as
.,,handicappedjor sadh of six language subgroups. The only significant

ifferehcee found in this study wake 'in the case of prevalence' of LEP
underIfircategories of SED and Other Health Impaired. For all other

categories, while differences were found, they Were noV.Aignificant. The

prevalence of handicapping conditions.was documented, as 11.00% for LEP
students and 8.01% for the general student. population, while the

prevalence of limited English proficiency Was repOrted as greater among-
-thirgene01-66fida population (11.01%) than among %he handicapped
spopulatioin,(7.36%).. Thtsiudy gathered information on district practices
relative to identification, sc4lening, assessment, IEP developmento.and

proiram placement as well as on due process procedures, parent
participation, and perceived teacher-inservice training needs. A second

portion. of the.study focused on the identification of.prOmising practices

. in the educational service delivery fdr handicapped WI) students. The

. .findings of this study and the recommehdations made for fUture researchY
concerning the LEP handicapped population prOmiie to be very useful to

. educators planning prograWfor CLDE.students4-especially along
qualitative lines. tor

A final study located was one conducted by GilbertaL. Delgado in 1980

concerning hearing impaired children with non- native home languages.
phis study found that'an estimated 7% of childrih from non-

Englishtspeaking homes.in. the. U. S. were: hearing, Of the
Programs .surveyedi 40% repotted at least, one child from a. non-

English-speaking. hand'. Of the group of children from
non-English-peaking biomes,' 51% had additional handicaps. The study also
reports on numbers of hearing impaired children from outside the U. S.,

and doCuidhts instructional practices implemented with the studentsin
.the. programs surveyed,.14hilie the study does document that the numbers of

hearing impaired children from non-native-language homes are increasing,

important infOrmation'regardiwthe proficiency of-the,students is

missing. 'Due to lack of Communication WittPthe home, respondents were

often:pot certain of the language spoken there, so this, inforMation is

also lacking. Howeveri:a total'of 21 languagss other than English were

repOrted,'thlprodominantilanguage being Spanish,-followed by Portuguese,

Vietnamese, nd several Esst:Indian langUagos and dialects.' A

contribution made, by the study is the delineation of specific area* irk
wh researah4s. needed regarding thispopulaotidn under the brpadi

(3441011413 of 44400414., .

leoguage,AlultuOi find demography.

In summary, various studies do exist that provide information about,

the LEA' handicapped population. Al]. the studies conducted thus Par'

l'-/"haVe limitations: Those that'pointleb specific needs for future research.

hive made important contributions in defining the SOOP4 and 'nature of

sudh'efforts. *

v
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MONITORINQ THE mann QP SERVICES TO C16 STUDENTS: '

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

.

,By collecting accurate and comprehensive data regarding the,,CLDE
.populationsmore fruitful monitoring activities could take place.. These
Would include analysing thwaccdracy of refirrals of'CLDE.studOnts made
by classroom teachers). the ability of current' assessment practices and

jpersOnnel to diagnose disabilities for the CLDE gioup, the accuracy of
placeMents made for CLDE students, the effectiveness of instructional
services delivered, and the.a00quacY of programs and staff selected to

c meet the specific 'needs oCCLDS students. Monitoring efforts%conducted
thus far have been undertaken.by the Office of Cisil Rights,' community'
action groups,.court actions, or the result of state or district
sself7checks initiated.due to the desire. to understand service'patterni.

t .
6

Monitoring recommendations made in the documente used forthis report
include the following (Benavidos, 1984; Designs for Change, 1982;
Jones-ao044ri 19/7):

1. School districts should collect ana analyze ihformation
regarding the number' Of referrals'to. special education by

lahguagelproficiency level, within each ethnic group by
individual attendance center. Such disaggregatiOn'is sorely
needed in.the data reported.

2. School districts should report'the numbers of CLDE placements in ,

.various special education programs by type of placpment
(resource room, private school placement, etc.). Effectiveness
of placements,should.be monitored, especially those that are
more restrictive.

3. The state education agency (SSA) should conduct awin,estigation
in Any school system that demonstrates aisproportionate pattern$
of minority'enrCilment, both for the possible misclassificaiVn
of children and.the'adequaci of services received.'

4. The SEA should Create positive incentivei.(i.e.,,funding) for
the school districts to classify and serve CLDE children
accurately.

5. Districts should develop special administrative policies that
encourage solutions tor problems of misclassification and
disproportionate enrollment for CLDE students.

6. SEA staff responsible for monitoring. programs should be
representative of the:populationa they serve. Minority
repretsentation 1:vouch staffs is important.

7. Monitoring efforts need to take place on site,-not through,

reports. Follow-up visits are'reClizmended. Funding.'for these

activities shoUld be provided. 7

35.
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Enforcement procedures need to be Oreldped..Financial oOntrol
tuggeeteds

,Whin students are moved out Of a categorical program, spfcial

effortsehould be ondertafcen to monitor treatment and progress.

10. Transition from a bilingual/ESL program to the generil education
classrdom is an important.jundture to study. Many bilingual

students are referred to speoial education at:this time of
) transition.

11. Emphasis should be on,providing prereferral solutions in the

general education or bilingual classroom; in 'addition, districts
should provide training to educators regarding how to identify .

ethnolinguistic minority students in need or referral.
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CHAPTER 2

A CRITICAL LOOK AT TESTING AND EVALUATION-

FROM A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Ena Vazquez Nuttall
Patricia,Medeiros Tandurand

FatriciaPGoldman

vp,

This pater attempts to define and describe the target population and

discuss the common problems in distinguishing a "disability".from a.

cultural or linguistic difference. The legal mandates' impacting on the

assessment of linguistically and culturally different students are

summarized. A brief summary and review of the research on the uses and

misuses of standardized assessment'instruments are presented; in

addition, the most'common-approaches being practiced in the field of

nondiscriminatory assessment are described and critically analyzed.

Viable alternative nondiscriminatory assessment.and evaluation

techniqUes, approaches, Ad recommended model practices are recommended.
Finally, recommendations in the area of cross-cultural assessment and

evaluation will be made for local, state, and federal educators wHo are

involved in either the development-of poliCies or the implementation of

services to culturally and linguistically different students who may or

may not have exceptional needs.

WHOIS OUR TARGET POPULATION?

This paper focuses on,a group of children identified ae.lingUistically

and culturally different, children.who are native spedkers of a language

bother.then English. It includes both.children from immigrant families

and children from native -born American families who'speak languages other

than English. In defining this population, it must be remembered that in

identifying a child as a member of a particular language group, one,must

not separate the language from the particular cultural context in which

it is spoken. Different .cultures may Shaie:a'commonfiinguage and yet,

vary greatly. in cultural values: )French-speaking:children from Haiti;

Canada, and France, for example, represent very different cultural and

linguistic populations.
.

Therefore, although the term linguistic minority student refers to a

student who lie native speaker of a language Other thfn En4lish, within

this category there is wide, diversity. The term may rider.on on hand to

I V
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those students,of-varying degrees of literaby who have just migrated with
their families to the. United States; to students who are living in the
United States and learning both languages'simultaneously; to,second
generation students who prefer to speak English at school and their
native languages at home; and finally, to migrant children who may be
represented in any of the above descriptioni'.'

The. term
.

is defined as those individuals who exhibit disctepancies in growth and
;development due to health-related impairments, hearing impairments,,

mental retardation, orthOpedid-related handicaps, serious emotional. .

disturban4es, learning disabilities, speech impairments, or visual
impairments (Advisory Board of Access, 1981). Thle linguistic levels of
these children would fall' at varying pcikints-on-e-oniintrum:- At one end
of the continuum are the monolingual speakers of the.first language
(Li). Then we 'have the dominant-Li.speakers who haTesOme English
ability. fn the middle of the continuum are the apparently bilingual
,studints with comparable.proficiency,in both languages. Many of our
exceptional students fall'within the middle of this continuum as
*semilinguals." A child defined as a semilingual is.a child who is,
displaying equallIvpoor ability in both languages. This-kind of student'
is unable to perform cognitive tasks in either' language According to
Cummins (1976),, the threshold'level of language develbpment needed to
,function academically has not been reached by this child. Mkt on the
continuum are the 'English-dominant studenta with some Li-ability.
Finally there are the monolingual-English students.

Although categorical definitions have often served to .label students,,
isolate them, and deny them equal access to educational programs, a brief .

desciiption of each of the major categoriei is useful.,

The first widely used category is-thet of mental retardation.
According to the American Association. Of'Mental Deficiency (AAMD):

Mental retardationreters to signficantly sub-average
general intellectuq: functioning existing concurrently with
deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested during the
developmental period: crossman, 1977)

4 6

In this definition, "intellectual fUnctioning" refers to results of
individual intelligence tests and "significantly sub-average" refers to
an IQ score more,than two' standard deviations ,below the mean. "Adaptive
behavior" refers to the degree to which the individual meets personal
independence and social responsibility expected of his or her age and '

cultural group Wassman, 1977). .

The socioeconomic and cultural and linguistic bias of standardized
tests, particularly IQ tests, has led to questionin% the value of using
these tools with limited-English-proficient students as wellas with
other cultdral and linguistic minority students (qole, 1981; Laosay.
1977; Oakland & Metuszek, 1977; Olmedo, 1981).

%
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Mercer. (1973) discovered. that of those persons w

laboled'mentally retarded if their classification

.scores, a full 84% had completed eight grades or mor

held a job, 80% wereifinancially independent or housewives, and alllbst,

100% were able to do their. own Shopping or travel,alo e. .

o would have been
ended solely on test
in school, 83% had

Culturally and linguistically different studepts are most affected by

the process of standardized testing. Unfamiliar teat content,attitudeS

of examiners who may be unfamiliar, with the culture, the

students' limited proficiency in English, language variations,

unfamiliarity with test conditions, and lack of motivation to perform

on the test are all critical factors that influende 'a student's

performance on standardized tests.
retarded," traditionally arrived at throtigh intelligence tests, is a very

misused classification with linguistic, cultural, and racial minority

students.

0

A second exceptional category is the'behaviorallii isordered.

According to Rhodes and Tracyl(as dined in Ambert& D w, 1982),

characteristics of behaviorally disordered students fall into two

categories: hyperactive-aggressive.and fearful-withdrawn. Some

characteristics that appear in many defirations include an inability to

learn that cannot be explained by other factors, difficulty in relating.

to others, inappropriate behavior under normal, circumstances,- general

unhappiness, and development of physical symptoms for personal issues

(Ambe4,& Dew, 1982) .

,1,1

Aptic minority students, particularly recent immigrants, may

under, ktreme stress and culture shock and may exhibit, temporarily,

signs'of behavior disorders. Iniadditicn, culturally different students,

who may be behaving appropriately fOr.their own cultural groups,- may be

seen as behaving abnormally in this society's-context and,may be

erroneously labeled as emotionally or behaviorally disordered. On*the

other hand, linguistic minority students exhibiting extreme signs of

emotional disorders may not be identified because their behavior may be

explained'away in terms of cultural differences.

A third category, that of learning disabled, is defined

94-142as:

4

Specific L-D means a disorder in One or more of the basic

psychological processes involved in understanding" or. in

'using a language, spoken or written, which may manifest

itself in an. imperfect ability to listen, think,' speak,

read, write, spell or do math calculations. The term

learning disabled does not refer to students who have

\ learning.problems,which are primarily the result of visual,

\hearing! or motor handicaps or mentally retarded or

:culturally, educationally ftr econowically di044antaged.

4s#
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contrast to the federal,definition of learning disabilities,'
Marc (1973) discovered that in 42 state departments of,education, the
def ition Of learning disabilities resulting prOarily from
environmental "disadvantages" were excluded in only 55% of the
regulations. Current definitiphs, in many state regulations, do not
clearly indicate that culturally differenbechildren.who lack English
skills should be eXoluded froM being labeled LD (Gonzales &,Ortiz, 1977).

11

Linguistic minority students who have mot reached the level of:
English necessary' -to perform cognitive tasks are often,misclassifiedas
learning disabled. A misconception exists that it a student has achieved
enough language to communicate but is notable to use that language in
order to perform more difficult 'cognitive tasks, then that student must
be learning disabled (Cummins, 1976; Duncan & DeAvila, 1979).

According to Cummins (1974) the "threshold level of competence" in
each of the child'clanguages must be determined. in order to determine
whidh language ishpuld be used to instruct t e 'child. If all other
'factors. are considered equal, the child.sho ld be, taught in his or her
astrongest language. Cummins warns against educatois demanding that
linguistic minority.students use English n order to learn when thft,
student has not had the amount of time necessary to develop.the level of
English language deeded to cognitively handle the content. According to''
Cummins, it takes approximately 5 'years'fbr a student to develop a
language to a point where he or she can completely function in that
language. Thereforep-a student asked to perform in a language that he or
she.hal not yet fUlly developed will performsoorly and can be
erroneously classified as LD (Cummins, 1980).

A fifth category comprises communication disorders. When assessing
linguistic minority students, the students' must be assessedin two
languages andfindingS must be interpreted:acress language.

a-

.Developmental cicrors made hy.second language learners in syntax,
articulation, and vocabulary are often wrongly labeled as symptomatic'of
'a communication disorder (Ambeit & Dew, 1982).- The child Abs. language'.
use should be categorized as different' because he br she is developing
within the norm and also is acquiring another language or a veriety.of
the same language ig often misdiagnosed as having A.diedider.

.

'

Disorders such.ap those of hearing and vision, and other physical
disorders are.often undetected in linguistic minority students. For. .r

example, according to specialists:of the hearing impaired (Fiechgrund,
1980), there isa high incidence of hearihg loss among.PortugUese
students that has gone undetected. If linguistic Minority.stddents who!'
have physical disorders can be identified, then many of these ,students
can, with minimal remediation, remain in a.regular'clasSrOom,

A final category which is considired in some' states to be included in

the definitiOn of exceptional education is:giftedness. ,However, pas.
94-142 does not consider the gifted child as exceptional.
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Theimost.jectent d'OnitiOn used Ouhdih Federal Law'Sectioh,904-

of the Gifted' and.Talented:Ch4drente*t of 1978 whichstites;,

Gifted andteietited,children meihs children ,who
identified at.: the P.rischOol, telementary-or:*Condary level
aseposiessihg'demonstrated or pOtential.abilities that give
evidenoe of 'high pert4mahcecapabilitiespin areas suoh
intellectuOi.:,cteative; special academic,Cir leadership

ability, or in performing and .visual arts; and Whd:by-
'reason thereof, reqUire'terVicewor activities pot,.

OrdinarilrprOvOed by.ftehools. 71.

. . .

There are many lists .of subjective descriptors thought to.define

gifted children. The prbblem is. that most l'ingdistic MihoritY students',

do not gain access to gifted programs because of biased identifiCatiom;

procedures, evaluators,; And programs lackingbilingualpersonnel,orystafff
(Ambert,& Dew, 1982).

, .

SAFEGUARDING .LINGUISTIC MINORITIES, IN THE ASSESSMENT #ROCESS

It was not until the civil right'movement of the 1960's that the needs

of qthnolinguistic groups began to be:recognizea in.this country,; Since

theft however, .there.have been legisletive, executive, and judicial
acilons on behalf of ethnic minorities: On the legislative level, Title

of'theCivil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the:basis

of' race, -color, or national origin in any federally funded, program.

Therefore, any. school system could be found guilty by the Office of Civil

Rights of discriminating against culturally and linguistically different

students if .hat system .dente's. equal access to this population of

students. Furthermore, the Bilingual Education Acts (1968, 1274, and

1979), Title IX of,the.Civil'Rights Act (1972), Section 504 of the 1973

Rehabilitation Act, the Equal Education Opportunity Act (1974), and P.L.

94142 (Education of the Bandicapped Act) provide additiontl legiplative

protections for. linguistically And cultUrally different students.

On the executive leveL the Office of Civil Rights issueds.boththey

Federal Lau ReMedies (1975) and.ehe well known May 25th O.C.0 Membiandum

(1975). The Federal Lau Remedies was the result of the Loewy.' Nichol4

(1914) Supreme. Court'decision which clearly established' the fact'that

school 'cannot claim to provide equal access to limited-Ehglish-protiOient

students by providing them with the same services provided to other
.

:;Children.) The decisionsrendered in the Lau` v. Nichols case was on behalf,

of Chinese. students'' rights to have support serviceOn'their lengUage"
and in English as a Second language. The United 'States Supreme court

,stated that "there is no, equality of treatment merely,by providing

students with the same facilitieg, textbooks, teacnorei and curriculum,'

for.students who do not understand English are effectively foreclOskr

from any meaningful education." The Lau Remedies demand a transitional

bilingual% proqcam limited-English-proficient'studente0'including

2
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those with "disabilitiesoit thuiemeditts require that, a re
district implement a gyiiiiniati# pi,QCOdurelfO Odenii ying quAbert b*,,,16EP . ,

ostudents in a system, aeseaal,Oe xelative Iangua9 inance ofstiidenta .. ;J,'", .,, .

in it na/iVe languageiknOtin English., and prov' n apprOptiate! %

,in ructiOAPprogram whi0 wquld ensure eduoational opporOnity: . ..,

: .

. ..,. .

'The May 25th.O.C.R...*morandum (1975) addiesseethe issue Of4
inappropriate placlment orminority studehts:in special ed6Cation
claims. The meboeanduM:apecifically stated that ."School districts must
not assign national'Oxigin, minority .group students to classesfor.the
mentally retarded on the'basid of criteria which essenitally meatiure or'
evalUate Engliah.l'anguage skills."

.

, .
. .

,4 . As a resul -of the 1970 memorandum, a Task Force' was forMed'Wthe v

. Director of the Office of CillilRights, This. Task Force consiste of'
.4

Puerto Rican and Mexican-American educatord,,locial scientists, a d
community leaders whodeveloped monitoring: egies and recomme ations
addressing the assessment and placement ca rtity students in cl saes
for the handicapped (Bergin, 1980); .

At the judicial level, the fact that a.saudentis linguistic or ,
cultural difference. annot be used to label a-child as "exceptional" or ', ,\

"disabled" has been. clearly 'established in: several eases in state courtiv,

These inclUde; giana v. The MC Board ofs.Education (galifornia,
1974; ..Larry' Pt v. Wilson Rites,, Superintendent of 'PubLic Distruction for
the State of_ California (California, 1979); and Martin hither king( Jr. -

Elementary School Children/ eta)... iri Ann ArborfSchoOl District Board, F.
Supp. 1371 ED (Michigan, 1979). 40, ,!...,, 1

..7 . .
.

.

IntJoae P. et al. v. Gordon M" Ambach et al. (New' York`, 1979) a New
York court mandated that the New Ito& City Board of Education evaluate
students in'their native language pr by whatever;4eans'a student\is able
to communicate.. . 4

0
' O

In Lora y. Board of Education'ofthe City,of New York,- Supp.
1211 (1977);, the court asseptted that the.over.rwpresentation of minority
students in "special education classes violated the rights of minority'
atudehts.

4

The Guadalupe v. Tema ElementarySchool'Diatrict caset (1971). also
raised the issue of the improper use of standaaized'intelligence tests
to place students in classes fOrthe mentally retarded. According to
Bergin (1980), an out -of -court settlement of the Guadalupe-cage provided
many of, the same provisions agreed to in the Diana case (whichinvolved
the misclassification of Mexican Ameelcans in classe for,the-Mentally-:
r,lardSg).' In.the Guadalupe case, the recognition of disproportionate'

"iiumberifof Mexican-American.And Yaqui Indians in classes for the mentally
retarded 10 to:provisions't0 limit that number systematically, within p:

'limited period of time. A I

. A
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The abOve court decisions have b;en based on the guaranteed

provisiOns,of P.1. 94-142 (The Educationtoeall Handicapped Children
Act) , which' guarantee educational rights for all,exceptional children. A

most important provision in this act entails that "handicapped" children

receive a tree appropriate iducatton in the least restrictive.

environment, Specifically, th4 prOvision theta student has the right4to

be assessed in his or her dominant language and thaiwparents have a right

to be communicate with in their home language helps safeguard the rights

ok linguistic an cultural minorities.

Nevertheless, misclassification and misplacement of lingdistic

minority students still continues despite P.L. 94-142 safeguards, other

legislative' mandates, and numerous court cases. According to Bergin

(1980), at the time 'of the Lau Remedies (1975) bilingual teachers began
to.complain about the riling numbers of exceptional students being placed,
in bilingual classrooms rather than in special education. The reasons
given for this under-representation of linguistic minority exceptional'

students in special education classes were the inappropriate assessment.
instruments and the laCk.of bilingual special eddcation teaching staff

andsmiterials. According to Landdrand (1981), less than 5% °Call
limited-English-proficient,students enrolled in bilingual programs were

evaluated and identified:as exceptiona4' A furtherresearch

investigation by Nuttall and Lan rand (1904) of 20 0sechool districts in

the U.Se revealed that a substan tally smaller percentage of

limited - English -- proficient studs is are'being identified' for special

edUcation than the 12% national ncidence figure for'special education.

It appears that many linguistic minority atudents who have inadequate

communicative abilities in Engliph are not being identified and referred

for special education ate rate equal to their monolingual Hnglish-

speaking peerik)- On.tpe other hand, linguistic minotity sildlents whohave

attained some'level. of English communicative ability are Mainstreamed

into regular monolingual classes, are disproportionateli,referredsfor

special education, services, and are Over-enrolled in special education

classes (Landurand, 1981).

Bias in testing has inevitably led to inappropriate placements.

Mercer (1973) was the first to document this problem when she found in
study that the rate of placement for Mexican-American

students in dlastOs for.the mentally retarded was four times larger,than

their representa4ion in.the total school enrollment. Tucker (1980),

studying several school districts in the Southwestp'explained the
difference in proportions in enrollment as merely a relabeling from

'mentallY. retirdectto learning disabled.

WHAT IS ;NONDISCRIMINATORY ASSESSMENT?

"Nondiscriminatory" identification and placement is basicallt defined by

Section 612 (5) (C) 94-142 which says that in order to qualify for

assistance, a state must establish appropriate procedures:



PrbOedurik.to assure th4 testing and evaluation materials.
and-procedurse utilized for the purpose of evaluation and 4

placement of handicapped children will be selected.and
1 adMinistered so.a* notto be rapially'or culturally

discriminatory. Such materials or proceduresshall be
provided and administered, in. the child's native language or
mode of communicatioj unless it clearly is not feasible to
'doso and no single proOedure shall be the Bole criterion
for determining an appropriate educationar prAgram for a
child.

In determining' whether an assessment process is appropriate, the
tester, the test, and the testse must all be considered as important
components in this dynamic process..

'The Tester

Who should test linguistically/culturally different students? All.thingIC-
being equal, a tester who speaks the language of the child, understands
the culture Of the child, and is a skilled assessor will be the.best
choice for the'child. The examiner's knowledge of the culture of the
child, either through birth or trashing, is also extremely important for
understanding the examinees behavior and perception of the testing
situation (Plata, 1982). In addition, 'Oakland and MatUszek (1977) state

that examiners Alho do not give. evidence of a warm, respOnsive, and
receptive but firm style toward minority children will not be able to
establish the rapport needed for successful testing and therefore will
not obtain the best performance from the chilli,

Because of the scarcity of native language assessors, many school
systems use iscriminatory testing practices. Typically, the-student is
given an evaluation where English language is used-as the medium for
testing. Because a linguistic minority student may have attained basic 0

oral-aural English skills, it is assumed that this student can be
evaluated in English; language'proficiency in English and the native

language is not determined before testing. Standardized instruments
selected by monolingual English psychologists are selected and
administered_ to the student. Scores are computed, even though many
psychologists are aware of the irrelevancy of the:norms and
inappropriateness of many of the items to'some children's cultural

backgr2unds and experience. The result is that little is learned about
the child'a loyal of funbtioning and miedlassification is quite likely to
occur.

A second cemmonsevaluative approach involves a situation where a

linguistic minority student, referred for an evaluation, is obviously of

limited English proficiency'. The school psychologists attempt to

evaluate the student with the help of an interpreter. The interpreter is

given no training in administering tests The psychologist is unaware of

the accuracy of the interpfead question. The standardized instruments
'used still contain inappaptiate items and still have not, been normed on

a
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this population. Other potential problems in, using interpeters are as
follows:

1. The interpreter may'not be equally fluent inboth languages and may
. translate incorrectly to the child or to the tester.

2. The interpreter may identify with the chilAand subconsciously prompt
the right responees nonverbally or thrbugh other cues.'

1. Interpreters are usually n.14,rained or familiar with thi.principles

of test administration, human development, and human relations.

4. Interpreters who are of different social class, race, or ethnic group
may be negatively disposed towards the child even though4hey speak
the same language. Because of these and other pitfalls, school
systems should either try to avoid using interpreters or to develop
special programs to train them (Nuttall.& Landurand, 1984).

A third current evaluation practice is to have a limited- -
English- proficient student evaluated -by a bilingual, psychologist, who; may

Ver unfamiliar with the child's cultural background. Other sqhool
personnel,' unable to speak the student's language, delegate to the
bilingual psychologist total responsibility for evaluating the student.
and recommending a placement. This practice is risky because the .

psychologist may be insensitive to the child's cultural background,
and/or may also be a poor assessor.

A fourth approach involves a sensitive bilingual psychologist, who

understands the limited-English7prOficient student and his or her culture
.
and understands how to use evaluation instruments cautiously. The,

4 evaluator relies on a multidisciplinary approach to assessment and
gathers relevant information about the child from many sources. The
results, in this case, will probably be a more accurate assessment of the
child's abilities and weaknesses and a more appropriate placement for the
child.

The Testae

The child...level of English proficiency,-the attitude of the child being

tested, and the behavior of the child taking the test all influence the
child's performance and the way that performance is interpreted by the

tester. The.behavior o; children during itesting situation is dependent
on many factors. The way their culture defines learning, their past
experiences with'test taking, whether they were reared.in a cooperative.
or competitive environment (Pepitone, 1980), their cognitive style
(Castenada &Ramirez, 1974), and their cultural values are all major
factors in determining a child's performance on standardized

instruments. A child whose'culture does.not value "time" in the, same way
aeBuro-American middle -class culture will not respond to "timed tests"

-in the same way as many middle-clasi Euro-American children. A child who

exists in a cooperative learning environment will appear unmotivated in a

t.
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competitive test-taking environment. In addition, a child who is
primarily field-sensitive in his or her relationship to adults and to
instructional material will have difficulty responding tote formal
.situation demanding formal task performance with an impersonal adult. An
assessor who understands the cognitive, perceptual, and interactional
behaviors of the student can adapt technique and procedures in order to.
establish the riff ort that is nilicessary for the ethnolinguistic minority
student to perform at optimum level.

The Test

The literature on nondiscriminatory assessment has focused primarily on
the biases of standardized instruments. Tests have been criticized for
"item bias" and improper standardization. Tests used in American schools
tare generally written by middle-class individuals and reflect an'Anglo
conformity ideology typical of that class level and culture (Mercer,
1979). Not only do the content items reflect Euro-American middle-class
experiences, but values such as competitiveness':1 and emphasis on time also

reflect Euro-American, middle-class oulture. Eihnolinguistic minority
students who have not experienced these values and have not learned this
content obviously are at a disadvantage in taking these standardized
testa.

4o,

In addition to item bias, most tests used in the United States are
normed on the majority. population. Even when tests claim to have
included minorities in their standardization population, minorities are
included in such small ratios that the results are insignificant in
influencing the standardization results.

Furthermore, the lnterpretaticin of teat scores is of critical
importance especially when a culturally or linguistically different

student is concerned. 'The assessor needs to probe further as to the
possible reasons for the student's low score. Was the test administered

. to .a limitediihglish-proficient student in English? Does the student
speak a nonstandard dialect and was the test given using a standard
native dialect? Was the child ,unfamiliar'with skills needed to take the
test? Many questions need to' be answered before making any
interpretations about the student's performance.

ELIMINATING OR RS6UCING SIAS IN TESTING`

. 4

A wily used approach in'testinTlimited-English-proficient students is
to translate and/or adapt standardized tests. This approach implies

direct or written translations, weighing the nonverbal portion More
heavily .than: the verbal and varying the speed and power component's of the

test (Mercer, 1979). The advantages are that this approach is easier
than deVeloping new. tests. In addition, children's scores improlle when

given the test in their native language% (Nuttall & Landurand, 1984).
Nevertheless, this approach presentsimanivroblems. Standardized

translated versions of tests do not take into account She many regional
dialects spoken by students (Plata, 1982; DeAvila & Navassy, 1914a). In
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addition, 'words do not,have thelsame meaning when translated. Words in
one language may not have the same frequency of use in a second language

(beAvila & Havassy, 1974b). Therefor', a word that may be considered
very hasic in a Child', second language may be a very difficult or
nonexistent word from the perspective of the child's first language. In

addition, the content ad."' refleOts American middle-class culture

(Mercer, 1979; Plata, 1982).

A second approach used is to eiltablish ethnic norms. The intention

in developing ethnic norms is to compensate ethnic minority students for
their "deprivation.". Sthnio yams are problematic in that they have the
potential for encouraging 1oWer expectations for minorities. A second
problem in this approach is 'that it does not provide,educators.with any
accurate diagnostic information needed for educational programming.
Instead, it may lead to false comparisons between different
othnolinguistic groups. A further problem with establishing ethnic norms
is the reinforcement of a false assumption that groups are ethnically

homogeneous. Use ofiethnic nor will encourage the tendency to assume
that lower scores are ultimate' indicative of lower potential, thereby

contributing to the self-fulfi ing prophecy of lower expectations for
minorities as well as reinforcing the genetic inferiority argument
proposed by Jensen (Jensen & Rosenfeld, 1974) and others.

A third attempt to respond to criticism of standard IQ tests is to

create culture -fair tests.- Under the category of culture-fair tests

are: the common culture approach, the learning potential approach, and
the neo-Piagetian approach.

According to Nuttall (Nuttall & Landurand, 1984) the common culture
approach'employs-the use of problems or tasks that are equally familiar'
or unfamiliar, to people in most cultures. These tests..tend to be

nonverbal, performance oriented, symbolic respqmses to relationships
among figures or designs. The advantages of this approach are that it is

economical and can be applied to all groups. Some of these tests
minimize dependence on verbal ability (Cervantes, 1974), speed, item

content, and test wiseness (Mick, 1982).

This approach has been widely criticized for many reasons. Mercer

(1979) and Oakland and Matuszek (1977) contend that this approach is
unable to yield similar means and standard deviations for different
racialgroupi and social classes. Mercer1(1979) further criticizes this

approadh for its. nonpredictability of academic performance. Mick (1982)

points out that several of these tests, for example, the Raven's, require
formal skills learned only in a jchool situation. Oakland and Matuszik

(1977)` criticize the fact that hls approach does not allisess'impOrtant

psychological characteristics. SOme Common tests which tall within the

common culture approach are Cattell's Culture Fair Teats for measuring

intelligence, Raven's. Progressive Matrices (1960)r Goodenough Draw-A-Man

Test, Leiter" International Performance Scale (1966), and .Bender-Gestalt

'Via , Motor Test.(1934., '4*

second* approach in the category.of developing culture-fair tests is

the learning potential approach. In.'this.approach, children are pre - and
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spolittodsted on a nonverbal reasoning' test such as the Ravens. Between
tests they are trained to process the test. The difference between the
first score. and the score litter training'repiesents the child's learning
potential. Proponents ct this approach contend that it gives a measure
of the child's ability to Budoff 41976) claims that it predicts
nonverbal learning performance ins'school. Opponents of this approach
claim that it is extremely time - consuming, that test data is limited to
nonverbal areas, and that it does not predict future academic performance
(Mercer, 1979).

An sample of the learning potential emproach is Raven's Progressive

Matrices using a test-ttiain-retest paradi4M of Budoffs(974).

A third approach within the category orculture-fair test is the
neo'- Piagetian approach. This approach consists of applying neo-Piagetian
measures to determine cognitive developmbnt. According to DeAvila and'

Havassy (19740, scores on tests taken in English, Spanish, or
bilingually showed no appreciable dpferences. Performance of Mexican

and American sampleo both were within expected limits of cognitive
development for given chronological ages. No ethnic differences were
found.

Opponents of this' approach cite the folWwing disadvantages: the ,

ability to.predict academic performance is unknown, because many school
,systems do not organize their curricula according to developmental
states; the practical uses of this test are limited; and Piagetian
cognitive theory. is difficult for teachers and parents to understand.

Examples of this approach (Nuttall & Landurand, 1994) are the
Piagetian measure developed by DeAvila and Struthers, including Cartoon

Consetvation Scales. Measures are computerized to give information and
recommendation to parents% teachers, and administrators through,a system.
called 'PAPI (Program Assessment Pupil Interaction) (DeAvila & Havassy,.
1974a) .

1

A fourth approacheto,diminish discrimination in assessment is the

creation of culture-specific tests. These are specific tests designed
for each major American microcultural group Leosa, 1977)., The advantage
of this 'approach is that it allows the child be assessed at his or her
level of functioning relative to expectations of his or her family. and

subculture (Mercer, 1979). This.approach further highlights the fact:
that test performance is highly dependefit upon thevdegree to whidh the

test reflects the tost,takee,s own culture. There are several criticisms'

of this appach. It 0 impossible to construct tests for evei

microculture. In addition; a itudent's perfoimance on these tests.does'
riot predict the child's ability to function in relation to4mericap core 0s

culture (Mercer, 1979). Examples qfroulture-specifict.teits are:. .BlaCk

Intellig4Iice Test of Cultural Homogeneity (BITCH-100) . This tes0»

includes 100 multiple choice vocabulary items which deal exclusively with
Blepk culture.$ However, since the vocabulary list was chosen from the

didtionary of American slang, it is probably biased agaiffet middle-oleo's
Blacks,.

S
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A second test, the. Enchilada Test, contains 31 multiple.choiceitems
which deal*withltexican-American barrio life. These' tests, which are
designed for a Apecific ethnic microcultural group, may not be
appropriate for use with those individuals who may be accultetated into
the dominant 89ciety.

A fifth approach is Mercer!, multipluralistic approach. This
approach uses parent interview and student testing in comprehensive
assessment of the whole child'(including medical, sociocultural,
intellectual, and'behavioral aspects). This approach develops multiple
normative frameworks for sociocultural, socioecipoMic, racial-ethnic, and
geographic groups. A student's estimated learning potential is Computed
by comparing 'his or her score with the average .spofe for persona, from
similar backgrounds.

The SOMPA (System of Multi Pluralistic Airsessment) has advantages and
disadvantages. It provides comierehensiveinformation to classify a
child. Another claimed advanta4e is that it is easierto renormexisting
tests and obtain information from parenti than to develop new unbiased
tests (Nuttall, 1979). However, SOMPA has been hedvily criticized. Some
major criticisms include the fOliowingis the validity 'of the SOMPA-is
just beginning to be establis d (Nuttall, 1979)4 leak of national norms
is a major drawback (Nuttall, 1979);,the length'oethe battery' makes it
impractical for routine use late,. 1982); the estimated learning

potential does not predict hiesvement (Oakland & Matuszek, 1977):
Because the estimated learni g potential is designed to predict how well
a student could perform in a optimum sogiOculturally pluralistic
learning eavironmenti and bec use very few of those environments actually
exist, the estimated learning otential becomes educationally useless gor
purposes of educational plannin and programming. An additional,two
criticisms of the SOMPA are that ome minorities find the "regression
formula" concept demeaning. The prpcess of adding points to a student's
score because of the student's sociocultural background is viewed by some
minorities as more harmful thanhelpful. In addition, SOMPA does not
provide useful diagnostic information* to program for the child.

A sixth approach is a task analysis tpproach. In this approach the. '

ester analyzes the skills and behavior required to answer each test item,
and determines why the Child does not resOdnd correctly.

ei

is..The child i

then trained in the areas of weakness an.retested (Kaufman, 1977).
Because emphasis is on the mastery of content, the advantage of this
approach is that children are treated asindividuals and not compared to
others. In addition, treatment is an. integral part of the teak analysis
mod 1. The model is essentially a test - teach -test approach (Mercer &
YsAldyke, 1977). 'A critlOism of this approach is that some of the .

mealode of analyzing the tasks can become difficult as tasks.become
complex (Kaufman, 1977). Another criticism is that this'approach has

been used mostly in academic'achieeement areas. ExaMples of this .

approach are the Key Math Tobt,and!the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test.
,According to Nuttall it al. (1083), exponents include Kaufman (1977),
Resnick, Wang, and Kaplan (1973), Gold (1972), and Bijou (1970).

*
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seventh approach is crkteri9A-COOrpnCed trite. Unlike
norm-riVerencod tests, criterion-referenced meatUres are used to compare
an individual with established criteria or.performance standards, 'and not
with other individuals (Popham & gusek, 1969). 'A strength in this methipd
is that it evaluates a child on clearly specified educational tasks

'IMowder, 1980) and is directly interpretable in terms of speciific
standards (Oakland & Matuszek, 1977)% There are several' cited
disadvantages to this apfroacWfor example, reliability and validity are
difficult to ascertain and cultural biases are hard to eliminate (Oakland
& Matuszek, 1977).

tfr

A second criticism is that selecting appropriate behavioral

objectives andcriteria can prove to be both difficult and time consuming
(Laosa, 1977).

A third. criticism is that the tendency to use these Eests to

establish standards of excellence-or dedirahlv educational goals should
be avoided (Oakland & Matuszek, 1917). An example of thts approach As
SOBER-Espanol, which provides comprehensive evaluation.for Spanish
reading, .(Nuttall, 1979).

An eighth and final approach is the global approach to test bias. In

this approach, nonbiased assessment is,viewed.as.a process rather than a
set of instruments. ultifactored assessment values language dominance,
adaptivs,behavior, and sociocultural background (Reschly, 1978). 'Every
.step in the assessment process is evaluated as a:possible source of bias
(Tucker, 1980). The advantage of this approach is.hat it is the most
comprehensive and realistic approach so far developed. to aid the
practitioner in identifying the sources of bias operating in the
assessment systim. The disadvantages in this approach are that it
underestimates the role!of content bias of tests, it is too time
consuming and it does not guarantee eliminating bias. Examples of this

'approach include the Guide for Non-biased Assessment (NRRC, 1976) and
Tucker's (1980) Nineteen Steps for Assuring Non-biased Placement of
Students in Special Education.

Based on the author's experience with local school assessment
procedures in relation to limited-English-proficient students, the global
approach to,assessment is highly preferred.as a necessary first step in
assessing any student. Other approaches, such as criterion-referenced,
task-analysis, and test- train - retest models need to be pursued,

particularly with the LEP population.

C014MON -ASSESSMENT PRACTICES

Several survey's (00gatzi 1918;,Coulopolous & De George, 1982; Mick, 1982;
Morris, 1977). have described. the tenting practices used by school

personnel to %swiss limited-English-profigUnt children. "'

In a 1977 survey of 12 large schoor.systems (in. Arizona, Calif9rnia,
Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Nevada, and Texas), Morris found that the
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four tests most commonly used were the Bender-Gestalt Test, .

'Draw .4-Person, Leiter International Performance Scale, and Wechsler
Intelligepce Scale for Children (NISC-English version). The first three
of, these tests fit in the common culture approach to diminishingsbfas

because they involve less reliance.on verbs/ 'skills'than some other

approaches.
'0: it

According to Nuttall et al. (1983), 5 yefIrs later when Coulopolous

and be George surveyed 21 school psycholOgists in Massachusetts, they
found that the foui. most frequently, used tests were 'the same ones

obtained by Morris, even though other instruments and approaches were
available. The study found that English-speaking psychologists
administered the tests using interpretere, pantomime., or whatever amount
of English the child had mastered.

In the largest study of alai, Miok (1982) surveyed 157 adMinistrators
of special education in four states (Texas, Noy Me co, Florida g. and

Massachusetts) and two cities (Philadelphia and New-York). She reported

Aer results in Wins of assessmentmOdifications" for bilingual
(Hispanic) students rather then in terms of specific testa used.

However, Mick reported that nonverbal subecales.were frequently used.
Criterion-ieferepced tests, pluralistic assessments, and culture-fair

testikwere used only, occasionally. The most frequent modification cited .

was tke use of language proficiency tests. 'Modifications used only

occasionally included matching the examiner to the examineep-observing
the child in the classroom, and using interpreters. Testers seldom ,

attempted to improve the child's .test-taking skills or to use local

ethnic norms (Mittel', 1983).

In the 21 school systems surveyed in the Nuttali and Landurand report

(1984) to the Office of Bilingual'Bducation and Minority language Affair$

(OBEMLA),.the most frequently used testing approaches.were the .

common-culture approach and adaptations /translations of existing tests.
None of the systems reported using the culture-specific approach or,the

global approach. -Seven of the 21 systems reported using the
multipluralistic approach in total & in selectdd parts,"mainly the
adaptive battery (ABTC).

ARE THERE VIABLE ALTERNATIVE
COMPREHENSIVE CROSS-.CULTURAL APPROACHES?

After reviewing the research in the assessment of linguistically

i

culturally different students, this uthor contends that of the .

approaches presented, the global app etch to test bias offers the most

promise because of its emphasii on t e procd*Of evaluation. In .

addition, for each child from &' ling istic mingkity background, a'

multidisciplinary assessment term sh uld be composed. This team should

include at least one persollwho epee s the child's language and is ,

familiar' with the child's culture and one person experienced in bilingual

education, preferably in the child** language.



(

Prior to conducting any assessments,,a detprmination of the child's
level of profiCiency in both the native langue4e and in English must be
made. Care should be taken in selecting instruments that claim to test
proficiency. Both oral,ancje written proficiencymuet be determined. In

cases where there are ncilinstruments to test proficiency in a child's
native language, an infOrmal,assessment approach needs to be developed to,
make this information available. 'N

The child should be observed by the assessment team in,a variety of
settings, including the classroom. The child's functioning in each of
these 'settings ihTild be described.

,

4

A team member thoroughly knowledgeable about the child's culture and
language should prepare a home survey aftprvisiting the child in the '
home setting. This team member should ascertain not only the' child's

educational background, but what language(s) the family normally speaks,
what language(s) is spoken in the neighborhood, and what exposure the
fhild has had to the English-speaking core culture. Information about
the child's previous history and experience is critical in cross - cultural:
assessment.

/

4

A medical examination is an important aspect of cross-cultural
assessment. Often, linguistiCally and golturally' different students are
placed in restrictive special education settings when their pkoblem(s)
could easily have been corrected by eyeglasses, hearing aids/ or other
physicaipdevices. Many physical problems which'can be easil' rectified
go undetected because the child dOei not receive a pedical xamination.

A fourth area of assessment which is often overlooked hen working
with linguistic minority students is the educational wise meat
component. At minimum, reading and math diagnostic elutes ments must be
conducted in both the native language and English. It i ;not enough to
know that a 10-year-Old'child is performing in English a a second-grade
level. What specific akills does the child display in oth languages?
In which specific areas does the child display skills one language? -

In which specific areas does, the child display a lack f skills, in both
languages?

,,InstrUments such as Key Math Diagnostic and W ock-Johnson may be
helpful in determining the child's academic aphiev ent status. Informal
reading and math in4entorieu in the native languages of LEP students'mubt
be developed; This requires native-language speakers, preferably those
who understand the .child's educatioriarbackground, and skilled
educational dia4hosticians. *;

All assessments should focus on determining how the child functions

both sociality and cognitively' in both English and the native language..
Therefore, all procedures and techniques should be administered by an
appropriately qualified professional who is familiar with the child's
culture and whorilpeaks the child's language: If,,after everyattempt.has
been madoWthere is no apprapriaeelyluaiified professional to conduct

)
these a sessments,then an interpreter needs to be sought and,trained to
Work skillfully with the monolingual assessor. ttoss-training and
teaming needs to occur between interpreter and monolingual assessor.
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1

RIBOOKKENDAT IONS /

,

. i r
The area of providing appropriate assessment for children from linguistic

minorities is plagued by a general lack of information. Many local
districts and states do not presently collect data on these children.

Data should be collected on numbers of children in particular language

....., groups in'various monolingual regular, bilingual, and special education

'programs. Available data should be colledted on the number of children,

from linguistic minorities who have limited communication skills in

English,. according td language group. Specific-information is needed on

linguisttd minorities who have educational handicapping conditions
according to category of handicap, type of placement, and language
grOup.. Of this group of linguistic, minorities, a breakdown of
limited-English-proficient studenti by handicap and placement is needed.
It is very important that the Office of Education require that states ..

request this information from local districts. Information of this

nature,should be coordinated, interpreted, and disseminated.

-14 Th ,develo ant of an effective s stem to ollect anal se and

disseminate data about linguistic minority ch ldren is an impotlant first

step toward a better understanding of the proklem (Nuttall & Landurand,
1984, p: 11).

Considering the high risk of inappropriate educational placements for

linguistic minority children, it is critical, that bilingtial'and special

education prograMs work closely together. In many states, bilingual

special edbcation programs are nonexistent or n t defined clearly. There

is an. overall lade of coordination at federal, tate, and local levels.

Because of this lack of coordination, inappropri to assessment procedures

and placements continue o occur. Staff should e assigned at the'local

programming of linguisti minority students. On this coordination-is
4and state level to 'door nate andmonitor assess nt, jplacement, and1

in place,,then areas such * deleloping standards for assessors in

- 'competency in the language and guidelines for us of interpteVrs in

assessment of limited-English proficient 'children can be addreised...

ft ,.

A third area of critical need is the scarcity of training'personnel.

A' major need cited by bilingual and special educe ion diredtors in 20,

states is for bilingual certified assessors and ecialists.to serve

linguistic minority exceptional studirts. .Many' ates.have,,no guidelines

for determining many levels of linguistic compet ncy for those

professionals assessing children flora linguistic minority groups.

1

',A third recommendationts that the Office of Education'assume,a

leadership position in addressing training needs in bilingual special

education. The Office of Special Education should require that state

agencies, in their comprehensive system of personnel development, address

the issue of 'staff development-in bilingual spedial education.' Funds%

should be appropriated in this area. The development offla.cadre of

trained personnel must be addressed, a

Research in this area is needed in order to determine the best

methods 'of assessing the targeted children. The effect of a child's



Cognitive style on performance is one area among many that needs further
research. Th Office of Education should, through requests'for
proposals, enco age needed researCh.in the area of cross-cultural
assessment. '

As stated throughout this paper, current assessment Practices result
in inappropriate placeMents for childrep bf minority ethnoliriguistO
backgrounds. At present, assessment orchildren from linguistic
minorities is often conduCted in Englishlitthe child understands the
language at'all. If not, assessments are conducted through an
interpreter, who may have little if any knowledge of assessment. Tht
reliance on inappropriate instruments continues. A comprehensive system
of assessment for ethnolinguistic children should be developed. This
system should encompass at the state\ evel a development of policies and

6 a means of monitoring the implements t on of these.guidelines at.the local
level.

Crosi-cultural assessment is an area. agued with pibblems, problems'
stemming from lack' of adminietrative'000rdihation, lack of trained
personnel who speak minority languages,lack\of descriptive dital'leck

clearly articulated guidelinecand proceduresfrand lack of research. °If
linguistic minority students are to receive appropriate assessments,
placements, and programs, emphtmis must .be placed on addressing the aboi4.
areas and not on finding.the appropriate tests. There will never be a
test or twits constructed to solve all the problem(s) in cross-cultural
assessment. The minority ethnolinguistiachild needs to be understood
and described in'his or her cultural and linguistic context at home, in
the community, and at schoOl. A well-articulated: creative,
comprehensive cross-cultural' approach is needed in order to do this. Can
we meet this need-7this challenge?

6 7..
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. CHAPTER 3
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN

MILDLY HANDICAPPED BILINGUAL CHILDREN
I

Robertltuecia
4

p

According to a ,recent AmericOn Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD)
.presentation (Le Fine & Langniss; 1983), psychologists are beginning to
look at behavio6 especially language And cognitiono.as it occurs In
everyday life. 'Fie 'Levine points out, Were Are at least two reasons to
do,so;

.1. The issue of ecological validity, i.e.,do cognitive tasks.in
the laboratory 'represent real life?.

2. TheconVerse pf.the abOve: namely, to try to produce instances
of cognition and problem sOlving which might be adapted for more
controlled laboratory stud des.

As a,rpsult of this ,more int se focus on behavior in natural
contexts, there.hai been much di ussion regarding the relative me its of

ji

both the methods and theoretical bases for-experimental, laborator -based
research as opposed to research taking place in everyday. settings (see,
for. example, Brooks * Baumeister, 1977). This has been loosely called
the distinction between quantitative and qualitetive approaches. (Sete,

for exaMple, Edgerton & Langnese, 1978, and Price-Williams & GallimOre,
1980 for more extended ditalussions of this issue.) AlthOugh this issue
continues to generate much oontroversy, *it seems reasonable to assume
that these different perspectives both answer important questions, and
that'neither need be excluded from the researcher's "bag of tricks."

.

40ther,%the use of a 'Articular paradigm should be fitted to the question
being asked. The need for a variety., of Afret4cal and methodological
approaches is evident when considering the amplex,developmental and
educational isisiles raised by looking at special, education cillildren who
Speak or are exposed i0 more than one language. Therefore, the current
collaborativ, work of severa&colleagues and me, on special education

\Childpib expdeed,toslore than one language", incorporatdo a variety Of
perspectiVes.,

In this p r will briefly describe two,lines of ongoing work in
the general a a of Oggnition and cognitive development in 01110
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handicapped children who are bilingual. One focua 1pf this work in this

general area. has beim the question of how actess to two langdaged affebta

cognitive development. The first section of-thisivape6 therefore',
examines the theoretical background and empirical studies concerned with

the relationship between'language and, cognition in bilingual children and

bilingual mildly, retarded children.

%,
The second section, based upon work cuerently.in progress, concerns

an examination of cognitive and ihterairional factors in the acquisition

of literacy. This section,is based on an Ongoing miceoethnlitraphic',

qualitative look at literacy development and social.interaoEiOn in a

special education classroom with bilingual'cbildren,4Ruedaid4lores,-

1984). In this section, a case 'will be. made for the conelheratton of

learning as an interactive proces8,sod far a move away fkom views of:

learning as primarily a "within-child° phenonivion.
. i' *

5 4
. ,

LANGUAGE AND COGNITION IN' atLINGuAL RETARDEDCHILDREN.
...

A rec nt artidIe by Diaz (1983).Outlinedfour,:widely.beld beliefs

rega ding the effects of bilidOal education/.

r

1. Children who instructekbilingually from an early age will

suffer cognitAre or:intellectual retardation in comparison with

their monolingually instructed count4rparts.

2. They will not achieve the same level of content mastery as their-

monolingually instructed counterparts.

%,

3N They-will not Cchieve.acceptablenative language or target

language

4. The majori1ty 4411 become anomie individuals without affiliation

to either ethnolinguistic group.

Although there. is little or no existing evidonae, it is commonly_

assumed' that the abOfementioned negative effects on cognitive

.development due- to bilingualism ,should be even more harmful to special

education children than to_those without special learnitig problems.

Although little empirical wotk'hasqmen carried out of thiequestion with .

kspedial education children, a significant amount of r4aearch has been

done with bilingual children withodt learning problems. A detailed i

report of-ticisr-literiture is beyond the scope of,this paper; howEver,

recent revi4e:by Diaz (1983) and Ruede,\(1983) stimmarike, the work which

has been done ".to date on this topic.

. ,

,

44
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. .. . ,

In general, theieerly work on AO relationship betwein'bilinguaXisms.

And Otelltictual functioning suggested negative outcOmedvon a variety of'

dependontAecsureo (Brown, Fournier, k Moyer, 10771 Darcy; 1963; Jensen,

19eip Peal-41 LaMbert, 1962; Yela,"1975i'., The majority of. early studies
his been, criticia _"for 1 eth6dological errors!, especially selection bias,

instrumentation,b s, and lack pf control for language proficiency.
. .. .
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In contrast to this eatly work, Later studies have supported a
,modification, of tilose conclusions. Several, investigations havelound
positiWadvantages in favor of bilirlguals in certain cognitive doMains.

*These have included concept forniation, (Peal & Lambert, 1962) ; mental

;;flexibility (Leopold, `1939"'49); reasoning yid divergent thinking (Cummihs
.11 Gulutsan, 1974); separating word-sound add word-meaning (Ianco-Worrallf
19721. Ben Zeev, 1972)f the abilities to manipulate and understand

.

,language as an abstract tool (Feldman &.Shen, 1971; Cummins, 1978); and
Piagetian reasoning Oillv(Liedtke & Nelson, 1968; Feldman & Shen, 1971;
Kesaler 4. Quinn 1970; Duncan & DeAtila, 1979).

'-Theoretical Frameworks
,[

The work of Cummins (1978) has been used extensively as a theoretical
frarawork in the interpretation of the numerous and sometimes conflicting
studies dialing with language and cognitive development inbilinguals
Specifically, it appears that there exists some theoretical threshold,
level of language proficiency necessary'for the positive effects of
bilingualism to be manifested. Further, there appears to )Se a second
minimal threshold of language proficiency below which negative effects on
cognitive development might be hypothesized.

A second theoretical framework for examining the effects of
bilingualism on cognitive development is based upon a more Piagetian

, model (DeAvila & Duncan, 1981; DeAvila & Pulos, 1979; Kessler & Quinn,
1979). This may seem strange given the.Piagetian emphasis that language
follows cognitive development and that the acquisition of more than one
language should have.no particular consequences for a child's cognitive
development. However, some researchers have argued thlrbilingualism

represents an enriched flocs of'experience that could potentially
positively'influence cognition (DeAvila & Duncan, 19810 Kessler & Quinn,
1979).

Al

DeAvili and Duncan (1981) have discussed the notion of conceptual
.disequilibrium, key element in the Piagetian developmental,framework,
as leading to the integration of schemes within the bilingual child's
repertoire. This, in turn, is seep as the basis for cognitive,
development. Al DeAvila and Duncan state, "...it is this capacity to

ointegrate schemes to produce novel acts that defines intelligence or
capacity"' (p. 341). ,,This process has been closely linked to the notions ,.
of metacognition and metalinguistic awaceness by DeAxila and'Duncan
(1981) in their presentation and discussion of a "Mealiest" theory of
cognitive development of bilinguals based.upon a Piagetian frameworks Aok

additional part of.this theoretical framework proposes generalization :oc'
positive cognitive effects to other areas of cognition as. well.

:

Bilingualism and Cognition in Mildly Retarded Children

(

11,

X

As has been discussed, current t4eory proposes that proficient bii111048'/
might be expected to have a head start in certain -cognitive areas. auch-40L
an understanding of the arbitrary uses of language, cognitive

.

flexibility, etc. As. DeAvila and Duncan (1981).Suggest, thiiii;is Loco
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aspect metacognitiOn. Mentally retarded children who are also
biling al retIesent a theoretically interesting group for study with

regard to this last point. For example, one area of particulars
difficRlty in terms of cognitive functioning for mentally retarded
individbols is in the appropriate use of strategic behavior.' This
difficulty in the use of strategic behavior has been closely linked wit,
metacognitive awareness and skills (Campione & Brown, 1977).si

In essence, the preceding discussion r sults in a contradiction in
terms. That is, ,by virtue of the deficits associated with mental
retardation, children with this label mig0 be expected to exhibit'
problems i metacognitive awareness and strategic behavior in general.
However, blr virtue of being bilingual, such children might be expected to
be more advanced in the very same or related cognitive domains. Although
there it little empirical work available previous research with

npnhandicapped children suggests that bilingual mildly retarded children
might exhibit improved Cognitive functioning with respect to a matched
group of monolinguals.

e 4.1
,

The above hypothesis wai tested in a recer4 study in which the
cognitive, performance .of mildlY.rebarded chldren with moderate levels of
language proficiency in Spanish and Eng1Mh was compared with that of a
matched group of monolingual children VRmsda, 1983). In that study, 23
mildly retarded subjects between the:ages of-19 and 12 and with WISC IQ
scores *n the range of to 50-78,were compared with a matched group of
monolingual subjects. The languageproficiency of the bilingdal subjects
was assessed beforehand through the use of the Language Assessment
Scales' and only bilingual subjects who scored at level three in both of
their languages were inclOded in the study. (Although this is ncit

consideFed "proficient," it does reflect the delayed language 01118 of
retarded thildren./- Further', more stringent criteria for inclusion of
bilingdals woul&have reduced the sample size to an unworkable number.)

I.

ii ,'' 1 wr ... 0

!'ll'tie cognitive measures used in the/study included a Piagetian measure

as well as.three metalinguistic measures borrowed from Osherson and,
'Markham (l915) and:Cummins (1974. In spite of the limitations of .the
studyAsma14 sample sizes, only moderate proficiency on the ,pIrt of -the
bilingual sruAectsi and failure to' measure the language sqills of the
Moholingdal sample)! it was found 'that the'bilingual group did not differ
from the.monoiingual group on the Piagetian measure, and, therefore, did.

, ,,,.
not sufter:any harmful effects as a result of exposure to two languages.
Puroher.t6ere'were4ifferences in favor of the bilingual group in some .

it*i)of,the metal47444tic tasks.
,,

i
,:.

.1.,I.

Ajollow7u//p,inVestigationlighitaker,,Rueda, & Prieto, 1984) examined
in more detail44urther/aspect of DeAvila and Duncan's (1981) Metaset

'thelbry. Speciffdelly, tlie question .of interest concerned the suggestOn

,regarding the,g4ner it tion of bilingual advantages to areas,of

.;

cognition Oper 114 'Piagetian and metalinguistic skills.., This wad
exaMineiftiti a study o'imilar to the previous investigation by

inciprpo&ing as,#diapendent measure information_pxOcessing tasks which
have not'been previously used in those studies finding, cognitive

advantages for bilingual students.
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The subjects ihlthie investigation includecE45 mildly retarded
children between 7 and 8 years old.' Subjects were selected and
classifild into thrlie equal groups, including a low language proficient
group, a high language proficient group, And a monolingud'l group based

upon scores on the Language Assessment Scales. The cognitive dependent
measures consisted of two neo-Piagetian tasks (the Cartoon Conservation

alis and,a Static, Imagery Task) and an information processing task (A
:CircularBecall Task). The Static Imagery Task (Inhelder & Piaget, 1971)
-.inborporatejCtwo subtasks, a tecognitorY mem ry task And a reconstruction
memory iask.-.These subtasks involve copying n array of geometric forms.
,from memory after eying gleen,presented a model, and then indicating -

whether various g omitric forMs had been fart of the original array. The

Circular Recall T 0 consists of the ordered recall of a serially
presented:list of items that are seen only once, With recall,to begin' on
the last few item atid end on the first few items (Belmont, Perretti,'&
'Mitchell,. 1982). 3,/4'dif.cular recall task was used in this study, in

which recall begins with.thejast three items and ends with the'first
four items.

In summary, the high, linguistic proficient bilinguals outperformed

the lOw proficient bilinguals ane'the monolingual subjects on the

..dipendentiteasilras, In additkanc' there were moderate tiut egnifiant
correlations betWeen thedependent measures.

SuaMary

The results of thejeseitwo studies are consistent with previous research
which suggest that4rofieiontbillhguals,Will demonstrate advantages in
cartainzognitive domains (DUKcan and'.0eAvil1979; CuMmins, 1978). The
results of thetiOtudies4Uggest'that the effects of bilingualism (given
,eirelativelyhigh'digree Of'proliciencyyare.not detrimental to ,mildly
handicapped, Achildren:andhat the-same'cbgnitive advantages which accrue
topialbient bilihguals'willalso be evident in. bilinguals who are
mentally retarded.'. 'However, ihlight of the "outcomes of the low,

-linguistic proficient group it appears thai.possiblelinguistia
thresholds-Mr&exist,for handicapped as- well for/nonhandicapped children'.

.
Although preientresearCh suggests cognitive advantages'for

proficient talingutl mildly retirded'children, there are no. information
.processing studieslwitb this' group of children (Diaz, 1983):'.,It has not

clearly and empirically,been'demOnstrated' what cognitive Ooceeses.jaa
.opposed to products, or teat Scores) difarentiate\hilingual'froM
monolingual:obildren when anomalous cognitive development is present.
Therefore, future research on the -relationship between language.and

cognition in bilinguali should begin to specify the actual differences in
prcfleass between bilingdal and. monolingual Nptally retarded children, 1.

In the:followirig1Sedtion,.wtTk'of a more qualitativenature

summarised. of paTtiossuler import tsnce in this next seCtionjs
differond*.in the:thaOretical perspedtive and the.implicationslOi
conceptualizing cogilitive:aqiviltes:.,:including learning.

le



VEREPECTIVEO, ON COGNITIVE DEVELOPNENT AND LEARNING:
INTERACTIONAL VRANWORE

,AlthoUgh research on social interactional processes and on cognition are'

conceptualized as nnrelated areas of investigation, there ii increasing
evidence that cognitive outcomes and social interactional processes are
intimately rted (Mehan, 1978). . 0ne cognitive area Where this

persipctive has been usefully exploited is in research on the acquisition
ane4use of.literacy (LCHC Newsletter,,1483; Rued:: VMehan, 1984). This
id a topic of great importance with relation to special education
onadren,4since probleMs in the acquisition and use of literacy are
formidable for these children. In the following discussion research on
literacy from an interaritioharframework will'be:briefly summarized, as

well as the underlying theoretical frameworkguidindo the research. This
will be used to argue for a reconceptualization of learning as an
interactive activity in contrat to a common view of learning as an
,outcome det$rmined only by child characteristics:

This discuision and summary of ongoing workbuilds on an earlier
research project *originating at the Laboratory of Comparative Human
Cognition 'at the University of California at San Diego, concerning
school-related learning disabilities,'especially,in the area of reading
(LCHC Newsletter, 19821 Cole nnd Griffin, 1983). One important outdo*:
of that work was the realization.that. the children in the project were
poor readers at least impart bec se their conceptualization of reading
was basically incorrect. -That, s, rather than viewing reading.as an ,.

.integrated, wHole activity vhi h allows one to gain useful' information
about the world, they"viewed reeding as reading out loud for teacher

approval. ,Part of /this problem, at least, can the traced back to the
decontextualizeddisdripte-Otep" fashion which 'characterizes most

instruction (see -LCHC NeVsletter, 198i, for further discussion 'oe this
issue). In Onr-current work on writing, it has become evident that there
is a great delal of overlap in the issues involved, both at the
theoretical and pppliedllevelsi of analysis. In order to provide a
context fox this work, atAgef,description of the guiding theoretical

frameworks will be presented.?[

Theoretical Background,

The research on literacy previously referred to has beepluided by two
a

Seemingly,diff ant theoretical approaches that

t
'in actuality are

complementary cause they are both based upon the study of learning :10
interaction (learninst Srythi sense includes the develqpmentof literacy

time)./
)1

over a period of time This a critical point, in light of the msualk
conceptualization of "aogni ive style" and "learning style" as,uniquely

3
.

witilim,child charactekistics. That is, learning activities and outcomes
are assumed to depend entirely. On cognitive and'learning attributes that
the child brings Wihe learning encounter. In the framitioiks to 'be

presented, the unit of analysis is shifted to- he activity and the .

accompanying intiraotion (of which thechild iis'only apart), instead of
focusing exclus vely on the chill. ; .'
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The first approach is the microethnographic Approach to the study of
schoolip, and the.second'is the sociohistorical approach to the study of

'learning and development. Each will be-described briefly.in turn,

A-basitc premise of microethnographic 'studies is that social.events

such as classrobm lessons and activities are .interactional
accomplishments (McDermott, 1977). Hence, a primary goal 9f such studies
is to' characterize the structures of lessons or other educational events
by describing the interactional work of the. participantsthat miserable
their structures (Au, 1980; Mohan, 1979; Schultz, Florio, & Erickson,

.

1980).

A second theoretical base for this- tork is drawn from &body of
research developed, by the Soviet invest gators of the sociohistorical
school (e.g., Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1981). . This framework has been
used and expanded upbn here in the United States, especially regarding '

the relationship between pulturally organized experiences,and learning
(Brown. I, French, 19711.140C, 1182). These ideas are particularly useful
because they emphasis. how interactions between people become the

principal' mechanism by which learning and development occurs. In the
study of any learning activity, the.unit ofsanalysis becomes the act or

system of acts by which learning is composed. For example, a critical
task in the analysis of writing becomes the careful and detailed
description of the learning-activity. and its constituent sequence of acts
'including the interactional context in which it is embedded. These

Sequences of acts are jointly produced or crollaborati,Vely assembled by
the student and others in his environment.

Another key part of the sociohistorical approach is that'the
intellectual skills acquired.by children are considered to be direCtly
related to how ,they interact with adults and peers in specific
problem-solving environments. That is, children internalize the kind of
help they receive from more capable other and eventually come to use the
means offluidance initially provided by another to direct their own
subsequent problem-solving behaviors. As can qe seen, an explicit and
direct connection is made between interactions between people and
individual psychological processes. The path by which activities are
moved from the level of social experience to that of individual
experience (see Vygotsky, 1978) consists of a series of, transformations.-
These transforiations are the result of a number of developmental

events. These events occur *n learning situations which Vygotsky called
the "zone of proximal development." This is defined as:

...the distance between the actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as 'determined-through problem solving

under adult guidance or in\collaboration with more capable
peers. (1978', p,-86)

.
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( `Within thts framework, the student's 'entering skills are perceived as
a major determinant of the starting point of the zone. The kindifof
'skills that the teachers,. schools, parents,. and others want the child to
master define the farthest end pointof the zone. Implicit in-this
notion is that learnin§ must precede development.' This means that /

t aching oriented toward developmental, levels that have'already been

ached is likely to be ineffective. Good teaching is that which 1°,
p aides students with goal-directed, meaningful, learning experiences

whi are in advance of development, thus guiding and creating its
future. The activities which amorganfted in the classrloom.and engaged
in by children provide the necessary practice to move the child from the
initial, aided level to the final, independent level. It is exactly.
these activitee, in(the domain of writing, which have been the focus of
attention .in ongoing claasroom observations.

In the work to be described here, preliminary observations of an

ongoing investigation into biling4f1 mildly handicapped childiens'
literacy development in a self-contained classroom haVe'beghn to.be

_____

analyzed., In this investigation,. naturalistic field methodology has been
used extensively to examine the frequencyl types, and processes of social
cOndtruction involved in literacy events, especially those involving
welting. In the,preient research,. by examiningliteiacy events, an
'attempt has been"made to take into account that literacy- is an'
interactional activity. Given this alsumptiono.an effort has-been. made..
to specify the ways in which writing activities and vents are
constructed in-both traditional drill-type, decontex ualized writing
activities,as well as in more communicative-based, authenticw'writing

,activities.

Although the entire scope of.the project has encompassed a number of
issues including language use by the bilingual students'and the
accompanying participant structures (Phillips, 1972), the comments here
will Locus on a brief description of writing in the \classroom under
Observation' *

.Classroomuescription

The classroom in which we have conducted .our observations is a

self-contained, cross - categorical (learning disabled, emotionelly
handicapped,, and educable mentally handicapped) secondary setting (e.g.,

grades .4".6). Eight of the students are labeled as learning disabled, dne
is labeled mentally handicappedlandlour are labeled emotionally 1
handicapped. 6

.Writing Activities in the Claiisroom

Thisclassroom has been'of particular interest because of the approach, to
'reading and writing embodied by the teacher. Xtriely, the teacher has
adopted several element's commonly associated with a0'whole language"..

approach'to reading, and writing. A key element coCthis approach is that
meaningful, authentic communication'isthe central focuS.of reading and

00writing (DePord & Harste, 1982; Goodmiln fi Goodman, 1981; Harste & Burke,
1971).. As pa,rt of this approach, this teacher uses journal writing in
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which a daily pokiod is set iside.for students to communicate in writing
with the teacher about virtually any. topic the student selects. The
'teacher, of course, responds on a daily basis, andthejournis are
periodically collated and "published," serving as ivailable *ding

,The,.mechanics,of thestudent'S writing are not corrected;
sinqe the goal'ia to establish an authentic interaction through a written
medium. Rather, the teacher's, responses proviOe a model- in' which
appropriate. Writing conventfons are embedded in al whole; meaningful.:

activity. In essence, the teacher's responses provide a zone of proximal
deVelopmInt, through which the child is able to incorpdiate various

OleMenta into his or/herl5wn system of written. communication.

Although a more extenaiveldiscussion of this research is available in
Rued" Flores, and Porte, (1984), of prime interest in this work has been
to track the'development of writing skills over time. 'A data analysis
form has been'dexploped by 'the second author which allows the
quantification and Specification of elements of interest in writing,
sample*, including both the mechanial'aspecta as well as functional
aspects. In'this scheme; it is possible' to monitor not only mechanics
such as handwriting, spelling, punctuation, capitalizatibni and grammar
usage, but stylistic aspedts as. well (selection of topics, expansive
vocabulary, complex sentences, atylistic,variations, and revision.'
strategies). Data from teacher interviews, as well as product data on

,,the writing samples"of thestudentsIp different contexts over time .

:indicat& thak the students have begu a. to pioduce a different kind.of

writing than that previoUsly found.on drill type assignments. The
students in this classroom nave begun to create thoughtful narratives in
a more coherent'and complete, fashion than had been evident on ditto
sheets and on teacher-selected writing activities. In addition to thise

emerging findings, the students are'acquiring writing skills, recorded'in
journal entries, which have never been formally instructed. That is, not
only are students becoming proficient at Ailroducing creative and
thematically relited ndrratives, but they are, demonstrating proficiency
in the mechanical:aspects of wilting which are usually the main and often
the only. focus of writing instruction. In essence, the students in this
project have demonstrated interest,' motivation, and competence in the
'acquisition of writing thrligh interaction in meaningful learning
activities. That is, embedding writing in an interactional context where,
the communication of feelings and thoughts was the joint goal of the'
activity appeared to have the result of maximizing the acquisition of
both the form and function of writing in a group of students for when
this is traditionally a difficult area of le rning.

Discussion
,

The theoretical background ihich has been presented, as well as our work

on literacy. and the work of others, shtivosts the reconceptualization of

the leaching and learning process into A more interactive fraMework,than
ia traditionally adopted' In schools. Thus is not to say that notions

such as learning style dO not exist or are not important. The cross-,
cultural research of Phillips (1972) and Ericktion and Moh.att (1902)i tut
example, demonstrate the impact of student interactional style* on '

classroom organization. Further, Au (19V0) has described. how cultural
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diffe'renc4L in interactional styles can be appropriated as a way of
improving reading'. Nevertheless, a more interactional notion of learning
as Mutually constructed activity appears to have much promise in the
development of effective instructional options for children for. whOm
teaching has traditionally been problematic. 4k

,A recent statement by Riel(1983) illustrates the point under
discussion:

Interaction is 'a constructive process in which participants

engage in a process of creating understandings. These
understandings form the mechanism of thoUght. Knowledge is

activity and development is the process of internalizing
and organizingthese activity patterns. Since humans are

.,essentially social,, these activity patterns routinely

involve interactions with others.. Schools, however, often
set up learning activities that are highly individualistic,
thereby igrioring an important resource for learning." (p.
60)

In our current.work, we have attempted to incorporatessome of the
theoretical principles discussed in an tual classroom situatiom It is
evident that'a great deal of research remains.to be completed. For

example, data based upon the products of student18 behavior), withoUt
specifying the prOcesses by which they were created, - permit only

inferences and informed-hypotheses. However, the prelithaery findings
indicate a great deal, of. promise in thiS framework which views learning

as a social, interactive process. The final'determination of the value
of this theoretiCal framework depends upon fUtther empirical Iff.

demonstration,. However, in lightof the current concern with. the
education of handicepped children from diverse cultural backgrounds, and
the often documented failure of current epproachep, a critical,. \\*

examinatiop of existing paradigms is warranted.'
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LANGUAGE AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPAEN..

FOR EXCERT.IONAL $4LINGUAL CHILDREN '."0.

Alba A. Ortiz.

.

.

In 1979, Chinn conduetted extensive littratureAearches in an effort to:
identify specialized currioiia for handicapped culturally diicdrene
children. These searches yielded publication, which Addressed strategies
and approaches appropriate to minorities: but none were,specific to
exceptional children.' Five years later, Chinn's work remains state of
the art:\ (a). There are few; if any, curricula designed for exceptional
culturally diverse students; (b) few instructional strategies have
universal appeal and utilitarian value; (c) frequently, it'is individual
teachers who develop Curricula and-instructional strategies for use with
theie students; and (4) there has been little dissemination of available
curricula,. materials, And, instructional strategies for .this population.

The lack of information' related to handicappediminorities is even
more dramatic whed.one considers educational programming for exceptiOna,
language-minority students. Special education literature rarely'
discussea unique consideratiOns in working with'limited-English-

. proficient, (LEP) :or bilAuguaI students.,
la

It is the purpose of this article to highlight emerging issues and
concerns associated'ith language and curriculunvievelopMent for
exceptional bilingual students and to review literature which holds

promise in developing practice and policy for service delivery to these.
students.

BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION FOR THE HANDICAPPED ht.

* _

A Common misconception is that handicapped children who have limited
English prficiency, or,who are bilingual, should be taught in:English.
Educators reason that if exceptional children have difficulty developing
language skills, they 'will require more time than others to master a .

language and will be confused by bilingual instruction. It is thilugAlt, to

be in thei best interest of students to provide instruction in one
language and thh choice Is usually English'.(Ortiz, 1984). Cummins

1

4f-
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.(1982), however, Suggests that bilidgual inetruction is more effictive
u

,..sthan,English-only instruction in promoting Englith academic skills and

that native language.skilis can be developed without negative

repercussions'for the learningoUttglish. As a matter of fact, the

greater the child's.proViciency in his or her ,native language,' the

*eater likelihood of success in learning gngligh as a,second language.

8aca (1980). provides an historical overviLof litigatiot and
,

legislation related to the education of LEP: children and estbblishes a

stronCcas, for bilingual. education as a sound instractionaIbethod..,

Studies cited indicated that bilinguals are better able to'deal with

,abstract 'aspects of language;' have greater cognitive. flexibility, and may,

have greater linguistic sensitivity. Rather than being cognitively' or

;ecadamically, impaired, children learning two languages may have skills

superior to those of Mbnrainduals (Alb rt & ()bier,. 1974.

While there are' many questions reg rdng bilingual development to be

resolved .by future research, a growing ody of literature suggests that 4

bilingual proficiency is not beyond .the. apability of handicapped

.4 children and-that a policy of single-language: instruction may ignore

linguistic skills which are importantAto and to his or her
.

community. (Greenlee, 1981) ... Several'dtudies'document etudentiMprovement,

.
pr gains-in achievement as 'a resultOf natiVe language, English as

edconctlanguage, or .bilingual education:atrategiet with handicapped LEP

students: '

Ai'

1.-jjAskint (1978) -found that students involved in the Responsive:-

Environment Early Education Program (REEEPrmade significant gains in--

language development both in English end Spanish :and in school.:

cent
.

readiness. Sixty peent of thestudentsscored.better. than- ,

.-.
estimated/expected on-a testof English; 10 scored :00ttOirthen.

,

.estimated/expected on'a test of SPanish.' -4;'''

'2. In estudy Of lgitelloctuaily and physically handicapped children,

40' Sanua (1976) fouhd that 18% of the subjects showedkprogress in-

teeding and,74% showed gains r self-concept when'inatruction .wets
N

conducted bilingually.
A ,1

( .. . M. '. .

3. '.Baca (1974) found'that informa and structured bilingualinterVentions

resulted in impr ement of attitudes, and achievemene-

Among 15:mildly handicappAst dents.
.

4; Weips (1980) documentedwdrame c an0age-related learning

improvement among 3- to 5-y r o handicapped children participating

in. the INreal REactive Lan ago REAL) prograik Longitudthal dtta

showed that studentd wh cipated 'in the project had less

neod'for'Irollowup rema. "al SerOices and fewer grade retention*.
.

.

.,/....-

5. McConnell (1981) describes the 0se of IndivilAlizerd klingtel

qnstrudtiop (IBI) fOr teaching' academic areas and'orellenguage in

English and in,Spinish. Gains for both high- and low..4bility

children were OuCationally and' statistically significant.
. .

IP
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Observations, interviews with partiCipating,tes e andAtita,--froM "a
,

survey questionnaire Muller, 197144041 ated that, throat bilingual
approach, bilingual menially rita*clid'es dentOftite able to improve
communication, and study-skillwandwer.e. ble".to.dilirelop better
teacher/student rap t.

7. Bruck 11978), who studiedAhe suitability of early Fiehcb Am/00
. programs for the learning disabled child, found that,d4114en-yi

languagerproblems in French immersion programs conti4lue)d,6'.deyelop./
)facility in their first language, learned basic. stOgl*a.:44,2. i

predicted ratee.and.exhibited no severe behavioialip.tobitijo 1.
7:-,:r.-- :. --

The instructional proCees for language
learning difficulties. should be consistep
language is acquired and ebout the in c

second language 8Mquisition41 For m nority

at risk, strong promOtIOn of native. .-language conceptual skills -'y 11
. more effective in_proiding a basis forAhe acquisition, of 11.0r4PYAh..

. English (Cummins, 083).

,Language Choice

Secede (in press) offers a framework for choosing language interventions
for hearing-impaired Hispanics which inCludedthemajor options available
for.limited4hglish-proficient studenigSuse of English or the native
langbage only; use of twoiangvages,'the native language and ESC,/

inotity students wbo have

with what we know about hOW
ationablps "between first nd
tudents Oho-are academi a ly'

J

exclOsi5.re use oC th, r?atii :language) and ,the major program optiohS for
,

the.heitIng imapirgd,(exclbsive use of ..oral English; a mixtbre!oforal
and manual communication; exclusive' use of the manta 1ysode) .... -By

increasing program optionse.students mighti' fox- cqs 'ie,,reiceive content
instruction-in the native langumgef English as. a sec pd language/training
to enhance#transier of oral *kilts from the native language to.nnglish,

and as tratAIng In total..corqmbnication t6facilitate mainstreaming.

Secede% cautions-that.prograMs that develop English oral/or manual sign
,.skills to the exclusion of students'-hgme language risk confusing and
alienating them,from theit..wmmUntty. --'1'

1

modelsAdequate instruments and kodels have yet to be developed to capture
the,comp4k relationship between first and second language acquisition or
to-describe the relationship between variables such as attitudes and

mOtivatiOtsof second language learners toattained-langdage proficiency
(Johnson & Krug, 1980). The task of sorting oatthese.relationships
becoMes even more coMOlex with the addition d'f I handicapping condition.
Nonetheless,careful,consideration must be given to'factors 4,bich might
A.nfluence_the child's performance, and affeci%language choice, including

(a) parent choice orpreference1/ (b) Student choice or preference; (c)
student age; .(d) length pf time in this country; (e) type:and severity of
handicappOg 'condition; .(f).1anguage aptitude; (g) general intellectual
abilities; (h) motivation; (W attitudes towat(d Speakers of English and
toward instructioh in English be the othercianguaget (j) time allocated
to language teaching-and,to instructional taiks;.(k) performance or ,

progress as a-result of instruction'in a givenlanguagevand (1)
availability. of bilingual personnel, and so 16404 Because of the.
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multiplicity orvariables which must be considered in chciosing the

language, of instruction, a' significant contribution to the field would be

the development of a framework for weighing these-variables in
educatibnal/instructional decision-making.

Cultural Relevance Curriculum

Perhaps the moat common theme in the literatire is that poor achievement

cam be attributed to contentmaterials, and strategies which are not
culturally relevant (Almanza & Mosley, 1980; Chinn; 1979a; "Diggs, 1974;
Jaramillo1974; Ortiz, 1984 Plata, 1979; Rodriguez, Cole, Stile,&
Gallegos, 1979).. While there is general agreement that adapting.
curricula and materials to make them culturally relevant :is a itepQtoward
reducing the discrepancye.betweeh the charkteristics of the student and

\those of school program's, there is aipagrieimhtabout,the nature of

cultural differences Which,musi:be consider0,. their- distN..bUtion within
given groups,,andspicificarlYWnstrOctionahould:be adatItea to 'take
these factors into accountliiebderobn', 61,980). Bensohjaa,cited in

Bensoh, Madrich, &;Suckl:PY1-1989) summarizee-thia'dileMma:

;0 Tit

. .

...Each year'obildre ni.at tend 'schoolo.they bring ,w iwith them :a
.,1Ct';of "baggage": their health', energy...levels, knowledge

. of skills' acquired ih'OrMal learning and in informal,.

,.activities, tastes., attitude*, and expectations. 1.1'. ,10neappabli,some of this baggage is helpful to a giveng a

p 'Olallii.in Nisi, School work, and some is not.beipful. We knoir

.,1,very*ttle ahbuthow the'baggage is acquired, by' child,

.. ,o0.6"SoWcasles,)forped on him, What we do knOw is that

the differences tn school performance of children is
y-,Areater'6Aan can be Otplained by initiAl intellecttial

phdowmente'andthat the lab to performance' tends to, get

widitlie longer 'children attend schOol.'..SovubliC
,

1:101i9Yra$ it has, shaped up.," greks.WCompenwite for
defiCA:encied in .home backgrOakbUt this cOMOnsation'is
offered :in the absence of .knowledge, of precisely what, if

.
anything, Wlacking inthe:hometoward mbldh compensation

% $ obould-be Made; (pp.'174.--175). .., :"

I%

0

. arm 1.

,,The-Most freque4 redodMendation found An the literature 'urges

.educatorio inc4porate,the.history, heritage, traditions, and
lifeityles of diveree cultural groups when developihg or adapting

)1istructional;m aerials .or curricul . However, when emphasis is given to

Nraditional asp e of culture., in tructional materials may.inadver,tintly

reinforce tbavery stArfo6p4Cand misperceptions eduC or* wish to
1

EdOcato mpst learn s mach aii.passible.abo t'the)11

contemporary culture cflttuderitsand.criaie learning.environm4n ',and

:curricula which. arecompatible*th student characteristics, with
.441040.10nsand desitimilAVarenti sand' community,' which are

0i036414int!Withpub4c poriOy;.' quitural relevance, coupled with sound

epeeist -education teChniqUes,cah proVide.a basic 'foundation for meeting'

'the;:beads'xl,piceptional,m4104ties. (Chinn, 1919b) .

.

0

0.4
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HendeelOn (1080) provides a overview of basic concept tfrited'AO:
cultural diversity and stereoty es associated with Culture arWsocial.
variables-And their influence on student. performance. He concludes that
the only variables consistently related to achieveMent are level of
student involveMent in acadislic tasks, the nature of teachWT404, *
interaction, andinternal perceptions ofcontrol. , I

Student Involvement%
.5

Recently, researchers have begun to addrees,teacher behaviOr and pupil
learning styles.and their correlabNion with Achievement:of bilingual
students. Preliminary findings of the Significant Bilingual, Inotyuction
Peaturei study (Tikunbff, 1962) indicate that teaChing'behaviore,of.
bilingual education teachers cOmpared4avorably with literature'onY..,
effective instruction and particularly with studies which indicate that
students make the most significant learning gains when they edeive a
great deal of instruction from, and interaction with, the teacher. The
SW itudy.showed that during effective bilingual instruction, teachers
communicated clearly and,,engaged students its task completion; organized
instructional activities. which created, reinforced, and'OOmmullicated,task
an instruction demands; monitored students' work; and proVided frequent
ankimmedia6t feedback. Teichers also mediated instruction using both.
Englishnd the native language and responded to and used cultural
clues. ,Ader these conditions, LEP students were successful in 4

understanding;new information and task expectations and in. obtaining.

accurate feedback regarding their performance. Evidence of this
achievement was high academic learning time, time spent in a particular 1st

content area engaged in learning tasks with a high degree of accuracy.
The SBIF findings are consistent with literature that suggests that when.: .-

'pupils have opportunities to express their ideas, and when their ideas '
11 ail incorporated into learning activities, pupils seem to learn more,and'

to tesiefop more positive attitudes toward the teacher and learning.
(Silvernail, 1979).

knternal Perceptions of Control

The concept'of'locus of control, originally formulated'by Rotter.(19.66),
describe4 a person's perceptions of the relationship between actions and
outcomes. "Internals" believe they are in control Of their lives And

.

that work and ,effect willresult.inireward. "Externals" believe outCome
are determined by luck, chance, fate, or powerfulvotheis who, control

their destinies im'random fashion. LocuS.of:control appears to be,,
partially'a function 'of socioeconomic. status, At'frequentW t: Or.

economically disadvantaged individuals are likely.topdemOnetta 4
characteristics of externals (Henderson, 198440r iz Syates,' 9824.

Vasquez, 1975).

4'

t2

.4

t4,
An external orientation may have:detwAtAtsing..sAiec5nachievement ,.,.

of minority, children. Porr,example, somivaiternafA-will'hiv4 ditticultv . ''' *`
processing information And.Oroftting f,,,tom' Oototction.preAsated.ftom*

framework of independence and int4psit,m4tWatjOn.., AddrtiA011 . -.4 '.,,.

externals are unliliely to anAlyze:f.10Scie 00001:444Xi"to dete Cmini R ow ii;:r

change their behavibytO beqovrikorA40opeestoiviehiA'ttled0oi iii*em0.
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(Ortiz & Yates, 1984). Instoado.eXternal children begin to perceive
themselves as helpless and unableto control what happens tothemi, and to
see.aversive situations as insurmountabig.,, They fail to:perceive their

pOo'own effort as an imrtant.cause of,su sgk or failures., This sets itIo'

play teacher p(dbeptions and elipectations qhich maintain the cycle of
failure and reinforce the learned helplessness (1:ppersont 1980)

'

There is a striking parallel between the characteristics of children'

with external locus of control orientations and those attributes
associated with learning disabled students. .COnsequently, guidance is
needed to deteimine when children-are experiencing school-relatedL
difficulties because of lack of compatibilitytbetween teaching and
learning styles\or when such,difticuities would' best be attributed to a
handicapping condition.

Teacher-Pupil Interactions
. , 444..*

al,"

"\it .

011. .

Iror c4. i's

Teacher expedtations are the'ihferendescor predictions teacheterMa*e;_,Ikt 1 4' 2

about the resent and future acadeMic Achie0bment and 90nerel cla s'- "?'=": 4 ...;AEI
'1.

behAvikir of their purals,,-ylhen teachers hold' positiv':: ePtiPO, . .

expectations, they provide increased igualitY of eduitiistiodee detuhtty
. (abod &,ErophY, 1973). .Individualeliabeled underacb*eur
victims of lowered expectations fOr,achievement and Wii expectations
maymay ntgatively affect 'instructional oPportu ,*.(#ifitOR70)i'y, :. '''

Conversely, as,thaquality 1! instruc
the quality 44 instruction alone Coul
levels of children. Such,a conclu4t*
which indicates thab minorities latIA
achievement fBrown:Rosen,. Ei11,4:03:

!
jt, tt't, 4'

418 ilia# iiked oVeir time,
ain;:differervis. aolgement'..47

07- Eligni; feint g,eiven e'evigre' el,

;their- peer's tin acati0akci

19140... Relsoitch-associate8

with eacher-pupil ihteiaction 04.44 and Pe4aviore
has not routinely indluded haildietaPOid siltdailt*,.aimn 100 the

handiaepped LEP The major34*f 0014S:of eXcep4onat
individuals f us on the effectsofli.indicappi4bqndition,on.te4her
perceptions, wipectationsi Od.intera4iiOnt.:.:Researeh Law, ye, .. to:
deterMine the effects of difitrintfel.:Aidteflpion'an&tefibhing style

patterns on the achie,Veineni of. LEP p4VriationsAor.thoilhterectionveffecte

21111WnanotoaPping conditionerof iin9u4tic/c91,4X4r4ivers

.
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will not 15% inappropriately referred to special education on the basis'of
learning problems %which could best be attributed to failure to

accommodate.individual differences. Sequincing. instruction. and the use
of significantly different instructional strategies prdVide a number of
opportunities to improve student performance before a referral to special
education is made. Once a referral is made, documentation of pribr
intervention; provides valuable data, not only for amassment pdrposes,

but also for development of an indiVidual education plan if the child is
eligible for special education.

Lerman and Cortez (1978) provide a comprehensive model, illustrated
in Figure 1, for discovering and meeting the needs of handicapped
children -from dual language backgrounds; While this model was developed
for the hearing impaired, variables considered are generally applicable
to all categories of handicapping condition and provide an excellent
framework:for personalizing instruction.

FIGURE 1
Variables Affecting Language..Functioning
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Areas included in the MOdel include the followin4s

43

I. Language status of the child.

A. Language used^ by the child

B. Child's model otconununication in language (s).- used

C. Competence in language(s) and modes

II. Social-emotiona station of the child (e.g.,0ocial interaction,
success, school adjustment)

III. Culture

4. Background,and family (e:g., identification with national
origin, status in country of origin)

B.- Factors affecting parents'' functioning with the child
4e.g., roles, ,discipline)

t

IV. Some language environment.%
o 6. o

A. Patterns of communication' in' the family (e.g..,
competence, language used with child, amount o
communication, attitudes.toward.learning /ngli h)

"' B.*? Avenues of communfbation in the home
A

C.: Patterns. of residencaA4A., travel between U. s. and
\riative country)

, '
. .

.Language of materials, in the holm

ti 4, .

A)i, .

-.,-----:,- v.'.Itome _ .
environment

e.)

. 43, ' ,,;..,-0 fr - , 0
1m i..... 1'4; 1,,,,, la, .

0

`''' ': ' '''':44:.":44-0201°;!`ii:Vi4Pf ' Oft )f 91141S? ' menkntra.g.ly gsweral characteristics,
''' .. 1110dilf,;04074404.'"1:44.tiel 8 'ec)ueaXiorl, place of birth/ or

. .-1.%,. , :....i,;

-... ,,t.

IlaW14:400'
s.

, ., .,.

4

r'4':C1e ,)

B. Patterns of residence.

C. Economic factors

D. Neighborhood

E.

rf '

The family and institutions '.0):44.:CoNlacts, use)
. 'AN44Npa

_ t
VI. School environment,

, ;
"41341

A. 'Patterns of school enrollment. (ikrilv number of years
where, attendance) . '4: I., 6- efitt-t wiis,i*4.k

" A

T
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n,school,
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B. School's accommodetion of bilingual or LEP children and

familips%(e.q., percentage in the school, number of 41ingual
personnel, school language programs)

C. Teachersi relationship with the child

VII. Handicapping condition

A. General consideration7(e.g., etiology, age of onset)

B. Role of parents (e.9., initial reactions, present attitudes)

The components of the model.become the critidal.data for effective
IEtrAevelopment.

Instruction Strategies

Ambert andDew (1982)'suggest that.IEPs for bilingual children include a
language use plan designating whatsubjects or skills will be taught in
which language, and specifying the langUage of instruction for each
objectivein the plan. Recommendations for instructional strategies,
techniques, and materials whichare iinguistAcally.relevant and
appropriate to. the handicapping condition must be, identified; appropriate
reinfogcers and motiVatOrs should be'specified. The following strategies
and approaches appear; to have potential for improving practice'in
instruction of handicapped bilingual students.

.v.
. .

4 4

Second Language Acquisition. Children acquire asopposed to learnfia'
second language by underitanding messages, not by fOcuiingon,lthguistic.
form or analyzing.. structures as is frequently dOne in Iangu : HteaChing.,

17(Krashen, 1982). Contrary to popular belief, increased expO).re to
English does not improve or hasten second language AdquisitiOn':
Consequently, submersiOnor "sink -or -swim" programs in which chlidren are
simply'placed in the Same, classroom.with native English Speakers and the;
.regular curriculum is followed will not be succesiful..- Adding English as
a Second Language initructiorrto the submersion prOgram Will'helpbutthe,
most effectiire program is one in which subject matter ie.ftaught inthe -.

native language and a source of oomprehensible English input is provided.'

i 4 ,..- .. ''.
Based on their studies of second language acquisiiiono.pulay, Butt,

and Krashen (1982) provide thefollowing.guidelinei for teaching Engliak:
as a second language:

1. MaXimipe the student's exposuretonatural: tommunication.

2.. .Focus on 'the message .being conveyedrpot the iihguistkio.form Oethiv
message

.,
..

'3. incorpoeato a-silent period at the beginning Of the instructional
program' so that students will be able to listen to the second

language without being pressured to epeak,it.:-

\Ig



4. Encourage and create situation* An
natiVe speakers of the 1angUages

5. Use concrete referents to make' the.

beginning students.

whAPWStudents can interact with,'

new 1,aliguage understandable*tb

. .

6. Devise specific techniques to.
,

relax students and to protedt their:

egos. The lessenxious; more motivated,:moreself-confident students
experience greater success in second language acqUisitiori .(Kraidhen,i'-

.

1982).
.

.
. 0. .

. .i.

Learn the motivations of-students and tncorporate. these into lessons.
. :

a 7
8. Create.an atmosphere where students are ilt.stSbarrasso4by their.

. .

errors.

9..-Do not refer to,-or reveit tor the'student'S native language when-
teadhing the second ,I.snguage. To.do so.may create. a. situation in

which the 'student, instead of fodkising attention on the iecondf'

langUage, simply. waiti for they teacher to repeat UtterandeSin'the
native language. Under theses circumstances, motivation; for second

language learning pay be negatively affected. ,,,.
, .

'
Language acquisition, takes place'best when input is provided. that is

(a) comprehensible; (b),interesting and relevant; (c). not: grammetic,liy

sequenced; and. (e) provided.in sufficent quantity,1Krashen, 1982).
Kraishen uses these criteria to evaluate methods for lancuage. teaching.

Traditional methods.such as audio- lingual, grammar-translation,,and
cognitive. code methods do .not do an.effective loh of encouraging.
subco.,Acious-lariguage acquisition!. .The tollowing Methods provide

comprehensive input and thus facilitate language aCquisition:(Natibnal
Clearinghouse fot Bilingual Education,. 1984):.

1. :A1he,Total Physical Response approach (Asher, 1979) developri language

comprehension through student'sbody..mbvements. Commands are,given

in the secondlanguage and acted out first by teachers and then by

:students,. allowing students to perceive the meaning of'the commands
. .

whileThearing the language,

',:.Suggestopedia (Bushman 6. MdSen976), a Method-devfoloped by. peorgi-

Lozinov, uses nonverbal ktedhnigOes, 'Classical music, andaesthetic,;
surroundings to provide .'a comfc4able'ambience for=. language

r

.!.40400atUral approach (Krashen 4,-Terrell, 1983) encourages language

acquisition by developing profibiency without direct 'or oonscious

recourse to thelOrmal rules of the.language'and focUses: on ',..
'''-successful expressibn of meaning rather than on correctness Of fOrm.0

,

These sithOds swath to be more effeCtive than traditional approacheri

because they pioyide.time for students to develop comprehension skills',

attemikt,40 reduceittiderwanxiety, andlirovide a source, of, compreheniible.

s
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inOt: ForhandicapPed studentS, the
codes And acts' re JAVOlvement in .t be

education teaOhing'PrOCiPlest'',!,".

Iiistrustent4r En54111100At., Harth, (1982), suggests that traditional-

Special educaticin interVentipno, because thik:are based on the assumkion:,
that lOw flinOtiOning'individdalp are: not modifiable*, are designed to.:.

. , .
prepare' individuals to function it:low4evele..Thesev programs "mold the.
leequirteraSntsaneactivities,of the educational: Setting' to it the.:
student's level elf fUnctioning. Thus the stuff ent's educatiOrialprograp
prepares him or Wer to function .1.alyerginale perhaps Semi-dependent

. 4

envirbriment."' (p !
.

.

Penerstein (1986):reasons.that:retarded performance oichildrsn may
be the result of lack of mediated learning experiences (MLE) rather than'
lack of 'interaction with the environment. :.Toei.teVI frodiated ePeriOn4a
can result in poor thinking in"turn, reduce the.

.

individual's ability to learn from fiirther'diredt experiences. Neither
remedial efforis,aimed at providing a stimulating environment not..,

emphasis on traditional' academics' will be..effective in overcoming
cognitive -deficiencies. Instead, there'll; the need Wmediate learning
experiences, that 1s ,.to intervedirphetiveen 'the ''per son and the environment
and to transfort, reorder, organige.," group, and frame the stimuli in the
direction of some specifically-intended goal and pu#pose.'

SOOdit.offir Simplified 'language
::0roOteSsf,.. sOundspecial.

..

Feuerstein's (1980 Instrumental Enrichment -(FIE) program is designed
to mediate experiences by making the individual more receptiVe and

:sensitive qc internal and external sources of stimulation. This approach ,

is .airected, not only at remediation of specific behaviors and Sang.,
but also at changing t ersOn's manner Of 'interacting with, acting 'cnr -

or responding to ape* es of information.. TaSks.,are st.ruC6relVin stiOlv a A
way that they requ e the student to:. (a) use `higher' mental prodossesf,
(b) 'develop intrin is motivation throughformation of habits; and (c)

.,,contribute actively to the organization, restructuring, discovery, and
Application Of produced relationships. In essen4e, wha,:the 'student is
doing is learning to learn.

Feuerbtein identifies "flaws" in basic thinking skills among slow
learners'including.: (a) impulsivity; (b)' failuse to recognizeiproblems; .

(c) episodic grasps of reality -- that is;.. events and objects ire viewed

in isolation; (d) failure towake comOarisons; and (e) Inadequate spatial
orientation (Chance,. 1981). Retarded performers fail:Gto, recognize that

their own intellectual efforts may contribute to solution of the problem
and, instead, see themselves' simply as recipients of information. There/
'iS a striking similarity between these "flaws" and characteristics
attributed' to children with an external .locus of control:

The literature. suggests that minority group children. and' Children ,.

from lower ,socioeconomic status envirOnments.ate. likely to be' externalli,..

. 'The literature is also replete with reports that esternalS ate likely' to
be underaChievers. Henderson , (1980) suggests that teatcheFspOVide ,
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external..s.tudents with:opportunities to set goals andel° help determine,
their, own activitiestOgditiVely oriented attribution retraining and

toenvironmental conrcol:And self-regulation programs can be,daedt to teach .

cause-effect relatiOnships ff it is indeed possible to train thinking
skilli/ the so demic'performance of minority students could be
ignificantly i proved through

atd-

h.the use of the FIE. Findings of sev rel.-

tudies'conduct in this country show pOsitive:leffects'for thpeuse of
the FIE; students who'havebed this training show a slightadvantag 'over
contrOl groups on varied measures of intelligence and_these gains .seem to
hold over time sChande 119S1).cautions, however, that there is not a
sufficient bodyof carefully controlled research available demonstrating.:```

.
that stUdents,dolndeed benefit- from instrumental enrichment. The use 0
Ahe FIE We OroMising.areaffor research-related to best practices in
.intervention foriminotiWstudents, including exceptional language
pinorit tie.. '-'. '' .

.,,, .

.

EducatiOnal Implipationa.of_Hemispheric: Research. -Studie4 of cerebral
, organizatiTfOrjanguage suggest that language is organized in the bratn

.. 7 7:i
; ' of bilingual. individuals. in. a manner that is..diffeient from tbat of .i..

, .

.+ ,. monolinguals. : Researoh with monolingual subjects has indicated that the
,.
l

-left lemisphere-ie dominant for language,inMost individual0; studies of

'''.1 bilinguals suggest thaX the right hemisphere4lays a major, role in the
learning,of a Second language (Albert 6 Obler, 1978). WA.S possible

',A. that early emphaeis.on one hemisphere can'jead to permanent cognitive
: deficitsev. 4.

. .

Rubenzer (1979) suggest; that., instead of focusing on improving:
.04tricUla,emphasis-shoutd be given to increasing students'Yreceptiyity.-

, -1meta-skills),to'learning experiences andlnatertals. In the Clailsroatve 4

.

.

balanced Approaches to teaching should be uied, teachinqA0Ward'both the
4 ...ieftand the right hemispheres. While the. brain is "bifunctional,." the

most productiVe.,and creative intellectual funtioning is theorized to

occur when there is cooperation between hemispheres. Educational
, ! eXperiences specifically designed to enhance right brain processing also

4
improve performance on4eft hemispilere tasks. .Shifts in 'the qualitytand

tEocys of attention can be consciously elicited and the most advantage4s
cognitive and effective modes can be consciously attained,apropos
stage of problem solving, at hand. Patterns found tp best,'faoilitate'

problem solving can then be practiced.

Materiels, and Media. Results of a questionnaire by Bland, Sabatino, .

. Sedlacke and Sterber)J (1979) indicate a general agreement among
cespOndents that learner characteristics of minority and handiCappiwd
'child.ren require specially developed curricula and alternitive'modes.of
presentation, RoWever, even when ayailable,media:and materials
deyeloped specOically.fOr:these children must be adapted because they

7are not suitablesi.e.A,they lick,relevence to the student's background,,

fail to accommodate -linguistic characteristids, and/or reflect cultural

bias. This is particularly true of acedemid subjeCtsirequiring_ieadin0;
language'develOpment, prevocatiCnalikills,and affective
instruction.

i
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Teacher's have little recourse other than to improvise or to adapt -

materialsdeveloped for haftdicipped or for bilingual students. Criteria
for ivaluation*of materials must kncludeta description,of their
characteristicsvcultural relevance; effect of adaptation on content,
intent, or objectives .of materials; an differences associated with
student learning styles 4(DeLeon, 11983). D Leon also suggests viewing the

.dlassrpom as an ecological system so the aterials evaluation would
include analysis of the curricAum, the student, thet.teacher, and the
'physical enVironment in which the student m st perform.

Service Delivery Models

Handicapped children should have access to the same types of placement
options as are provided.handicapped-monolingual English speakers., This
,right is ftequently ignored when placement deasiont aka made for TJEP

Students because,of the common misconception, that, if they are
handicapped, these students should be removed from a hilingUal
instructional setting and placed in a totally English laAguage
curriculum. As has been discussed, such reasoning ignores that native
language pioficiency will determine level of success in acquiring English.
skills (Cummins, 1981). "Placement in special language pidgrams should be
continued, if appropriate, and teachers should he-'provided Ansiatewe in
adapting classroom to meet the. child's special education needs.

.

A major problem in determining appropriate educational placements for
handicapped bilingual students is the shortagebtapecial education
personnel who'are bilingual and who have specialized, training celated to
serving. exceptional limited - English - proficient or bilingual students.

The majority of LEP or bilingual students are served y wative.English
speakers who use t same instructional' strategies a d procedures as are
used with'monolingUal English speaking students. Consequently,

ti educational.'pescrip ions often fail to yield desired results as they do
not accommodate student differences across variables such as language and
Culture!

1
School districts have be Un to explore alternative service delivery

....

mode for bilingual studen . Figure 2 illustrates three models which
allow the integration of specialized curriculum In the, first or second
language and mainstreaming to either a bilingual education or a regular
eduttion program (Ambert & Dew, 1982).../
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FIGURE 2

Service De ery Options for Exceptional Bilingual Students

, BILINGUAL SUPPORT MODEL,
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER (Monolingual)

Sequenced L2 InetructiOn (ESL)
Orel language (receptive. expressive)
Reading (word attack, comprehension)
Spelling/owriting used on oral language)

7

Math Instruction in L2
Based on concrate experiences
Building language & cognitive development together

Other IEP Objectives (self-help, vocational
grossilinelnotor,-visyslieuditory perception)

//:
, ASSISTANT (Bilingual)

. Li support to
' any of the above

COORDINATED SERVICES MODEL

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER (Mqnolingual)

Sequenced L2 Instruction (ESL)
BILINGUAL CLASSROOM TEACHER

Design Intervention Program (content & sequencet
Ameliorate specific learning problems '

Irriplementing IEP Objectives to be Accomplished in L2

,t.

...-
Sequenced L1 Instruction
-- Oral language, reading, spelling

and writing In primary language

Math Instruction in L1

Other IEP Objectives Specified for Li

INTEGRATED
6

BILINGUAL SPECIAL EDUCATION-MODEL

BILINGUAL SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

/r kd

7,1,4
.

Comprehensive Language Development Program

Rea hg.

Language....,,

Spelling/Writing

ftlrel Language

"'L2 -Reeding
Spelling/Writing

Math Instruction L21

Other 1EP Objectives (Li 12) ,/*/' army Dew, Illinois Resource Center, 1982.
Graphics by Ruth Ellen Finn,

dr

Note.' From A.Ambert ind N. Dew, Special education fbr exceptional

bilingual stddents: A. handbook for educators (Milwaukee WI: MidWest

National Origin Desegregation Assistance Center, 1982), p. 85..
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Bilingual Subpart Model. Bilingual paraprofessionals are teamed with. ,

. monolingual'English-speaking specialeducators and assist with the
implementation of. objectives specified 'in the IEP. The special education
teacher provides English as a Second Language instruction in basic skills
areas in English. Cautibn is'exercised to ensure that the linduistic
requirements of academic tasks are consistent with the child's English
language development. Instruction in Aubjects Ouch as math are based on
concrete experiences'and build language and cogni4vet,elopment
together. The teacher assistant provides native long ge instruction in
areas specified in the IEP as requiring native language instruction.

The bilingual support model'has the obvious advantage that the child
has access to someone who speaks his or her.language.
"paraprofessionalsjeceived training specifico the'responsibilities and
tasks they are asked to perform, they,become,Invaluable resources fot the
monolingual teacher. Without access such perionnel, children may- ,

essentially.be denied appropriate edu ational opportunities..
1

Coordinated Services Model. Under this model, 'handicapped LEP students
are served by a team consisting of a monolingual English spedking special
education teacher .and a bilingual educator-. The special educator
provides ESL instruction and is responsible for implementing IEP
objectives to be accomplished in.EnglIsh., The bilingual education
teacher provides sequenced instruction in the basic skills areas (oral
language, math, reading, spelling, writing,'etc.) in the native language
and is reponsible for, services designated in the,IEP which are to be
'provided in the'native language.

The benefit of this model is that handicapped children hm're access to
personnel trained in the complementary disciplines of bilingual education
and special education. These teachers meet to review student .progress
and revise instructional programs accordingly. Another advantage is that
bilingual educators may be able to facilitate pares involvement in
decisions affecting their child'Veducation.

,.

The coordinated Services model-may not be cost-effective. Two

1

teachers are required to serve andicbpped LEP students in special
education classrooms. Unless a district,has large.numbers of children
requiring special education ser ices in a language other than English, .

this model is not li
.

kely to be 'used. ,

rated-Biling41-81wrial-Education Thlirmader=is used when
a istrict has teachers who are trained in both bilingual education and,

cial education. These dually certified teachers provide special
ediication,instruction in the native language, provide English as a second
language training, and assist in the transition into English language
instruction as the child.develops adequate proficiency. Instruction is
adapted to meet the specific needs associated with the nature and
severity of the handicapping condition. This model, while it may be
cost-effective, is seldom used because of the Scarcity of teachers with
training in both fields.

n
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Bilingual' Special Education Model. Ortiz and Yates (1982) suggest a

fourth :nodal based on the premise that teachers who serve handicapped LEP

students require more'than training in bilingual education and special

education..Rather, there is aunique body of knowledge supportive of,

and unique to, bilingual special education. To illustrate this concept,

a teacher who is:knowledgeable about programming for mentally retarded

students,and who has beed trained in bilipgual education, many not be

able to bring together these knowledge bases to develop an appropr ate,

educational program for the mentally retarded LEP student. Bil n 1

special education teachers are those who have been exposed to and have

developed competencies specific to servicing exceptional bilingual

students. There are few such personnel available because there are few

bilingual special education training programs-and betweluse there is little

research available specific to LEP handicapped childrehl. Many of the

unique aspects of bilingual special education are yet to be identified.

All four models require, at some:point, interdisciplinary teams.f9r

service delivery. Members of the team contribute their unique expertise,

experience, and training, facilitating an interface among. bilingual

. education, special education, regular'educa4on, and related prograMs.

.
Educators participating in coordinated efforts must be provided

opportunities to develop increaded'aWareness and skills to ensure that

LEP children are afforded appropriate educational programs.andaervices.

Categories of instructional personnel who should be targdted for training

,include the following (Ortiz & Yates, 1982):

Bilingual education teachers. These teadhers are serving (a)

children who are handicapped but who have not been referred because of

the lack of bilingual special education teachers or because bilingual .

educators lack skills to identify children who should be referred to

special education and (b) children who are handicapped and who have been

mainstreamed into their classes. Bilingual educptots frequently lack

training to help exceptional children achieve their potential in the

context of the regular classroom.

p
Special education teachers who are bilingual. One should mot

assume that if a teacher is bilingual,and has special education training,

he,or she can serve exceptional LEP children effectively-.- These

individuals should not necessarily be considered bilingual/special

education teachers, but only special education teachka who are.

bilingual. This is a critipal distinction and only those teachers who

have received trainingi::1)06iEbiringual and speciaI-dditaation-should-be--

consideted bilingual /spa al education CeacKers. Training in areas such

as how to provide native language instruction and, how to'adapt such

instruction to meet children!s.special education needs can increase the

effectiveness of-services provided by these teachers.

Monolingual gpecial education teachers.. As indicated preViougliy,

the reality is'that the majority of exceptional bilingual children are

Arved by monolingual English speaking special education personnel.

EffectivendasIbf services is increased when teachers are provided

/
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training relative to:factors which influence the performbnce of iLiEP
students and on how.toi.provide instrudtion in English which is
comprehensible and relevant given the language, culture, and other,!
attributes of this population. Training in Enplish as a Second Larigilage
techniques and methods is important for these personnel.

Regular claiarocm teachers. Overrepresentation of LEP'students in
language-Tel/60d categories (Garcia, 1983; Maldonado, 1984; Ortiz t
Yates, 1983)suggests that teachers, are unable to distinguish
linguistic /cultural differences from handicapping condition's. Training
of regular educators may result in more appropriate teferyals to special
education and in the provision of more appropriate edUCationvrograMs ifi

mainstream settings. Of particular concern is that.rigular classroom
teachers continue"to provide language support Nb students who are exited
from'epectal, language progrims to ensure they have adequate English
proficien6y.to perform academic tasks successfully (Cummins, 1981; Ortiz,
1984) .

Paraprofessionals. There is a need to train paraprofessionals who,
in many instances, will have primary responsibility for instructing the
handicapped LEP child. 'Unress,these personnel receive training specific
to the responsibilities and tasks they are required to perform,
handicapped LEP children may essentially be denied educational
opportunities. Content for training of paraprofessionals would include
competencies associated with general education procedures, .competencies
to provide native language instruction and English as a second language
instruction, and skills to adapt instruction to the needs of the
handicapped. learner.

Assessmentpersonnel., There is a scarcity of assessment personnel_
who can test the. child in his or her native language and interpret
performance in light of the student's background Characteristics.

Consequently, children may be inaccurately diagnosed as handicapped/
) because appraisal services appropriate both in terms of the handicapping '

condition and specific'student characteristics are not available,,
.1

Administrators. As indicated
4

earlier, coordination between

bilingual education and special language programs is critical to serving
bilingual exceptional students. This coordination would not, for many
schools, require reorganization of programs and services, but rather
establishment of mechanisms for ensuring 'coordination_of effort. It is

thexesponsibility of administrators, particularity principals and
supervisors, to ensure that necessary services are providedvAdequate
resources are allocated, and instructional interventions recommended are
implemented (Ortiz & Yates, 1982). Asslsting and/or training
administrators iii program danagement strategies would be 'beneficial in
achieving bilingual education-special education interfaces.

Other.support personn4. ..Personnel in related serOces areas such
as counseling, physical ana occupational' therapy, adaptive/Physical
educat&n, etc. should also be provided training'in ordet, to allow their

44
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actions and decisions related to LEP handicapped Students to be rational,

.data based, and apropriate. Parente need assurance that they,can be

effective. AM informed participants in decision making processes related

to their children's education. To develop such effectivoenessothey need

training related to theschocl milieu, school policies, and procedures,

instructional,options, and Bo forth,

SUMMARY

The literature does not directly.address'the need for-new-curricu1a and

instructional methods for bilingual exceptional students. This may be

due to the paucity of empirical research on this topic. It would be

premature to conclude that existing curricula and materials oanmeet the

needs of this population. Until such research is available, research

conducted in related disciplines will continue to provide the basis for

educational programming decisions: As new research findings are produced

and disseminated, practices should be modified or adapted as appropriate.

Already in place is evidence that bilingual edUcation and special.

'education can be 'linked together in effective problem solving formats.

It is possible to descr4be instructional arrangements being used for

bilingual exceptional students, but there is little empirical evidence

avlilable to determine the most appropriate arrangement(s) for any given

halidicapping condition or identified student characteristics.

A major issue is whether handidepped students should receive dual

language-instruction. Educators wonder whether it may be more effective,

when an LEP student 'is eligible, for special education, to remove that

student from a bilingual education placemAt and place him or her in a

Classroom where instruction is provided solely in!English. Literatureon

second language acquisition would not support this decision. There is

growing evidence that handicapped children, just like normal children,

receive the most appropriate edikation when theivare provided instruction

in their native language, participate in a structured program fr learning

English if ,appropiiate, and when instruction is consonant with both the

handicapping conditions and student background'characteristics.

The4 is a need to develop instructional materials and curricula and

to make them available to educators who serve exceptioftal LEP students.

This isnot an awesome task in that much groundwork has already been done

in identifyingLeXisting materials which may be appropriate to this

population or which could be adapted to meet specific student needs- or---

characteristics (Dew, 1981; Deignan & Ryen, 1979). It would not be'

accurate, then, to say that there lie no materials on the market.

However, information about resources whioh do exist has not fpeen

disseminated widely. *

It is questionable whether it is possible, to leave responsibility for

Adapting or modifying curricula or materials to existing school

personnel. There is a general lack of understanding of linguisticafly

andcultu ally different populations, even in settings where minorities

e
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compr16e.the majority student body (Maldonado", 1984; Garcia, 1984).
Because of the lack of data readily,available, teachers and others would
not be able, on an Aping bAis, to adapt instructional materials and
strategies to make Ulm relevant in terms of LEP student characteristics
and instructional goals. ApprOpriately trained staff could address this
issue. However, as indicated pieviously, few ihstitutions of higher
education or related agencies currently address the needs-of bilingual
special education populations in the context of teacher preparation'.'
programs. InstitUtions which provide preservice bilingual speci'al
education training prograis do not have the capability to meet manpower
needs for bilingual special'educators. Further, it is unlikely that
adequate resources would be allocated to provide the' required in-depth
inservice training tocurrently employed personnel.

(Mat emerges is a critical need for' networking of efforte..-State
education agencies, local school districts, institutions of higher
education, regionil or intermediate agencies,laust all become sensitized
to the issues or concerns,-allowing,a broad-based inclusion of training;
policy formulation, and procedures which focus upon the needs of LEP
handicapped students. Without such a focus, an increasing percentage of
this country's most critical resources, its youth, will remain
unavailable to the required futures of the nations

p
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TEACHER f EDUCATION PROGiVOIS

. Leonard-Baca
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Q.

One of the greatest priorities for'educators is the task of providing the most
appropriate-and effe tive educational programs and experience for various
student populations. :to the present time, one population-of students that

hat been largely ignored has been the exceptional bilingual. In this paper,
exceptional and handicapped are used interchangeably., "Exceptional" includes
students aho are handicapped in a variety of ways: the mentally retarded, the
,learning disabled, thek6motionally disturbed, the physically handicapped, and

the visually and hearing impaired. In addition to these handicapping
conditions, however, bilingual exceptional students come from culturally and

linguistically different 'backgrounds wind have not acquired proficiency in. the
English language.. This population may be best described as culturally and
linguistically different exceptional students (CLDE). Although the actual
number of CLDE students is not known, an eerilmate of this (lumber was obtained.
during a'197 6 national study concerning the overlap of identified Tittle I
students and .Title VII students. According to the results- of the study,
approximately one-haig million students aged 5 to 21 years were handicapped
and from non-English language backgrounds (National Center for Educational
Statiiics, 1980).

To h these students in the language they can best understand is to
build on their lingui4tia and cultural strengths and is compatible with sound ,

educational practice. :During'the past 4p years, a great deal of emphasikhas
been placed on the education of handicapped students through various special
education programs. This movement-reached itS peak in 1974, with the passage .° 404?
of P.L. The Education for All Handicapped .Children Ptiv The,education,

eof handicapped children continues to be a strong national priority. pen more
.recently, within the past.15-years, there has been a renewed interest in
bilingual education. The enited States Congress passe# the Bilingual'

e' Education Act (Rai. b0-247)-in 1968. This act made it%posiAble 'for locaiii

school districts to receive federal funding for the implore:A100Jan of
bilingual programs 'designed to meet the needs of 'students witelimited English'.
proficiency.
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Recent developments in"litigatiOn and educational research dealing. with.
handicapped children of limited English proficiency suggests that educators'
mist seriously address the issues related to designing and' implementing t

/r. biling 1,special educationprog ams.o One orthe most critical needs in this
' overili ational effort is tapreparW a cadre of.high-quality, trained,
bilin ua speclal education rik hers wha will be able to provide thoftecessary
educ ional everiences'that will assist these students in developinqqt their
full st 'potential. % 1

. .

. ,
Any diaiussion of bilingual special education teachertralning should

oc ur withih the broader context of. Iticulturalpegucation. In-1119L. _ i

itd
m tibultUral-teacher training was rmally institutionalized by the.National

.rIC uncil for Accredtliption of Teacher ucation (NCATE). This influential
ccreditation agency adopted a multicultural education policy statement which
squires all teacher training'progtams to iiolude a multicultgril component.

Since this' requirement is elativeiy new, many schocols-of education are still
in the beginning stages of plilinning and implementitg the'oomponent. With'time
and careful implementation. this requiremefit will have.* significant impact on
'teacher preparatioLprograms. At the heart of multicultural education is the
ccincept of cultural pluralism. Advbcates of this concept endorse the
principle that there s no model American, Cultural pluralism not only
appreciates but promotesicultural eversiityt It recognizes the unique

contributions of various cultural groups that have strengthened andsehrNbed' .
Our society.

If

Ten years ago the Commission on Multicultural Education of the American
Ass' iation of Colleges for Teacher' Education also adopted an important policy
statement. One of the paragraphs of this statement is particularly
signi cant.' It reads as follows':

o endorse cul iiral pluralism is t ndoese the principle
that there is one model American. To endorse cultural,
pluralism is to understand and differences.
that exist among the nation's citi ns. It is to oeetqese
differences s a positive force in the continuing
development f a society which professes a whdlersome
respect for t e intrinsic worth of every individual.
Cultural pia lisM is more than a temporary'accommodation
to placate rac al and ethnic minorities. It is a concept

that aims toward a heightened sense being and wholeness

of the entire s iety based on the uftue.streageh of each
of its parts. (AAE, 1973,,p. 260

Bilingual special education teacher training is one strategy for

promoting cultural pluralism in our schools. More importantly, it is an
effort_designed to promote equal educational oppoetunity for,liMited-
English-proacient students who, are also handicapped...

As pn emerging discipline, bilingual special education
from both bilingual education and special education* Both

fields have been very actively inVolved in teapneta..trAinin

.
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for rainy years. Bilingual special educaticin teacher trainingp however, ,0

requires much more than the borro*ing of courses.from eac f the parent

disciplined. Bilingual special education requires a caret
articulated and planned convergence of these two discipl4n s which
oresults in a new and unique body of knowledge.

.. RECENT HISTORY OF BILINGUAL SPECIAL EDUCATION' TEACHER TRAINING

The problem of preparing high-qudlity teachers, teacher trainers, and
other leadershWpersonnel in this specialized 'area isnot new and has
aclready been addressed by the Office of Special Education as well as by a
few universities and colleges throughout the country.

In 1978, the
.

Bureau for the Handicapped cif the Department of
Education, cognizant of the scarcity of qualified bilingual/bicultural
personnel, tpok steps to correct; the situation. Through its Hispanic
initiative, which was later extended to other linguistically and
culturally different groups as well, the bureau encouraged the
stablishment of personnel preparation programs which would both recruit
nd train bilingual/bilculturalprofessionals to work with.CLDE
students. In 1979, an initial group of 22 personnel preparation programs

ere funded under this initiative. Since then, the number has increased
annually. Thus, while there were a few programs functioning prior to the

initiative, ilh a real sense the preparation of ersonnel to work with

Ir/P
CLDE begin in 1979. As in any new field, th e is a need to identify,

-define, and improve current' practices..
.

In the spring of 1980 and again in the spring of 1981, professionals

engaged in preparing personnel to work with CLDE students met in, the.
Washington, D.C. areain workshops sponsored by ACCESS, INC., and funded

by the Department of Education. Some of the pyrposes of the two
workshops were to define the field, determine the Competencies which
should be .required of both trainers and trainees, and share ideas about
philosophies and methodology. According to Grossman (1982), one of the,

results of these workshops was an egreementto replace the term bilingual
special education with the term "the education of culturally and
linguistically different exceptional 'students," a phrase'which emphasizes
cultural as well as linguistic differences. It was also agreed that
persons preparing to work--,Oth such students need to have,the skills

included in the field of biiingual/bicultural education, special
education, and a third 4'roup of cross-cultural "convergent" skills which
were not found in either but arevital"to working with CLDES.

Three examples of the need for the third component follow. In the

area of assessment, bilingual/bicultural educators may receive training
in the assessment of language dominance and proficiency. They may also

be prepared to assess and deveJ.op academic readinessand achievement in
both their students' first and second langdages. As one aspect of.their
training, special educators are prepared to ashes academic proficiency
in language arts and assess ind'remediate learning disabilities involving
,language development using instruments and proceduresdeveAoped for

$ . v
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English-speaking acculturated monoculturaliFstudent9. However, neither
the bilingual/bicultural educator ner.the special educator ,is trdined in-
the assessment and development of language when this development is
impaired in some manner and 91 child is not from an English-speaking
home. ,Persons who complete bdth a training program
still will not be equOped to use cultu lly and linguistically

appropriate special education assessment and instructional procedures
with non-English-speaking CEDES.

In the area of .counseling, counselors who work with students are$,.

trained,to determine when their counselee's problems are intrinsically or
extrinsically caused... When the cause of the students' problems are

intrinsic'(within the students) they may try to help.the students accept
the responsihilitylblamet and guilt for their actions, and/or.help them

believe that they can control their own lives. When the causes are
extrinsic (outside .the students) they may encourage the students to

assert themselves, to use methods.to'change. their environments, or not to.
assume responsibility and guilt for thisgs_which may be beyond.their

control. When CEDES react to prejudiOaltreatment and cultural
conflicts,by withdrawing or rebelling, counselors.who. are unaware of the
prejudices and culturalconflictawhich4these students face may assume
that the cause of their behavior is intrinsig.. As a result, they may use

techniques design to change the 'students.' shy or'agrepsive personalities '

instead of using teehniques to'heip them, deal more effectively with a

hostile or insensitive environment.

As a final example, teachers or counselors who are unaware that in

some cultures it is a sign, of disrespect toexpriss A JAC( of'
understanding or a difference_of opinion may bilieve that students or

parents who politely act as if they understand and agree actually do
understand and accept the suggestions, made to them. In fact, they may

-
neither agree nor understand:. This type of cross-cultural
misunderstanding can have serious consequences in assessment,
instruction, and parentinvoliemen

Having 'dent-MAW these three groups of competencies, those included

in bilingual/bilcultural.edupation, those included in special education,

and those convergent/cross-cultura4 abilities not included in either of

the two traditional fields, the participants in the ACCESS workshops
enumerated specific competencies within each of these three components

which should characterize boa and well prepared trainees. When

the trainers evaluated themselyes, it was clear that, with very few

exceptions, they had not acquired all df these competencies. Typically,

trainers had been trained in either bilingual/bicultural education or
.special education,,but 'not in both, and not in convergent skills. Those

few who were trained in both areas tended to lack some of the Cross--;

cultural competencies not included in either area; each trainer had his

or,her strengths and weaknesses. It becomes.clear that a number of

models of personnel preparation were being used.

It is also interesting to nokg_thit there was a significant

difference between the mean responses of the bilingual directors as
compared to the special education directors on 15 of the 27 competency
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items. In general, the bilingual directors rated th importiipce of using
the native lan4Uige and culture as well as ESL methodology anh pirental.
involvement significantly 'higher than the special education directors.

*

A careful review of severed competency-related studies indicates that
there "are certain competenciesthit.are repeatedly ranked as very-
important by multiple source's. In.other'words; there-seems to be /

consensus in-the literature that the following are the most important
general competencies for bilingual special educators..

1. The desire to work with the CLDE student.

0 2. The ability to work effectively with parents of CLDE dtudents.

3. The ability to develop appropriate IEP's for the CLDE student.
1

4. Knowledge and sensitivity toward the language and the culture of the
group to be served.

;... .

.
5. The -ability to teach ESL to CL stucients.

.

r,6: The ability to Conduct nonbi sed assessment.with CLDE students.

7. The' ability to use app e methods and materials when working
with CLDE students

The most det 'specific set of competencies that have been
developed are compa th the most frequently cited generic%
competencies listed above. Th'ese vecy specific competencies were'.

prepared by an expert lia of bilinguel special education teacher
-trainers convened by t Association for Cross-Cultural Educatiori and
Social Studies (ACCESS) (Pynn, 1001). .These competencies are as follows:

I. knetruction/Curriculum
4

A. *The trainee is knoWledgeable...abO.ut generpt (natural
ch:racteristicW

i

1 Lifestyl s of. ethnip minority populatiOnSf.
structur , and '.:ComrOnitY soppOtteyStelliS:.

. .
.

2., Attitudes and bene.40*.)#:0*utal.infk.e049eq0000!C
.... .. .... -

grouiis.....

4e
B. The trainee undetStands the':0*04.0f' il44K

practices iot e6nie-mtho4ty011411, .:to hei*0
4 cognitive,. emotional; 4M10,1100144:40.1.09, 0.e141,

. . .

C. The trainee is aware of cUltureLOOnfIlOStltOg*frOm:
ethnic minority differencei'th mei*Ootth.O'CLO.E '001414s7
self -image and thus. influence h a Aw.h*O*04pnW*OdiocitO,
development.

0
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'0. The trainee institutes a teaching process that takers into
account the impact of cultural conflicts on the CLDE child's
academic perfoimance.

.1

. The trainee understands the acculturation process of
culturally divers4,individuals into the mainstream of American
'society.

F. The trainee implements techniques to facilitate the
integration of the clog opild into American schools and
society.

c.v

G. The trainee develops and implements apaopriate educational
programs to meet the special needs of the CLDE children,

H.' The. trainee develops educational programs, designed to improve
the bilingual development of learning.disabled children, which.
reflect an understanding of current approaches in the field.

I. The trainee plans, designs, and implements special education

programs for CLDE populations in accordance with legislative
requirements and guidelines.

J. The trainee will plan, design, and implement individualized
education programs whtsbinclude, where appropriate, such
subject areas as: laillinkarts,,arithmetic, science, 'social.

sntudies, vocational skills, and physical education.

K. The trainee develops and applies appropriate edncation#1

methods based, in part, upon diagnostic restates.

L. The trainee demonstrates skill in developing and/or.adapting
educational materials and procedures to meet individualneedsiv.

M. The trainee works in cooperation with other education
professionals to design a full-service educational program'

Appropriate to the needs of students exhibiting specific
handicaps, gifts, or talents.

N. The trainee designs curriculum and instructional programs-that

are based On behavioral objectives cAdidering cultural
variables:

)
0. The trained directs and organizes program activtties in

cooperation with parents, teachers, and other 00100 personnel.

P. The trainee determines the.appropriate instructional setting
to maximize the educational development of the CLDE child.

M1



A. The trainee' °recognizes normal language development patterns.

.T4trainee ii knowledgeable about. major empirical researoh in
*1t.area of speech an4Llan4uags'Acquisition.

,

Thlutrainee explains the effectO.OM anatomic, physiologic,
linguistic, psycholingUistic, and sociolinguistic factors op
the communication process.

D. The.trginee differentiates between those difficulties arising
.f.e:frOm second language acquisition and those from speech and

E.

'" language disability.

71: Trainee distinguishes between culturally derived
linguistic conventions and deviant' language development .

problems.

2.. Trainee understands the nature, etiologies, and remedial
techniques associated with language disorders.

The trainee writes descriptive reports which accuratelly
reflect the nature of communicative disorders.

F. The trainee demonstrates the ability to. assess student
strengths and needs within the cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor domains, through the use of appropriate formal and
informal instruments and procedures (e.g., standardized tests..
commercially prepare informal tests, teacher-prepared
measures, and.criterlon-referenced measures).

G. The trainee,is aware of the uses and limitations of current
standard assessment techniques in regard to CLDE populations.

H. The trainee develops an assessment model based on information
gained from several sources. For.example:

1. Anecdotal records and pupil behavior scales.

2. Observations and recommendations from parents, teachers,
and other school personnel.

I. The trainee is able to assess those factors limiting the
participation of the family in the school setting and set
specific goals.

1

J. .he trainee formulates an accurate description of student

ability based upon observation of academic performance in
light of the,CLDE student's cultural backgtound.
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K. The trainee is aware of the influence of learning styles,
cultural values, and,language patterns of ethnic and minority
groups on classroom and test performance.

L.

M.

The trainee adminieters
/

appropriate language assessment

'instruments and accurately interprets the skills measured 16
the information obtained.

The trainee uses the information gained to determine the CLDE
student's most appropriate and least restrictive edimational

setting.

N. -The trainee uses a. cognitive style analysis'approach as a

diagnostic-prescriptive tool.. .

0. The.trainee will write a diagnostic evaluation in beha ioral

terms.

P. The trainee will analyze skills and educational materials

through the'task analysis approach to determine program

effectiveness.

Q. The trainee develops and applies appropriate educational.-

methods bAsed, in part, upon diagnostic resulti.

R. The trainee determines the appropriate instructional
strategies used in diagnostic-prescriptive teaching of the
CLDE child. 4

S. The trainee develops techniques to improve ccaMunication

competence within the classrooin.

1. Trainee understands the function of language in the.

classroom as it relates to educational development.

2. Trainee develops alternative techniques to improve
specific speech and language skills of CLDE children:

T. The trainee implements the appropriate strategies for'the
diagnostic-prescriptive teaching of CLDE children.

U. The trainee reviews the effectiveness of instructional methods

implemented within the special education program fly CLDE

children.'

V. The trainee evaluates, using appropriate measurement devices,

the effectiveness of.diagnostic programs for CLDE individuals.

1. Trainee examines materials, academic tasks, and
methodologies using a task analysis approach.

2.' Trainee examines the contributions of other resources

(e.g., parents, teachers, and other school personnel).

( -
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The trainee *Volutes theimpact of prescribed treatments by
means of an initial-and continuing analysis of changes in/
abademic and personal, growth: e.g., trainee utilizes such
data-collecting devices as questionnaires', rating scales, and
checklists. --

X. The trainee modifies objectives and learning approache4s,
provided such ghanget'are.indicated by the ongoing evaluation.

Ne of educational plans.

III. Classroom Management

A, The trainee is aware of how nonverbal behaviors of both CLDE
children and nonethnic teachers may lead to Miscommunication
between children and teachers"

B. The trainee understands and applies interaction and management
strategies (e.g., behavior modification, group dynamics,
interaction analysit behavior therapy, and life spade
management therapy) in light of cultural, socioeconomic, and
language factors influencing Esehavior,*

C. The trainee develops and applies appwriate educational
methods based, in part, upon diagnosilc results.

D. The trainee demonstrates a thorough knowledge of critical
issues relative to effective classroom management. The
following issues are suggested:

1. Effective teaching methddologies.

2. Modeling of appropriate/desirable behavidri.

3. Self-realization and values clarification.

4. Understanding of and sensitivity to physical, social,
developmental, and cultural factors,.

5. Emotional climate in the learning environment:

6. Teacher flexibility as demonstrated through,the use of,
alternative activity suggestions, willingness-to.give
expitanations and reasons, andthe encouragement of student
input. '

E. The trainee examines behavior management models 'or approaches

and selects'those appropriate to individual needs.

F. The trainee impliments.educational management strategies, such '.

as: learning centers, material coding, student self - directed
activities, and continuous - progress management.

ia.9
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G. The trainee examines educational management systems with
-Or respect to:

4 1.- Own cultural perspective.

2, Perspective of the CLDE child.
N44

3, Potential biases (e.g., ethnic, cladir, cultural, and/or
linguistic).

4. Potential discriMinatory effecbs of using a specific

behavior and classroom management model,

H. The trainee extends the behavioral management program through
collaboratiVe efforts with the home, community agencies, and
state and federal agencies.

IV. Counetngs

A. The trainee assists parents in identifying their CLDE child's

learning difficulties..

The trainee, with the support of parents and teachers,
develops goals and,objectives and prescribes special programs

to meet individual needs. s

C. ffhe trainee provides parents with information on available

Community resources,:

D. The trainee extends the behavioral management program through

collaborative efforts with the home, community agencies, and

state and federal agencies.

E. The trainee ,gathers pertinent information and provides

training to the CLDE child's family, teachers, other
professionals, and national', state, and local groups:

trainee develops a system for ongoing technical and

professional support to. ancillary educational personnel.

F.: The trainee assists families and their CLDE children in

understanding and, dealing with the Attitudes,

behaviors, and educational philosophy of American society and

its schools..

V. Advocacy/Public Relations

A. The trainee. understands the historical development of and

legal basis for bilingual and special edcuation. The trainee,

for example, has knowledge'andAnderatanding of the following:.

110
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1. Public.Law 94-142.

4',%!.

2. Rehabilitation' Act of 1973, Section °504.

3, Title VII'legielon.
.

4. Lau v. Nichols case and other pertinent legislation.
4

B. The trainee explains significant implications Of special' 4.

education regulations to students, parents, educators, and
others.

C. The trainee explains tht_legal implications of significant
court decisions on policy development and legislative reform
to students, parents, educators, and. others.

D. The trainee'gathers pertinent information and provides
training to,the CLDE child's family, teachers, other
'Peofesaional8;lind national, states and local groups: e. .4
traineei'develops a system for ongoing technical and //

professional support to ancillary educational persona 1.

E. The trainee makes 'suggestions to school personnel and local
education agencies for implementing appropriate tnstructional
programs which are 'sensitive to the needs of the CLDE child.

F. The trainee provides parents with information on available
community resources.

4

VI. Research

A. The trainee understands all aspects of teaching CLDE children,
including the recent research, etiology, content areas,
educational procedure, and support system necessary for
effective educational management.

0
B. The trainee demonstrates knowledge of significant theory and

research applications relative to teaching CLDE.children by
developing and implementing clinical/prescriptive activities.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

A study conducted by the NulticultUral Special Education Proiect(MUSEP)
in 1982 collected data from 30 bilingual and/or multicultural special
education teacher training projects at the dniversity.leveL These
projects were all located in the Western region of the United States and
were funded through the Division of Personnel Preparation, Office of
Special Education, U.S. Department of Eddcation. The return rate (seven
projects) we PO (about average)' and adequately represented the broad
range of projects. This data provides a representative profile of
bilingUal special. education.projects'in the Western region, aased onthe
yesponsesito the questionnaire, each project was identified. as. belonging

'in one of three -general categories:.
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A strictly traditional special 406cation'prcgram with recruitment of

ethnic or bilingual students; for example,- a program that traihS
.

regular learning disability,teachers,but attempts to recruit minority

'and bilingual'studeats.

2. A traditfOnal special education program with bilingual special
edudation curriculuffl,infused'into existing coursework and'program

requirements. This type= of program, for example, would add.a f

lectures or modules and'bibliographies on bilingual special educati
to existing courses.

3. A bilingual special education program that is specifically designs

to train bilingual special education teachers and includes piling al

special education course work and field experiences with bilingual
special'education curriculum.

't

Analysis of the data indicates.that.29% were strictly traditional

special education programs that recruited minority students at most; 29%

were traditional special education programs with bilingual special.
education infused into existing curricula; and 42% were bilingual.special

education programs that offered Specific courses in bilingual special

education and considered their program a bilingual special education

program.

Table 1 summarizes the information on program types and shows the

number of graduates for each of the programs.
es'

TABLE 1.

Program Types and Their. Respective Graduates

Projects. Strictly
Traditional
Speci01Ed.
Program With
Recruitment of
Ethnic Students

Traditional
Special Ed.
With Bilingual
Special Ed.
Infused Infoe

Courses.

Bilingual Number of Students

Special Graduated

Education
Program .B.A. M.A. .Ph.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4'

X

X

Total % 29% 29% ,42%

5

5 1

2

15

20 5 25

6

2

55
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.Teaditional special education programs graduated the most students in
ch of the three training levels__ (BA 35, MX - PhD.. - 84), followed

by infused traditional special education programs (BA - 7, MA - 1, PhD -
2). The low number of graduates from bilingual special educatidn
programs (BA.- 11) *indicates the relatively resent emergence ofthe

i/ field. More mRortantly, it points to the need for continued support of
this specip1 i0edlield., In terms of the degree of. interdisciplinary
emphasis in the curriculum, 16%.of the stadents in all prOjects saMpled
were exposed to some ethnic langlage component (e.g:t Spanish, Navajo,
etc.); 71 %were exposed to cultural' sensitivity or awareness coursework
(e.g.', Asian or Chicano Studies); 57% were exposed to specific bilingual
special education methodology; and 43%. had. interdisciplinary exchange(
with bilingual education,

It was stated that there is a general trend toward deemphasis of
education'by.state and federal funding agencies. Without adequate
resources it is very difficult to recruit students. It else) appears that
some faculty consider' it necessary to deemphasize entrance stahOrds and.
stress exit criteria in order to recruit and retain students, the
problem is compounded because of the small pool of high school.graduaehs
from which to draw.

Public school support for bilinguarspecial education programs is

also a problem. Many indicated that public schools in some areas do not
support bilingual special education efforts bi'higher education
institutions. Nonetheless, the'public schools lack trained professionals

tudents and help relieve this shortage of
in bilingual special training programs need to be
strengthed in order to attract
personnel. There is also a critical need to infuse teacher training

progpms with a bilingual special education content.. This also involves
in rearing faculty awareness and support. Clarifying the interface
,between bilingual education and special education is a high priority.

\

In the area of research basic knowledge is needed about target
populationi, e.g., American Indians, Hispanics, and Asians.
Specifically:, more information is needed about their culture, language,
and cognitive development. It was agreed,that more knowledge is needed
concetning what constitutes a positive learning atmosphere for children

.being serviced through bilingual. special, educatiOn. 'Research is needed
on effective teacher training models for bilingual special education.

4

,In the area of program.demlOpment, it was emphasized that there
should be a coordinated'effort/on the part of bilingual special education
;raining programs am) school districts to communicate with State
Ipersonnel, to make known the/needS.of bilingual special education in the.
schools. Thie'should encodrige institutionalization and help secure
funding at both levels. In. order to achieve meaningful local control, it
was stressed that IHB's,,sohool boards, school administrators., teachers,
bilingual teachers, bilingual special education teadhers; parentseand
the genera/ public all need to be sensitized to the issue and need for
bilingual specifil education programs, that reflect local needs.

F"
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Bilingual special education teacher trainers need to be knowledgeable
about bilingual /bicultural and special educationok iri addition to being

versed in bilingdal special education per se. Fexample, teacher
trainees should be "equipped" to use culturally and linguistically
appropriate special education assessment-procedures with
non-English-spelking culturally and linguistically different exceptional

students (CLDES).
II

It is extremely important that bilingual special
education trainers and programs maintain and increase communication among

themselves. Communication will enhance camaraderie, program support,
avoid duplication of mistakes and efforts in research, and will keep
morale up in these times of scarce resources.

The existing heterogeneity among bilingual special education projects

is an asset that can aid us in our search for successful project
-components. ,Recognized is the fact that these evaluations will not turn

up an ideal project that will be suited for''all regions and ethnic groups.

Finally, it was stressed that there is a need to begin to make
specific efforts to institutionalize projects that are dependent on
grants, i.e., soft. monies. In order to do this, four things should be

emphasized: cause awareness, acceptance, participation, and

de onstration of the effectiveness and need of bilingual special
cation projects.

Additionial data on these teacher training projects was acquired

through site visits to the projects as well as through'personal
communication. Table 2 summarizes the major concerns and the recurring
needs expressed by the project directors.

As can be seen in Table.2, the most common
was the Vstitutionalisation of their training

percent of the projects expressed somd,concern
exist unless adopted by their institutions and
permanent programs.

concern among all projects
programs._ Fifty-nine
that they would cease to
departments and, made

A second most recurrent concern among. the 17 projects was student

recruitment and:support. Forty-nine percent of the projects felt there

were not enough minority students in their programs and had problems

recruiting them. Moreover, some projects felt a need to provide academic .

and general,support to the few minorities that were already in the

'programs.

Table 2 indicates that 35% of the projects felt they needed the

support'and cooperation of academic and nonacademic departments,

programs, and agencies, such as special education departments, state

departments, LEA's, Ahool districts, and community groups. Twenty-four

percent felt bilingual special education programi needed better planning
eand development. Another 24% 0 the projects felt a need to infus

bilingual special education cu icula into existing course of existing

and institutionalized training programs, such as special and bilingual

education programs.
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Table 2
Needs and Concerns Generated nain Site Visits'

Percentage Expressed Need
0

59%*
4

Program institutionalization.'

49%,

4

Student recruitment and support ,(e.g., tutoring).

35% Program support and cooperapOn with 'departmental

programs, and a. a (e.g *,

A
., state departments

..

schoolistricte,a communities).
d

.

1
.24% Program planning and development.

a,

p

24% Infusion of bilingual spedial education curricula Into
existing,courses.

%
)

.

18% Faculty and teacher inservice training: Models.0
, u

content.
% 41

18% Research and development ofrOiable.and valid
diagnostic lnstrume4ts in bilingua/Special.edudOtiOn.

. ,
.

.

18% Method and curricula identification, disseminationiand

.

. development appropriate.for bilingual special education.
. 4

12% ()Phasic research empha04.

*Many institutions had more than one concern.

Eighteen percent felt that models and content of inservice training'
for faculty and teachers are important and in need of development. Yet
another 18.11 felt there is a need in bilingual special educatibn to

research and develop reliable in4 ,valid diagnostic instruments that are
sensitive to culturally and linguistically different populations. Still;: *
another 18% of the projects felt a need to identify, disseminate,.and

.develop teaching methods and curricula appropriate for teachers to'use in
1

I:

the area of bilingual special education.' finally, 12% of the projects
- 'felt that the area of bilingual special education needs io be inVolved

and should serve as a catalyst for basic empirical research.

PROGRAM PLANNIINOAND INSTITUTIONALIZATION

V
To 'institutionalise" a newly establish or nontraditional program like
bilingual special education'in higher adoration mean! to make it a.
regular part. of the program offerings of a° college or univ-ersity:,'

,ihe. . ,.

p-

,
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.inetitutionalization.vroo never'automStic; to accomplish it,; a

strategy, or plan of action, frequently extending over several years, is
equirma. .f a strategy is to have reasonable probability of success,
careful attention must be given.to meeting five conditiOhs. Wthese
conditions are not t the probability ofaltucceseful plan. ka

. substantially reduce 16sepcmditions are deacribbd-bilow from the .

viewpoint of the per o interested -in institutionalizing. a prpgram,......

Develop Centcai.. Of f ie dminiatrattve ;Support

--Central-officea serve. as communication centers and as the locus of
cOntrol:OfAoll,ar and personnel. aeoUrces.- These resources tend to flow
.alonirthe../ine..oft.cOmmunicatIo*:.±FOr'this.reition, the director of 4

' ,nontraditionil program needw,tphaVe-numerous interactions with the head

of his or her unit.*. These meetings should be open to any topic related
to the new program, including perbonnel matters, political issues,
student support, long7term directions, publications, needed contracts,
whether.= not- to pursue grant opportunities, presentations at national
meetings, and toe finandial.condition of-the department and school. Such

.interactiormhave tV6important outcomes. First, eadh person leaves the

Aleeting:with a. good sense of what is happening in the other person's
..domailf...:Second,. incipient problems. are dealt with before they occur,

thus'leadingb better management.

Pay Attention to Political Circumetanclea

many programa, especially those involving bilingualism and ethnic groups,
are very-sensitive to shifts in viewpoint °rioink within the uniirersityl

the state, or fhe nefon. For this reason., keeping of 's,

support in repair is an important aspect.of institutionalizing a

program. Three types-of support are significant here: (a) grass roots,

'.including parents, teachers, and school administrators; (b) pOwer block,

including Subgroups of legislators or congressional representatives, and

th support of state or federal agencies; and (c) support from other

disciplines. These three groups must be kept'well informed. In a

university, the gopd will of other depSiiments'is critically important to

survival and success. In the bilingual/multicultural special educatiOn

area, forming solid relationships with foreign language departmentO,

linguistics, sociolingulstics, anthropology, And speech science permits

them'to know what the'program is doing and what the major concerns and

goals ar,,,and prevents feelings of.stispicion and interdepartmental

hostil frequently found in college0 and universities when

nontra .1 programs arise.

The of politics is finding a obmmon value among groups such as

. those men ioned above. it is not always easy to do so since each. .

political group is likely to form a set of Values different from the

other., T at, one supposes,-As what, a "politicals.groupmmeans. To fin4 a

,coinman val a means that on must spend sufficient time with each type of.
'group to be able to form several ideas, about where the common ground.

then might lit should political action be required., While time,.
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k, consuming, thetaskvtlinding a sommon-value is frequently a critical
one for.the direCtor,and,staff of en

't*
ohtraditional program like bilingual

special e ,ducation .

.

YindAi,Develop a'Niaho for the Program and Its Faculty

To feel secure-in an. organization, mOst persons need to have a home base
or a'special niche in the. organization from which they can carry on. their
activities.- The same sleets to be true of programs. To develop a niche

%forte nontraditional progrim and its faculty ia-,,one of the most difficult
tasks Winstitutionalization. To gain kniche, several important events
need to occur between the central office; the appropriate' academic
and the program. -The first is the establiihment of an academically sound
and supportive academic base in ah Appropriate academic department or
division.'.Not only must there be a good academic fit between the program
and the department, but there should be a faculty support for the program
from colleagues within the department. The second is identifying a
carefully located space which is the visible office of the program, as
space is the symbol of institutionalization. ,Third is developing program
uniqueness. These issues are raised by a traditional program currently
facing-phase-out. One of its major problems is that the content,of.the
program has,,over the years, begun to appear in other.progrets, -thUs.

gridually.reducing tfia uniqueness of the original program. People have
asked, "What does this program do that Asynot-.Aone in other programs?"
If this question is difficult to answer', either a program has never
gained a niche Or it is'in..danger of losing tile one formerly odcupied.

Consolidate Resources acid moditor That; Status Often

11 college and university programs need three types of resources:
faculty, students, awl money. To consolidate faculty resources means .

that the faculty members involved in the program identify with it and are
reliable in the sense that they will expand effort to improve the program
rather than directing their.attention elsewhere. To consolidate faculty
resources requires the systematic application of leadership skills by the
program director so that the faculty.involved believe that their work is.

important, that it will be'rewarded, and that the program has direction
and social'value.

The consolidation of student resources represents one of the most
*difficult probrems of nontraditional programs. A key factor in the
durability of federally sponaored programs for Hispanic and Native
American pekles, for example,' is that many of the funds are directly
devoted to student'support, Econolically disadvantaged persons in these
groups oftenscannot easily opt for higher education since doing so
involves foregoing the money that would.be gained from full -time

employment while at'the same time having to ply for more schooling. A
subsidy, typically from federal Sources, is therefore required if
programs for these people are to have Students. A withdrawal of this
subsidy predicts program failure by dint"of insufficientostudents from
the target populations. Naintenanoi of direct federal or state -subsidies
for students Lavtherefore, a cmintraIrsaiaoa for the development and

P
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maintenance of majorityrminority political ties by minority group

members. The major alternative to direct subsidies is the adaptation of

nontraditional programs the circumstances of its target population of

students. This adaptation uadally means a part-time program in which

students can enroll during thq evening and.may include the use of

teleconference Instruction in which Courses or workshops are delivered to

remote areas at time convenient for students..

The consolidation of financial resources usually requires two moves.

First, be certain a significant portion of the program faculty are on

"hard" rather than "soft" money. Faculty.on hard money is usually,taken

'")-as a significant sign of successful inatituthonalization. Second')

regular ways of raising money by grants, gigts, consulting, or contracts

should beoplanned by the program faculty. Such funds frequently make the

,difference between a quality prograM and one chronically on the.brink-O,

financial disaster.

Build a4loundPaliram

The first step in building a sound program is to Avoid slipshod admission

practices. 'A program is.known by. the quality of its graduates. If one

admits slow students on the. one hand Or-purely opportunistic ones on the,

other, it will become suspict'both inside and outside the college or

university. Placement will become#-difficult. The second step is to

let

build a rational curriculum. Such a cu4riculum.has two important

es: a) It can be described and explained in the sense that the

facul can show how the curriculum is related to the goals and

objectives of the program, and b) thee curriculum actually produces ek

reasonable level of the skills, knowledges, and intelledtual strategies.

which the program claims that it produces.. Th4 third step is to bridge

the special program,to the regular faculty and curriculum by formal as

well as informal mechanisms. The curriculum should not be too highly

specialized and should,ha ors in both special and bilingual

education. The fourth Step is t hold an experimelel and evaluative

posture toward the curriculum. programvan be designed to be

better than it is. An experimental posture means that one forms

hypdtheses about changes that will improve the program, and carries them

out. An evaluative posture means that the effects of these changed are

carefully appraised to make certain they actually produce improvements in

the program. Asystems apprOach to program evaluationis recommended.
.

As the five conditions described above suggest, institutionalizing a

program is neither an easy nor a certain process.. Creating a strategy or

action plan substagtially increases the probability, of success, while not

doing so leaves one's chances to lack.

SWIM TRAINING PROGRAMS
,

There are two general approaches that
.

can be used in addressing the need

to prepare bilingual special education teacher*. Existing teacher

training faculty and programs in .special education and bilingual

education can consolidate their resources'and service their programs to
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focus on the unique needs of ixceptiOnal bilingual studenta. This is
currently being done by several universities throughout the country, as
mentIoned,earlier in thip paper. Another ,approach is to focus attention
oh the training of the trainers themselves. At the preservice doctoral
leVel, a few universitles'are working with doctoral students on an ad hoc
ba0s. These programs use exisEing doctoral training programs in special
edUdation and add an emphasis in bilingual special education through
independent studies, specialized seminars, internshlps, and related
research projects. 'Among the universities involved )w this type of
leadership training are The University of Arizona, Arizona State
University, San Diego State University, The'University of 'Colorado, The
'Uhiversity of New Mexicopliew Mexico State University, The University of
MassabhusettspoSoston University, New York UniVersity, and New York State
.University.

. Op
The MulticUltural Institute for Change

A
'In addition to such preservice training for faculty, Landurand (1982) has
developed a very successful inservice training model for college and

4 university faculty in'the area of bilingual special education. Through a
U. S. Department of Education special education dean's grant, Landurand
-established the Multiculturail Institute for Change at Regis College in
Weston, Massachusetts. The Institute's primary goal is to improve the
quality of service to linguistically and culturally different children.
Currently, the Institute is training 16 faculty members from six nearby
colleges and universities in the theory and practical application of

'bilingual special education. The following programOdescription is taken
from a publication of the Multicultural Institute for Change (Landurand,

t1982).

The instructional program of the Institute for Change consists of
five major components: theoretical modular training, &local educational
agency, practicum experience, a college 'practicum experience, and an
integrative seminar. For each of the three years, the faculty trainees
complete three modules: the correlated local school. or agency practice,
the college practicum, ,and the-integrative seminar. Prior to initiating
any of the components, each, faculty trainee, with the assistance of the
project staff, undergoes a diagnostic prescriptive assessment. Each
trainee analyzes his or her particular areas; of expertise, background in
bilingual/bicultural issues, and favored learning style: In addition,
Or each of the ialiks specified in the college,component, the trainee

fit

evaluates what he or she has done in that.area and deverlops objectiv s

from a multicultural perspedtive for self-improvement for achieving at
"goal. Once these assessments are completed, each trainee', With the p,
of the Project Director and part-tIme staff, develops'im individual

training plan (ITP) to accomplish each :of the comporieha developed inrthe
Institute for Change. Techniques such as individual and school case
studies; role playing; group problem solving ;. and on -site local school,
agency, and college practicum are utilized in' training.
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At the end of the 3,year project, the Regis Cchleg', Institutwifor

il
Change will provide insightses'to the strategies nec ;wary for

successful training of faculty members in the conten of bilingual/

bicultural special education: To date, the Institute staff can suggest

the following to other/ institutione:that might i.pomade*:
such training;

1. Involve the adminAstrativi staff from the beginning otthe project.
.

Without the sup ct of.the:deans, the institute for Change ,Would not:

be.able t pect/highlevaIs.of cOmMitment from faculty.

I r

2.
'

Offer training tiler ,do/n9t conflict with faculty members'

busy;'ackiedules..1 In moat cap O, 7/retreats" proyide faculty with the

opportunity 'to concentrate-4.0, issues aWSkilts relative to

bilingual/bicL0401 apecial'educationl
I . o

3.. prOidgreaparianCea in:ehe.pUblic schools and ciommunityqh order to

Wodate4acultea perceptions, of the needs of:linguistic4mincirities in

the,local'ed0c4'ionailagendies.

Baprepaed to/ -deal with attitudes facUlty members may bring to the

itin'ing'tnet. refledi their.perceptidns of indiviehels from

eaffeicrt backgrounds. Staff members and consultants

4oUlvd:haVe,,skili,s in group processessepecially as these skills.

-//rolatataciaM'and biases that faculty may consciously or

.unconeciowalyposseso.

*61.400vongoing'follOp-up with faculty and administrative staff.

.1*ailae factaiyhave.Manitresponsibilities, their completion of ITP's

-.411SY-be:difficult wjthout the constant support of theproject's staff

and consultants. ;

nedause of the immediate need to train bilingual special education

teachers the above mentioned model is highly recommended both as a

short-term strategyand as a strategy for colleges and universities who

wish to retrainc.ixisting faculty.

Bilingual Language Learning System (ELLS)

Another .significant and model inservice training program has been

undertaken'by the American Speech, Language, and Hearing Association

(AstiA)'. This project is also funded by the Office of Special Education

of the U. S. Department of Education. The project is known as the ".

Bilingual Language Learning System (BLLS). The description of the

program which follows was adapted from the project summary disseminated

by AMA..

The Bilingual Language Learning System LLS) project has been

designed as a.national coordinated effort to meet this need and to

improve the availability and quality,of speech-language pathology and

audiology services rendered to bilingual/bicultural Spanish-English

children. Funded August 1, 1981, by Special Education Programs, United

States bopartment of Education, the BUS prOect is intended to provide a

series of 2-day inservice training institutes and a training 'manual which
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discuss characteristics of Spanish and English language acquisition; how
Speech-language pathologists an4 audiologists %ay provide appropriate
evaluation of Spanish-English children with suspected communication

' handicaps; hoW effective management strategies can be implemented for

those children with confirmed language disorders; and how interaction of
speech - language pathologists and audiologists with other school
professionals can be promoted in order to increase the effectiveness of
educational'programming for this population.

During the course qf.the project, a model of training will be

empleysd in which bilingual/bicultural speech-language pathologists will
be trained to train other professiohals. In addition, representatives of
university/college training programs in speech-language pathology .and
audiology will be trained so that content' of. BLLS Institutes can be
incorporated into university/college program curricula. State schools
consultants will also be trained so that these resource persons can
disseminate information on the BLSS Institutes and effect improved k
education for Spanish-English children. The Trainers, university/college
representatives and school consultants,.have been selected for the eight.
states which, collectively, account for'nearly 90% of.the
Spanish-language population in the United States (Arizona, California,
2:Colorado, Florida, Illinois, New Mexico, New York, and Texas). These
!individuals compose BLLS State Resource Teams in the eight target states.

During the first year of the project (August 1981 through May 1982),

the.BLLS training manual was developed and the State Resource Team .

members were selected. During the second yeirsof the project (June 1982
.through May 1983) , the Trainers conducted'a series of 14 BLLS Institutes
for Hispanic bilingual and bilcultural speedh-language pathologists,
audiologists, and otherlHispanic professionals.who worked in teams with
speech-language pathologists and audiologists, and selected a second
group of Trainers for the project. During the third year of the project

(June 1983 through May 1984), this second group were trained as Trainers
and conducted a series of 22 BLLS stitutes for monolingual,

professionals. Training:for bilin ulal/bicultural 'Speech=language
pathollAsti and audiologists will be distinct frqp training for
monolingual individuals bedause tle professional needs of the two groups-
are different.

The Institutes will serve tci:7

o Disseminate state-of-the-art information regardir4 bilingual

commufication assessment and treatment to professionals working with
Speinish-English children,/

n

o Provide opportunities Or Trainers to develop their skills in
presenting the curriculum content. /

o Field-test the original curriculum content so that necessary

revision, based on evaluation by Institute participants, can be made,
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Ap.a result.of'BLLS training, it is anticipated that more
speech-language pathologists and audiologists will provide/improved 4
services to bilingual/bicuitural communicatively handicapped children.
Greater consultative services nom then be available to special and
.regular educators, and these professionals will better un erstand

/1
contributions that communication disorders specialists ca provide.

,

a RECOMMENRATIONS

1. Preservice training projects in bilingual special education should be

given increased support from the local, state, and federal level.

2. Colleges Sod universities shOuld cooperate. with local school

districts in conducting a planned and systematic inservicelprogram in
bilinguali'special education.

3. Leadership training in bilingual. special educatioat the doctoral
level should receive increased support from the U. S. Department of
Education.

4. All types and levels of bil ingual special education training should

include a strong emphasis on parental involvement. and parent training.

7

5. Bilingual special education teacher training curricula should be

highly interdisciplinary in oriettation, drawing not only from
special education and bilingual education but from psychology,
anthropology, linguistics, psycholinguistics, language "apartments,
etc.

6. Bilingual special education'teacher competencies identified as
critical by practitioners should be Validated empiricalily before
being used to design future training programs.

7. Bilingual special education teacher training research should be
conducted with particular emphasis given to student outcomes as the

ultimate measure of success.

8. Teacher training materials and textbooks as 0011 as bibliographies
should be de eloped for the field of/bilingual.special edudation.

9. Training programs should make spec 'al provisions for student

recruitment and retention. Stipe de, tuition and.book allowances,

and additional support systems sh,uld also be provided.
/

10. Bilingual special education and/ESL methods courses should be unique

and diffei7t for this population of exceptional bilingual students.

11. The issue otdual pecial edUcition and bilingual education)

endorsement nd certification as well as bilingual special education

endorsement, nd certificati n needs further study.

12. The.training f regular 04 cation teachers through infuoion regarding.

the needs of he.pilinfluai exceptional child is a priority.
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